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Abstract
The radio propagation channel is both random and time-varying due to the motion of the mobile
terminal (MT) and changes in the surrounding environment. The emergence of smart antennas
that are capable of maximising the wireless capacity throughput by exploiting both the spatial
and temporal domains has introduced a requirement for more realistic channel models. The
underlying models must adequately characterise the spatio-temporal domain properties as well
as the dynamic evolution of paths as the MT is in motion. This thesis focuses on the statistical characterisation and modelling of the indoor propagation channel. The results reported
here form a comprehensive framework spanning from real-time measurements to data analysis,
characterisation to modelling, and implementation to evaluation.
The contributions of this thesis are detailed below. Firstly, the frequency-domain space alternating generalised expectation-maximisation (FD-SAGE) algorithm is proposed and used in
conjunction with the serial interference cancellation (SIC) technique for joint detection and
estimation of multipath channel parameters. The SIC technique demonstrates more stable performance than the parallel interference cancellation (PlC) technique in a multipath rich environment. The performance of the FD-SAGE algorithm is demonstrated by using real indoor
channel measurement data and its functionality is verified through comparison with unitary
estimation of signal parameter via rotational invariance technique (ESPRIT) algorithm.
The second contribution details a channel model that is derived based on data collected dur ing a static measurement campaign. This model incorporates both the clustering of multipath
components (MPCs) and the correlation between the spatial and temporal domains. The clustering effect relies on two classes of parameters (interciuster and intracluster parameters) and
two classes of power density spectra (PDS) (interciuster and intracluster PDS) which characterise the cluster and MPC, respectively. All parameters are described by empirical probability density functions (pdfs) derived from the measured data and the correlation properties are
incorporated in two joint pdfs for cluster and MPC positions. Data analysis shows that the
intercluster and intracluster PDS exhibit exponential and Laplacian functions in the delay and
angular domains, respectively.
The third contribution details a channel model that is derived based on data collected during a
dynamic measurement campaign. This model incorporates both the spatial-temporal properties
as well as the dynamic evolution of paths due to motion of the MT. An M-step, 4-state Markov
channel model is proposed in order to account for the correlation between the number of births
and deaths and multiple births and deaths that can occur at any time instant. The power and
spatio-temporal variation of paths within their lifespan are modelled by a low-pass-filter and
a Gaussian distributed spatio-temporal vector, respectively. Due to the distinction in the birthdeath statistics and the spatio-temporal dispersion and correlation properties for line-of-sight
(LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS) scenarios, the model can be generalised, and parameterised by
two sets of Markov parameters for these two scenarios.
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Chapter 1

This thesis is devoted to the statistical characterisation and modelling of the indoor propagation
channel. This introductory chapter will provide the motivation for this work including the limitation of conventional models in Section 1.1. Section 1.2 summarises the objectives of the work
and the author's contributions. Finally, Section 1.3 provides an overview of the organisation of
the thesis.

Li IProbilem statement: llmitati©ini of crrnventoniiall modelis
Recently, wireless local area networks (WLANs) have attracted considerable interest and attention due to their ability to provide broadband wireless communication. Several new standards have been developed in the 5 GHz band, namely, high performance radio local area
network type 2 (HIPERLAN/2) defined by The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) Broadband Radio Access Networks (BRAN), 802.11 a as defined by Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and high speed wireless access network type a
(HiS WANa) defined by Multimedia Mobile Access Communication (MMAC) [9]. These standards are capable of providing data rates of up to 54 Mbit/s for short range communication
in indoor environments. High data rates imply the use of a large bandwidth. Smart antennas (SAs) have emerged as one of the most promising candidates in increasing the capacity of
present and future wireless systems [10]. SAs exploit both the spatial and temporal domains
by means of space-time signal processing techniques, such as the new Turbo space-time codes
[11] and various spatial-diversity schemes [12]. Successful deployment of SAs requires a detailed knowledge of the radio propagation channel, thus, a prerequisite for the proper design
and evaluation of such schemes is an accurate channel model that incorporates both the spatial
and temporal domain properties.
In recent years, many extensive studies have been carried out to gain a more profound knowledge of propagation channels. Despite numerous spatial channel models having been reported
in the literature [13, 14], few of them incorporate both the spatial and temporal correlation
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properties of the channel. Modelling the correlation between these two domains is essential
as a strong correlation could enhance the performance of the space-time processing techniques
[15]. To the best of the author's knowledge, only two models have appeared in the literature
which provide a statistical description for the spatio-temporal properties in indoor propagation
environments based on real measurement data. The first model is an extension of the SalehValenzuela temporal domain only model [16] with angle-of-arrival (AOA) information, called
the extension Saleh-Valenzuela model (ESVM) [7]. This model adopts a clustered double Poisson time-of-arrival (TOA) model detailed in [16] and proposes that the clustering phenomenon
is also observable in the angular domain. A key assumption made in this model is that the spatial and temporal domains are independent of one another. The second model is known as the
stochastic radio channel model (SRCM) [8]. This model was developed based on measurement
data collected at a carrier frequency of 24 GHz in two office environments in both line-of-sight
(LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) scenarios. A non-clustered and a clustered model were
proposed for LOS and NLOS conditions, respectively. However, none of these models investigated the spatio-temporal correlation properties of the indoor propagation channel despite its
importance. More details on these two models will be discussed in Section 2.3.
To date, the most commonly deployed HIPERLAN/2 channel model developed specifically
for 5 GHz band is reported in [17]. Nevertheless, this model does not incorporate the spatial
information necessary for the development of SA technologies.
In general, the radio propagation channel is both random and time-varying due to the motion of
the mobile terminal (MT) and/or changes in the surrounding environment [18], which can then
be modelled by a stochastic process. The motion of the MT introduces both small-scale and
large-scale variations in the received signal. A major shortcoming of the currently available
models is that they do not consider the dynamic behaviour of the channel i.e. the appearance
and disappearance of paths due to movement of the MT. This is mainly due to the lack of
dynamic measurement campaigns to support realistic modelling of a dynamic channel. To date,
no measurement based dynamic and directional model has yet been reported, particularly for
indoor environments. There are two models that have appeared in the published literature that
model the dynamic properties of the indoor propagation channel. A ray-tracing model by Zwick
[19,20] and a temporal-domain model by Nielsen [21]. However, the lack of dynamic spatial
information in Nielsen's model does not allow any realistic evaluation of SA systems that would
exploit both temporal and spatial domains of the channel. The emergence of SA technologies
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demands that any model must adequately characterise both the spatio-temporal properties as
well as the dynamic evolution of paths as the MT moves through the environment.

2.2 Objectives and comnitnfllbuntkllnls cfr this thesis
1.2.1

Objectives

The objective of the work reported in this thesis is to study in more detail the statistical characteristics of the 5 GHz WLAN indoor propagation channel in both the spatial and temporal
domains, particularly the clustering of multipath components (MPCs) and the correlation between these two domains as well as the dynamic behaviour of the indoor propagation channel
due to the motion of the MT. The work also aims to give a general insight into the spatiotemporal dispersion properties of the indoor environments through an extensive analysis of the
measurement data.

1.2.2 Contiribustfions
Several contributions regarding the indoor propagation channel modelling in 5 G}{z WLAN
systems are reported in this thesis. The main contributions of this work are:
o

A new maximum likelihood (ML)-based super-resolution technique, namely, the twodimensional (2-D) frequency domain SAGE (FD-SAGE) algorithm for channel parameter estimation (i.e. number of MPCs, their TOAs and AOAs) in a multipath rich indoor
environment [22].

o

A new statistical-based wideband channel model that incorporates both the clustering
of MPCs and the correlation between the spatial and temporal domains which can be
employed for all propagation scenarios (i.e. LOS, obstructed-line-of-sight (OLOS) and
NLOS) [23-25].

o

An extensive analysis of the measurement data reveals a relationship between the spatial
and temporal dispersion of the channel with the propagation scenario, mobility and the
degree of clutter in the environment under consideration [26,27].

o

A novel wideband stochastic directional channel model based on a Markov process that
incorporates the dynamic evolution of paths as well as the power and spatio-temporal
3
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variations of paths within their lifespan when the MT in motion [28-33].

2.3 Orgainisatflini ©f the thess
This thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2
This chapter provides the general principles and background to propagation channel modelling.
The fundamental multipath propagation mechanisms and propagation characteristics are reviewed. The current state-of-the-art in the area of channel modelling and a review of some most
well-known statistical indoor channel models is discussed. Finally, the modelling approach and
the mathematical framework used in this thesis are proposed.
Chapter 3
This chapter gives an introduction to the measurement system used for the channel measurements and a brief overview of all of the investigated indoor environments deployed throughout
the measurement campaigns. Both the static and dynamic single-input-multiple-output (SIMO)
measurement campaigns conducted at the carrier frequency of 5.2 GHz are described in terms
of their measurement set-up and procedure.
Chapter 4
This chapter introduces a signal processing algorithm used to extract channel parameters of
interest from the raw measurement data. Here, the 2-D PD-SAGE algorithm is used in conjunction with the serial interference cancellation (SIC) technique in order to detect the number
of dominant paths and to estimate the dominant path's TOA, AOA and complex amplitude in a
multipath rich environment.
Chapter 5
This chapter studies the statistical characteristics of the static SIMO channel in both spatial and
temporal domains, particularly the clustering of MPCs and the correlation between these two
domains observable from the analysed data. Based on this, a new statistical-based wideband
spatio-temporal channel model is proposed which incorporate both the clustering and correlation properties. This model relies on two classes of channel parameters and power density
spectra (PDS), respectively, and can be used for LOS, OLOS and NLOS scenarios.
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Chapter 6
This chapter characterises both the spatial and temporal domain dispersion and correlation
properties of the 5.2 GHz indoor propagation channels based on the data obtained from the
dynamic SIMO measurement campaign. Analysis of the measurement results reveal that the
main contributory factor in determining the value of the spatio-temporal dispersion are the presence of a LOS path, the transmitter (TX)-receiver (RX) separation and the degree of clutter in
the environment.
Chapter 7
This chapter proposes a novel stochastic wideband dynamic directional indoor channel model
which incorporates the dynamic evolution of paths when the MT is in motion based on a Markov
process. The power and spatio-temporal variation of paths within their lifespan are modelled by
a simple low pass filter (LPF) and a Gaussian probability density function (pdf), respectively.
The model is generalised through segmentation of the measurement runs and can be completely
parameterised by several sets of Markov parameters associated to the type of environment and
scenario under consideration.
Chapter 8
Finally, some concluding remarks and suggestions for future research are made.
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Accurate knowledge of the wireless propagation channel is of great importance when designing
radio systems. If an accurate channel model is available, it is possible to design RX algorithms
that achieve good performance by exploiting the properties of the channel. Unfortunately, the
mechanisms that govern radio propagation in a wireless communication channel are complex
and diverse. Therefore, a better understanding of the propagation mechanisms and effects is
key for the development of a realistic channel model. This chapter establishes the fundamental concepts and background for modelling the wireless propagation channel. This chapter
is organised as follows: Section 2.1 presents a summary of the basic multipath propagation
mechanisms and propagation characteristics of typical wireless communication channels; Section 2.2 discusses the current state of the art in the area of channel modelling including, the evolution of the conventional narrowband channel model for a single-antenna system [34-36] to
the recently developed wideband spatio-temporal channel model for multiple-antenna systems
[7, 8, 19,20,37-39]. Classification of the channel models into various modelling approaches
and the choice of modelling approach to be used in this work is also discussed in this section.
Section 2.3 reviews some of the best known statistical indoor channel models that have been
reported in the literature; Section 2.4 introduces the modelling philosophy and mathematical
framework of the proposed channel model that will be deployed in Chapters 5 to 7 in this
thesis; finally, Section 2.5 summarises the chapter.

21 Miillflpatllui propagat©ini hii wireliess c©mmwllicatkllhls
21.1

Basic imufitipath propagation mechanisms

In a wireless system, the transmitted signal interacts with the physical environment in a complex manner. The signal arriving at the RX is in general a summation of both direct LOS and
several IvlPCs. Multipath occurs due to the three basic multipath propagation mechanisms,
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namely, reflection, diffraction, and scattering of the transmitted signal. All three of these phenomena cause radio signal distortions and give rise to signal fades, as well as additional signal
propagation losses in a wireless communication system [40]. The relative importance of these
propagation mechanisms depends on the particular environment. For example, if there is a direct LOS between the mobile and base station (BS), then reflection dominates the propagation,
whilst if the mobile is in a heavily build-up area or heavily cluttered area with no LOS to the BS
(e.g. urban micro-cells), scattering and diffraction usually play the major role [2]. According
to [411, reflection and transmission are the two main propagation mechanisms in the indoor
environment. Figure 2.1 shows the basic propagation mechanisms that cause multipath effects.
A brief description of each of these mechanisms is described below.

RX
Transmission
TX
Scattering
Diffraction

Reflection

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the basic propagation mechanisms that cause multipath effects.

2.1.1.1 Reflection
Reflection occurs when a propagating electromagnetic wave impinges upon an object with dimensions larger than the wavelength of the propagating wave, A. In the outdoor environment,
reflections can occur from the surface of the earth and from buildings; while in the indoor
environment, reflections are caused by floors, walls, ceilings and furniture. Reflections from
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surfaces can generally be classified as one of the following:

o

Specular reflection occurs when a wavefront encounters a flat, infinite plane surface. The
incoming wave splits up into reflected and transmitted (refracted) waves whose magnitudes can be computed from Fresnel's formulae [40]. The basic property of specular
reflection is that the direction of the reflected wave is same as the direction of the incident
wave with respect to the surface normal on the same plane. The reflection and refraction
coefficients are different for polarisations parallel and perpendicular to the plane containing the normal of the boundary and the propagation direction, which can lead to a
change of wave polarisation. Even though there are no perfectly flat infinite plane surfaces, specular reflection is a good approximation if the surface is sufficiently large in
wavelengths (i.e. larger than the cross-section of the first Fresnel zone [40]) and not too
rough compared to the wavelength.

o

Diffuse reflection occurs when the surface has considerable roughness which causes reflected energy which spreads in many directions instead of one specular direction. This
phenomenon is complicated to calculate compared to specular reflection. The contribution of diffuse properties depends on both the surface roughness and the incidence angle.
A critical surface roughness is given by the Rayleigh criterion [1] which can be expressed
as
4ira cos q5
where o is the standard deviation of the surface irregularities, 0 is the angle of incidence
with respect to the normal of the surface, and A is the wavelength. Figure 2.2 illustrates
the comparison between specular reflection and rough surface scattering effects. The
surface is smooth and specular reflection dominates if C < 0.1 i.e. when waves reflected
from the surface only encounter small relative phase shift with respect to each other. For
C > 10, highly diffuse reflection takes place and the specularly reflected wave is small
enough to be neglected since wave reflected from the surface encounter a relatively large
phase shift. At frequencies close to 5.2 GHz (A

58 mm), specular reflection dominates

if the surface roughness is less than 0.5 mm or 26 mm for normal and near-grazing
(4 = 89°) incidence, respectively. For highly diffuse reflection, the corresponding values
are 4.6 cm and 2.6 m. The values of the surface roughness can be larger for near-grazing
incidence as compared to the normal incidence to give the same reflection effect because
at near-grazing incidence, reflected waves arrive with approximately same phase shift.
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Thus, it can be concluded that in the frequency range around 5.2 GHz, the reflections
from the ground or from (outer) building walls are neither purely specular nor completely
diffuse. The same holds for the ground reflections where the surface roughness is usually
greater but the angle of incidence is nearly 900.

Specular
direction

Rough

Smooth

catterea
wave

Scattered
wave

Rougher

Figure 2.2: The effect of surface roughness on reflection [1].

2.1.1.2 Diffraction
Diffraction occurs when the propagation path between the TX and RX is obstructed by either
a dense body with dimensions that are large compared to A or a surface that has sharp irregularities (edges), causing secondary waves to be formed behind the obstructing body. This
phenomena can be explained by Huygen 's principle, which states that all points on a wavefront
can be considered as point sources for the production of secondary wavelets, and that these
wavelets combine to produce a new wavefront in the direction of propagation [1, 40]. It is often termed shadowing because the diffracted field can reach the RX even when shadowed by
an impenetrable obstruction [42]. Diffracted fields can be computed by the geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD) [43] or the more accurate uniform theory of diffraction (UTD) [44].
In the outdoor environment, diffraction usually occurs via propagation around hills or over
rooftops; while in the indoor environment, diffraction normally occurs via propagation around
door openings.

2.1.1.3 Scattering
Scattering occurs when a radio wave impinges on any surface with dimensions of the order
of A or less, causing the signal energy that is received by the scatterer to be re-radiated in
all directions away from the scatterer. Scattered waves are produced by small and irregularly
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shaped objects, or by other irregularities in the channel. In an urban environment, a typical
signal obstruction that yields scattering is foliage [40]; while in the indoor environment, the
dominant scatterers are walls and furniture. From hereon in, the term scatterer will apply to
any obstruction in the propagation path that causes a signal to be reflected or scattered.
When discussing the indoor environment, the largest consideration is the effect of walls, ceilings, floors, and doors. Two phenomena happen when a propagation wave encounters a wall;
some of the energy penetrates (transmits) through the wall, while some of it reflects off the wall.
Waves at microwave frequencies (e.g. 5.2 GHz) lose much of their energy when penetrating a
wall. When diffuse reflection and scattering are minor effects, there is essentially a finite number of dominant propagation paths. In indoor propagation environments this is true if building
walls can be treated as nearly smooth surfaces. The validity of this assumption was discussed
on page 8 and it was concluded that reflections are not highly diffuse at 5.2 GHz. At higher
frequencies (e.g. 60 GHz), diffuse reflections cause increasing spreading of the propagating
wave and a continuous distribution of scatterers and diffusely reflecting surfaces around the
RX will have to be considered. Furthermore, the wave guide effect along corridors is also an
important propagation mechanism in the indoor environment in which the wave can use walls
as a waveguide [1,40]. Combinations of these mechanisms will be seen to account for all of
the observed effects in the wireless propagation channel as will be discussed in the following
chapters.

2.1.2 Multipath propagation characteristics
In general, wireless multipath propagation can be characterised by two major effects: path loss
and fading.

2.1.2.1 Path floss
Usually, the first step taken in characterisation of a wireless communication channel is the path
loss which describes the attenuation of the median power as a function of distance travelled.
Path loss is defined as the ratio between the received and transmitted power. The mean received
signal level varies with distance, d, as where nPL is parameter in the range of 2-5,
depending on the type of environment [45]. The more obstructed/cluttered the environment,
the larger the value of TiPL, where nPL = 2 is realistic only for free-space propagation. Path
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loss increases not only with increasing d, but also with increasing operating frequency, f.

2.1.2.2 Fading
In addition to path loss, the received signal also experiences fluctuations in power level. This
phenomenon is called fading, which is also distance dependent. Fading is a general term used
to describe a wireless channel affected by some type of selectivity. A channel has selectivity
if it varies as a function of either time, frequency, or space. The variability of power level can
be divided into two categories, namely, large-scale fading (or slow fading or shadowing) and
small-scale fading (orfastfading).
Large-scale fading refers to the slow variation of the local mean signal strength. It is caused by
the dynamic evolution of propagation paths wherein new paths arise and old paths disappear as
the MT moves through a scattering environment. The received signal varies rather slowly and
depends on the movement speed of the MT. The term shadowing is descriptive since typically
these changes are due to the appearance or disappearance of shadowing objects on signal paths.
The envelope of a slow-fading signal is determined statistically by the local mean of the fastfading signal, i.e. the average signal level for areas of a few tens of wavelengths, which was
found to follow a log-normal distribution particularly for outdoor environments [40].
Small-scale fading is caused by multiple reflections of the transmitted wave off objects around
the MT. The waves scattered off these objects have different attenuations and phases, and thus
may add up constructively or destructively as the MT moves, causing fast fluctuations in the
signal level. For a simple model, the distance between two successive fast fading maxima or
minima is typically on the order of one half-wavelength. Two distributions are widely used to
describe the statistics of this phenomenon i.e. Rayleigh and Rice distributions [46]. Assuming
a sufficiently large number of incoming waves having equal amplitudes and a uniform distribution of the phase angles, the distribution of the envelope of the received signal is best modelled
by a Rayleigh distribution. Rayleigh fading can model extreme multipath situations when there
is no direct LOS between the TX and the RX. In practice, however, there is occasionally a dominant incoming wave which can be a LOS component or a strong specular component. In these
situations, the envelope of the received signal may be Rician in distribution. The Nakagami
distribution has also been proposed to model the envelope of the received signal, for example
[47,48] in both outdoor and indoor environments. Figure 2.3 illustrates the example of path
loss, large-scale and small-scale fading phenomenon for a received signal power as a function
11
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of distance travelled by the MT.

[a-'--

0)

C
C.
C

log(distance)

Figure 2.3: Illustration of the path loss, large-scale and small-scale fading phenomenon for a
received signal power as a function of distance travelled by the MT [2].

2,2 Piropagaflon tharniiell rnd1ellhiig
2.2.1 State of the art in the area
A realistic radio channel model that provides insight into the radio wave propagation mechanisms is essential for the design and successful deployment of wireless systems. Consequently,
channel modelling has been a subject of intense research for a long time [16,18,34-36,49—
541. The type of channel model that is desired depends critically on the type of environment
and system under consideration. For example, different types of channel models are needed for
indoor and outdoor environments, and for narrowband, wideband, single antenna, and multiple
antenna systems.
Early channel modelling work aimed at to develop models which could provide an accurate
estimate of the mean received power (or path loss) and study the behaviour of the received
signal envelope. This lead to the conventional statistical models of the fading signal envelope
[34-36]. Since these models were typically developed for narrowband systems, the temporal
domain such as delay spread (DS) was largely neglected. As the need for higher data rates
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increased, larger bandwidths were necessary. In order to accurately model wideband systems,
narrowband channel models were enhanced to include the prediction of the temporal domain
properties such as TOA and DS. Such wideband models are important when analysing digital
modulation over wireless communication links and for cell planning in digital mobile radio
[55].
During the advent of second generation (2G) wireless communication systems, the deployment of non-directional (or single antenna) systems was anticipated. Therefore, non-directional
channel models were developed based on non-directional measurements using omni-directional
antennae. Later, for third generation (3G) systems, one of the features was the use of SAs at
the BS. The advent of SAs suggests the need for a new dimension in channel models, i.e. the
spatial dimension. With directionality, new types of channel characteristics need to be modelled. This new class of channel model must incorporate both the temporal and spatial domain information. Vector channel models that rely more on the physical and spatial properties
of wave-propagation have been proposed in [13, 14,56]. Furthermore, some non-directional
channel models have been modified or enhanced to include spatial domain properties [57]. An
overview of spatial channel models may be found in several review articles [13, 14,56].
While 3G systems are not yet widespread, research is already concentrating on further enhancements commonly summarised by the term fourth generation (4G) or "Beyond 3G" [58]. These
future systems will most probably employ antenna arrays at both the user terminal and the
radio access point. Driven by the ever-increasing demand for higher data rates and capacity,
appropriate technologies are designed primarily for indoor and microcellular usage. For indoor environments, proposals for WLAN systems are being developed and standardised under
the terms HIPERLAN/2 by ETSI BRAN in Europe, IEEE 802.11a in the USA, and MIvIAC
in Japan.' The first 4G systems are likely to be an integration of 3G and WLAN systems.
From these aspects, the necessity to explore, characterise, and model multipath propagation in
more detail becomes obvious. Figure 2.4 classifies 2G, 3G, 4G and WLAN systems. There
is vast literature on propagation channel modelling. For more details, the interested reader is
referred to several review articles published which provide comprehensive references to indoor
propagation channel models [55,59,60].
'The physical layers of HIPERLAN/2, IEEE 802.11a, and MMAC have been harmonised to allow global
roaming.
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Figure 2.4: Classification of 2G. 3G, 4G and WL4N systems 131.

2.2.2 Classification of channel models
The requirement to model many different types of wireless propagation channels has resulted
in a large number of different modelling approaches reported in the literature [1,6,40,551. One
reason for the abundance of modelling approaches is due to the complex phenomena encountered by a transmitted signal. The transmitted signal will usually arrive at the RX via several
paths, i.e. multipaths, where the signal encounters various propagation mechanisms such as
reflection, scattering and/or diffraction as described in Section 2.1 .1. Therefore, many different types of simplifications and approximations are necessary in order to obtain a simple yet
accurate and reliable model of the wireless communications channel.
According to [4,61], propagation channel models can be classified as deterministic and statistical (or stochastic). Under each category, channel models can be further grouped according to
the method by which they were developed, namely, closed-form, empirical, and physical modelling approaches. More recently, another class of channel models known as geometricallybased was introduced and is becoming more popular particularly for outdoor environments
[38,621. Figure 2.5 illustrates the different classification and modelling approaches for wireless propagation channels.
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Channel models
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Figure 2.5: Classification of wireless propagation channel modelling approaches (adapted
from [4]).

2.2.2.1 Deterministic models
Deterministic models may exist in closed-form for very simple channels such as a two-path
signal model. Such models are usually too restrictive to represent any realistic communication
environment. Direct measurement of the channel transfer function provides an empirical model
for the measured scenarios. However, characterisation of all types of channels by measurement
is a non-trivial task due to the vast amount of data that are required. A number of empirical
channel models have been developed and reported in the literature [63,64]; the two best known
examples are the Okumura [65] and Hata [66] models. Deterministic physical models apply an
electromagnetic simulation tool such as ray tracing techniques [67,68] to obtain nearly exact
propagation characteristics for a specified geometry. These models try to describe the physics
of the propagation mechanisms such as path loss, reflection, diffraction and scattering. Ray
tracing models are based on exact computations making use of a detailed database of the geometry of the specific physical environment under study. Ultimately, the accuracy of ray tracing
models relies on the accuracy and detail of the site-specific representation of the propagation
medium [69]. For example, indoor channel modelling usually relies on the availability of a
three-dimensional (3-D) database. In addition to the geometry, the electromagnetic parameters
of the materials also need to be included in the database. However, these models have several
disadvantages. Firstly, the topographical and building data is always tied to a particular site and
thus, a huge amount of such data is required in order to obtain a comprehensive set of different propagation environments. Secondly, it requires high computational power and a detailed
description of the simulations environment which is often time-consuming and impractical.
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2.2.2.2 Statistical models
Statistical models are normally less complex than the deterministic models, and can provide suf ficiently accurate channel information. Statistical models attempt to generate synthetic channel
responses that are representative of real propagation channels. Typically, such models can be
tuned to imitate various propagation environments by setting appropriate values for the channel
model parameters. Note that fixed parameter settings do not produce identical outputs on each
simulation run but stochastic processes are used to create variability within a fixed environment
type. For example, a particular set of parameters might generate a representative set of propagation scenarios found in indoor environments. Several models have been developed under this
category such as the widely used COST 2 207 model [50] and its successors CODIT 3 [51] and
ATDMA4 models [52] as well as the models proposed under the Magic WAND 5 project for
modelling broadband indoor wireless systems [70].
In a similar manner to their deterministic counterparts, statistical models may also be grouped
into closed-form, empirical, or physical modelling approaches. Statistical closed-form models usually represent the models by some closed-form statistical expressions or formulae. For
example, approximate closed-form expressions have been obtained for the capacity of the independent identical distributed (i.i.d.) complex normal channel as described in [71]. However, the
i.i.d. assumption is invalid for many real propagation scenarios. Statistical-empirical models
may be formed by assuming a statistical distribution of the channel parameters, and computing the required statistical moments from the data collected from the real-time measurements.
However, the empirical statistical moments obtained may only apply to the specific measurement scenario. Finally, statistical models based on the basic principals of wave propagation
for random communications channels may be developed. These statistical-physical models
have the ability to provide accurate statistical information, without the complexity of detailed
deterministic approaches.
2 COoperation

européenne dans le domaine de la recherche Scientifique et Technique
Code Division Testbed
4 Advanced TDMA Mobile Access
5 Wireless ATM Network Demonstrator
3 UMTS
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2.2.2.3 Geometrically-based models
Geometrically-based models specify both a region in space where objects are distributed and
the distribution of those objects [62]. These objects give rise to scattering and/or reflection.
Typically the interaction of the signal with the objects is such that each MPC only interacts
with a single object. This interaction may be viewed as a single-bounce from the TX to the RX,
and the term geometrically-based single-bounce (GBSB) models is often used when referring
to these models [72]. Geometrically-based channel models are usually deployed for the outdoor
macrocellular or microcellular environments (e.g. [56,73,74]). This is a reasonable simplification of reality as long as the distances between scattering objects remain large compared to
the wavelength. The most commonly used geometrically-based models in the urban and rural environments are based on the method of distributed scatterers on a planar disc [54,56].
However, this method is not suitable for indoor environments because in buildings scatterers
are usually distributed all over the volume and thus, it is impossible to obtain any reliable information about their distribution. Another example of geometrically-based models is based
on the method of placing scatterers on an ellipsoid [75]. However, this model is not feasible
for the indoor channel as it assumes only single-bounce/reflection between the TX and RX.
Extensive simulations and comparisons with measurement results show that in more than half
of cases the major power contribution is due to propagation over multiple reflections [20]. In
general, geometrically-based models do not provide much flexibility in the independent selection of channel parameters. For example, some of the models have only one degree of freedom.
Furthermore, some of the models are only appropriate for specific environments. When simulating different environments, different channel model structures may be needed. This lack of
flexibility inherent in the geometrical models is the major disadvantage of using such a model
[20]. One major advantage of the geometrical models is that they can provide in a very compact
form, the complete specification of the joint AOA-TOA statistics of the channel [74].
The work reported here employs a hybrid approach by retaining the useful features of both
statistical-empirical and statistical-physical modelling approaches, but minimising their disadvantages. One classical example of such model is the Saleh-Valenzuela model [16]. This
model relates the random impulse response of the channel to the random arrival and decay of
both clusters and WCs. The model was later extended by Spencer et. al., [7] to include AOA
information. In addition to this, the model proposed in this work also inherits some important
properties of the geometrically-based model by taking into account the joint AOA-TOA statis-
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tics of the channel. The proposed model extracts the channel's joint AOA-TOA statistics from
collected measurement data. The methodology deployed to extract the channel joint statistics
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

23 Thnido©ir dllhlajililluleil modells revfis1Ited
Indoor radio communication is currently being studied for applications such as personal area
networks (PANs), personal communication services (PCS), WLAN, high performance radio
local area network (HIPERLAN), IEEE 802.11, Bluetooth etc. Therefore, indoor wireless
communication systems are expected to play a significant role in the deployment of personal
communication systems. The development of an effective wireless communication system requires some measurement and modelling of the indoor propagation channel characteristics. A
realistic channel model enables system engineers to extract relevant parameters accurately and
efficiently and hence, design links with a satisfactory communication performance.
The indoor propagation channel differs from the outdoor radio channel in two aspects [40].
Firstly, the distances covered are much smaller, and secondly, the variability of environments is
much greater for a much smaller range of TX-RX separation distances. Generally, propagation
within buildings is strongly influenced by specific features such as the layout of the building, the
construction materials, and the building type. Furthermore, the type of furniture and movement
of people will also affect the propagation within the buildings. Thus, many channel models
have been developed to characterise indoor radio propagation. Most of these models belong to
the statistical and deterministic approaches as described in the previous subsection. Since this
work does not focus on deterministic modelling approaches, indoor channel models based on
statistical approaches will be discussed and only deterministic ray tracing models that are used
to derive statistical information (e.g. Zwick model) will be covered.
The demands for wireless propagation channel modelling have changed as systems have evolved.
For first generation analog systems, it was sufficient to model narrowband effects such as path
loss and fading. Several path loss models for indoor propagation environments were reported
in the literature include the Keenan-Motley model [76], the Seidel-Rappaport model [77] and
the COST 231 model [53]. The latter is an enhancement of the original Keenan-Motley model.
Most work on characterisation of narrowband fading indoor channel models has concentrated
on analysing the statistics of amplitude. Many proposed statistical descriptions of the amplitude
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have been reported in the literature and the two most commonly used models are the Rayleigh
fading model and the Rice fading model. For example, these fading models are being used by
Kivinen-Vainikainen [78,79] and Kattenbach-Englert [80] to model the narrowband fading amplitude in the indoor environments. Later, for 2G and some 3G systems, the wideband effect,
i.e. delay spread, became an additional requirement. Several examples of wideband statistical
indoor channel models are the Saleh-Valenzuela model [16], the Hashemi model [81] and the
simulation of indoor radio-channel impulse-response models (SIRCIM) [82]. Recent advances
in multiple-antenna systems necessitate the description of the directional (or spatial) properties
of the channel. Thus, the concept of a directional channel model or spatial channel model was
created. Two examples of statistical based directional indoor channel models reported in the
literature are the ESVM [7] and the SRCM [8]. As systems advance, a more accurate channel
model is required in order to provide a more realistic simulation scenario for performance evaluation. Thus, static channel models described above are insufficient to realistically model the
time-variant propagation environment, and dynamic channel models that model the dynamic
behaviour of the channel are necessary. To date, two dynamic indoor channel models have
been reported in the literature, namely, the ray-tracing model by Zwick [19,20] and a temporaldomain model by Nielsen [21]. In the following, an overview of all the aforementioned channel
models is presented.

2.3.1

Narrowband path loss and fading models

Keenan and Motley [76] formulated a radio coverage prediction model based on measurements
in a few buildings. The model provides a quick and simple way to predict path loss in an indoor
environment which takes into account the number of walls and floors traversed by the direct path
between the TX and the RX. This model was later modified and improved in COST 231 [53].
In particular, a non-linear function of the number of penetrated floors is included in the revised
model to better reflect experimental observations. Investigations in COST 231 have shown that
the this model also holds in the millimeter-wave range. Seidel and Rappaport [77] have also
proposed path loss models based on data measured at 914 MHz. The models are based on a
simple dnPL exponential path loss against distance relationship. In open-plan buildings, the
path loss exponent TtPL is close to 2. For environments with many more obstructions between
the TX and the RX, the pass loss exponent can be much higher.
Investigations of measurements by Kivinen-Vainikainen [78,79] at 5.3 GHz in an indoor envi-
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ronments have confirmed the (surprising) narrowband Rayleigh fading hypothesis both for LOS
and NLOS. On the other hand, from the measurement investigations by Kattenbach-Englert
[80], it turns out that for frequencies between 1.5 and 2.1 GHz in an indoor environment, the
Rayleigh distribution is not always the most appropriate function but the Rice distribution gives
a better match to the measurement results. Besides Kattenbach-Englert, narrowband Rice fading has also been assumed for the investigations by Loredo et. al., [83] at 1.8 and 2.4 GHz
in an indoor environment. However, all these models only provide either path loss or narrowband fading amplitude information and thus, are insufficient for wideband and multiple-antenna
systems.

2.3,2 Wideband temporal domain only models
2.3.2.1 Saleh-Valeinizuella model
The first statistical based multipath channel model was suggested by Turin for outdoor urban
radio propagation [49]. Owing to the similarities between the multipath channels in the indoor
and urban environments, early research in modelling the indoor propagation channel was based
on this work. This paper formed the basis for the first comprehensive wideband statistical
based channel model specifically for the indoor multipath environment proposed by Saleh and
Valenzuela [16]. This model was developed based on the clustering phenomenon observed in
experimental data. The clustering phenomenon refers to the observation that MIPCs arrive at
the antenna in groups. The formation of the clusters is related to the building structure, while
the MPCs within the cluster are formed by multiple reflections from objects in the vicinity of
the TX and RX. It was found that both the clusters and the IvlPCs within a cluster decayed
in amplitude with time. Both of these decaying patterns are exponential with time, and are
controlled by two time constants, namely, the cluster arrival decay time constant, F, and the
MIPC arrival decay time constant, 'y. The impulse response of the model is given by
h(t) =

0000

rke °

S (t - Tk

-

TO)

(2.2)

k=O £=O

where the sum over k corresponds to the clusters, and the sum over £ represents the arrivals
within each cluster. Tk is the arrival time of k th cluster and 7-ki is the arrival time of the
£th

MPC measured from the beginning of cluster k. The ejVkt term represents a statistically

independent random phase associated with each arrival, where is uniform over [0, 27r].
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The amplitude of each arrival is given by rk, which is a Rayleigh distributed random variable
(RV), whose mean square value is described by the double-exponential decay given by

ke

=

(2.3)

where F and 'y are the cluster and MPC time decay constants, respectively, r

is the average

power of the first arrival of the first cluster, which is determined by the distance between the
TX and RX.
The arrival time is described by two Poisson processes which model the arrival times of clusters
and the arrival times of MPCs within clusters. The arrival time of each cluster is an exponentially distributed RV conditioned on the arrival time of the previous cluster and similarly for
each WC within a cluster. Following this terminology, the cluster arrival rate implies the parameter for the interciuster arrival times and the MPC arrival rate refers to the parameter for
the intracluster arrival times. The distributions of these arrival times are given by
p(TkITk_1)

=

p (rktIrk(t_1)) =

A c e_(TTJS_ 1 )
A m e_m( T_T

_1

(2.4)

where A is the cluster arrival rate, and A m is the MPC arrival rate.

2.3.2.2 IRlashemfi model
Hashemi [81] developed a wideband statistical based channel model for the indoor environment
based on extensive measurements in two different office buildings. In this model, the number of
MPCs in each impulse response is a normally distributed RV with a mean value that increases
with increasing TX-RX separations. The MPC arrival time is modelled as a modified Poisson
distribution and the amplitudes were found to be log-normally distributed over both local and
global areas, with a log-mean value that decreases almost linearly with increasing excess delay.
For small displacements of the receiving antenna, the amplitude of the MPCs are correlated in
which the correlation coefficient is a decreasing function of both displacement of the antenna
position and excess delay. The amplitudes of adjacent MPCs of the same impulse response
show negligible correlations. The root-mean-square (rms) DS over large areas is normally
distributed with mean values that increase with increasing TX-RX separation. The average rms
DS for each location has strong linear dependence with the average path loss for that location.
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2.3.2.3 SIIRCIIM
Rappaport et. at., [82] have developed a statistical channel impulse response model for the design of radio communications system for use in factories and open-plan buildings. The model
is called SIRCIM and incorporates first- and second-order statistics to characterise the discrete
impulse responses of indoor radio channels for both LOS and OLDS scenarios. The effects of
large-scale TX-RX separation distance, small-scale RX movement, and models for the correlation of MIPC amplitudes over one metre local areas are developed from 1.3 GHz measurements
reported in [84].

2.33

Widebeindi spatio-temporall models

2.3.3.1 Extension Saleh-Vallenzue]la model (ESYM)
The Saleh-Valenzuela model did not have any information on AOA, and therefore concluded
that the AOAs were uniformly distributed over the interval [0, 27r]. For single-antenna systems,
TOA is sufficient information, and AOA is not required. However, for multiple-antenna systems, the AOA information is necessary. It has been shown in [7] that the AOA is not uniformly
distributed, but exhibits a clustering phenomenon as seen in the time-domain. Thus, the ESVM
was proposed with the AOA characterised by a cluster angle, 4, and a MPC angle, 0. This
results in the addition of an AOA term to the channel impulse response (CIR) given in (2.2).
Thus, the combined spatio-temporal impulse response is taken to be
00 00

h(t, ) =

re5 (t - Tk -

)5

( -

-

( 2.5)

k=O £=O

The model assumes that time and angle are statistically independent, i.e.
h(t, ) = h(t)h(q)

(2.6)

where the proposed angular impulse response is given by
00 00

h()

= E E re35 ( - - ke)

(2.7)

k=O £=O

where 1k is the mean angle of the k th cluster and qje corresponds to the £th MPC angle within
the ktl cluster. Note that all angles are measured with respect to the angle of the first cluster
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The model proposes that the conditional distribution of 4k given 4bo i.e. p(k1 4 0) is uniformly
distributed over [0, 27r]. Since

k is not the angle of the first arrival within a cluster, but the

mean of all angles of arrival for the cluster, the distribution of

OW

has a zero mean which was

found to be well modelled by a Laplacian distribution expressed as follows

f(Ikt)

=

1

V'kt/c7I

(2.8)

where o- is the standard deviation.
ESVM also assumes that the cluster statistics (i.e. distributions of Tk and

k) are independent

of the MPC statistics (i.e. distributions of 'r and 4k5). If the time and angle distributions are
independent, the cluster and MPC statistics are separable functions
p(Tk,kITk_1,0) = p(TkITk_1)p(kI40)
p (rkt, 0kelrk(e_l)) = p (TkeIrk(t_1))p(kt) .

( 2.9)

2.3.3.2 Stochastic radio channel model (SRCM)
The SRCM [8] describes the dispersive nature of the wave propagation in indoor environments
with regard to delay and incidence angle. The effect of large-scale fluctuations are also taken
into consideration. Channel dispersion is mathematically denoted by the delay-angle spread
function which results from the coherent superposition of the contributions arising from a cer tain number of MPCs. A classification of the propagation scenarios were achieved by means of
their topological properties, where local parameters define the instantaneous constellation of
the impinging MPC; while global parameters give a statistical characterisation of the propagation environment. This model was developed based on measurement data collected at a carrier
frequency of 24 GHz in two office environments under both LOS and NLOS conditions. Two
separate stochastic models, i.e. a "non-clustered" and a "clustered" model were proposed for
the LOS and NLOS scenario, respectively, based on analysis of the measurement data.
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2.3.4 Widebandi dynamic models
2.3.4.1 Zwick model
Zwick [19,20] proposed a stochastic spatial channel model for indoor propagation environments based on physical wave propagation. Deterministic ray tracing results are used to produce the huge data sets required for the statistical evaluation of the parameters of the proposed
model. This model describes the channel by MPCs, each characterised by its transfer matrix,
TOA, AOA, and angle-of-departure (AOD). The appearance and disappearance of MPCs over
time is modelled by a genetic process. In each modelling step, path properties change according
to the motion of TX and RX.

2.3.4.2 Nielsen model
Nielsen [21] proposed a new approach to model the radio channel experienced by transceivers
moving in an indoor environment. In this model, the idea of are levelled structure is adopted.
The power-delay-profile (PDP) is modelled as randomly changing where both gradual and instantaneous changes are possible. The different PDPs represent different local environments of
the indoor channel, and hence the channel is dynamic. A random PDP is obtained through the
use of random cluster weights. As a second level of the channel model, the impulse responses
are modelled conditioned on the PDP. Another main feature of the proposed model is the incorporation of ray clustering. Ray clustering is incorporated through the use of cluster functions,
which model the scattering of rays on main physical objects in the environments. Therefore,
by using random weighting of the cluster functions, transceiver movements in some imaginary
environment can be modelled. However, this model lacks directional information.

24 Modlllihiig phikls©Jphy and mathematcafl framework
The model proposed in this work will be based on a statistical approach combined with physical
arguments about the relevant propagation effects. Due to the broad variation of real environments, in addition to the time-varying nature of the multipath channels it is difficult to model
the wireless channels deterministically. Therefore, the channel properties are best captured using statistical approaches. Generally, a statistical channel model requires the following four
important steps:
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Setting up a generic mathematical framework for the channel model.
Identifying the channel parameters that have to be determined for a full description of the
channel model.
Performing the measurement campaigns in the relevant environments.
Post-processing the measurement data in order to extract the required channel parameters
statistically.
The wireless propagation channel can be considered as a time-variant and location-variant linear system. The time-variation of the channel is due to movement of scatterers in the surroundings (e.g. movement of personnel in indoor environments) or movement of the MT itself;
while the location-variation of the channel is purely due to the movement of the MT. Thus, as
time goes by, its location changes according to the velocity of its movement. If the velocity is
constant, the time-variation and location-variation of the channel can be related by
Y
t

(2.10)

V=-

where 7 is the velocity of the MT, Y is the distance the mobile has moves and t is the time taken
by the MT to move Y distance.
The aim here is to introduce the mathematical framework for the dynamic directional channel
model (DDCM). By assuming that the MT moves with a constant velocity, 6 simplifications can
be made for the time-variant and location-variant properties of the channel according to (2.10).
Thus, the DDCM can be characterised by the distance-variant directional channel impulse response (DV-DCIR), h(; 7-,0),7 which consists of a sum of contributions from the MPCs given
as follows
L(x)

h(x;r,q).

h(x;r,q) =

(2.11)

The DV-DCIR depends on the location of the MT, Y, TOA, r, AOA,

0, and the number of

MPCs, L(). While h(; r, q) is the contribution of the £th MPC, which can be written as
h;r,çb) = r(x) . e 3c0

.6(r -

(2.12)

-

6 Tfs assumption can be made by ensuring that the MT satisfies this condition during the measurement campaign
(see Section 3.4 for details).
can also be used to
7 Equivalently, the time-variant directional channel impulse response (TV-DCIR), h(t;T,
characterise the DDCM.
),
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where r is the absolute amplitude and W is the phase. Note that, r,

T,

and q vary slowly with

respect to the position (over several wavelengths), while p varies quickly.
Since clustering of MPCs was observed in the measurement data (see Chapter 5), a clustering
channel model is proposed by modifying (2.11) to include the clustering phenomenon. Now,
the clustering DV-DCIR can be expressed as follows
K(x) Lk(x)

=E

(2.13)

hje(x;r,q)

k=1 £=1

where the sum over k represents the cluster and the sum over £ represents the number of MPCs
within the kth cluster, while K() and Lk() are the number of clusters and the number of
MPCs within the kth cluster, respectively. hk€(; i - , q) is the contribution of the £th MpC
within the kth cluster given by
T, q) = ( Rk()

r,())

.8 (r -

-

-

-

(2.14)
where Tk(), cI,(), and Rk() are the TOA, AOA and absolute amplitude of the kt/ cluster,
and rk(x), ck(x), rk(), and WU (x) are the TOA, AOA, absolute amplitude and phase of the
£th IVIPC in the kth cluster, respectively.
If the MT is stationary, the channel can be assumed to be quasi-static i.e. a variation due
to scatterers in the surroundings is negligible. Thus, the DDCM can be reduced to the static
directional channel model (SDCM) which is characterised by the directional channel impulse
response (DCIR), h(-r, ), given by

=

(2.15)

On the other hand, the clustering SDCM is characterised by
K Lk
h(r,ç) =

>hk,(r,cb).
k=1 £=1

(2.16)

Note that, the conventional non-directional impulse response, h(r), can be obtained by integrating the DCIR given in (2.15) (or (2.16) for clustering case), weighted by the RX antenna
pattern, over the AOA domain.
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In order to develop a statistical model for computer simulation, the statistics of MPC TOAs,
AOAs, amplitudes and phases of the signals received along different paths are required. Generally the statistics of these channel parameters are correlated with each other, and thus the joint
pdf of all the variables are required to correctly describe the channel statistics. The mathematical formulation derived here will form the basis of the clustering spatio-temporal channel
model and the DDCM to be described in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7, respectively.
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Srniirniiary

In this chapter, background information and the model mathematical framework required for
the analysis of wireless propagation channels were presented. In the first part, the basic mu!tipath propagation mechanisms and characteristics were studied before the development and
classification of various channel models were discussed. A brief review of some well known
statistical indoor channel models reported in the literature was given. Some insight and comment on these models indicated limitations in the currently available models. This provided
motivation for the newly proposed channel model in which the mathematical framework was
derived. As a whole, this chapter outlines the scope and represents a stepping stone for the
remainder of the thesis.
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An understanding of the radio propagation channel is crucial when developing today's wireless
systems. Channel measurements are the most direct method of studying radio wave propagation and to verify propagation theory. This can then provide invaluable input to the development of realistic channel models. This chapter presents the wideband measurement campaigns
performed in order to obtain the required measurement data used in this thesis. These measurement data will be used for the development of the dynamic directional indoor channel model
at 5 GHz, the WLAN band. The work described in this chapter forms part of the activity in
the Virtual Centre of Excellence in Mobile and Personal Communications (MVCE) Core 2
research programme and involved the University of Edinburgh (U0E) and the University of
Bristol (U0B) [85]. Note that the measurement system used here belongs to UoB and all the
measurement campaigns were conducted at UoB. The author has only partially contributed to
the work in this chapter by providing assistance during the measurement field trials described
in [86, 87] and assisting in specification of the measurement requirements. The organisation of
this chapter is as follows: Section 3.1 provides a general overview of the measurement system
used throughout the measurement campaigns; Section 3.2 describes all the investigated indoor
measurement environments deployed; Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 explain the measurement setup and procedures as well as the measurement scenarios of both the static and dynamic SIMO
measurement campaigns, respectively; finally, Section 3.5 forms a summary of the chapter.

31 Descrpt©ini of measunlremeffit system
3.1.1 Medav RUSK IBRII widebaiiidl vector channel sounder
In order to measure the time-variant directional structure of the mobile radio channel, the Medav
RUSK BRI 1 wideband vector channel sounder [88-90], as depicted in Figure 3.1, has been
used. It is designed to operate at 5.2 GHz with an effective dynamic range of about 40 dB.
'Hardware specifically developed for UoB, hence the BR! suffix.
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Figure 3.2 shows the block diagram of the channel sounder measurement system which, in
its standard configuration, operates as a SIMO system. It consists of an omni-directional TX
antenna as the MT and an eight-element uniform linear array (ULA) RX as the access point
(AP). The ULA operates at 5.2 GHz and has eight dipole-like active elements and two inactive
elements at each end in order to balance the mutual coupling effect. Each element in the ULA
is vertically polarised and is spaced by half a wavelength. Its effective visible azimuth range is
1200 . The sounding technique is a broadband periodic multi-frequency excitation signal with
correlation processing at the RX. The test-signal used has a maximum sounding bandwidth of
120 MHz and a repetition period which ranges from t

= 0.8 is to t

= 25.6 Its. A more

thorough description of this channel sounder is given in [901.
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Figure 3.1: Medau RUSK BR] widebwid vector channel sounder which consists of a digital
receiving unit, a portable receiving unit and an eight-element ULA RX.

3.1.2 Calibration and accuracy
The automatic gain control (AGC) error in the measurement system is less than +0.5 dB and
temperature compensation is used in order to correct for gain and phase offsets in the active
components. The computation of absolute power levels in the RX requires correct specification
of the channel parameters. In the calibration set-up menu, the power level of the TX and the
back-to-back attenuation is specified. The total system amplitude accuracy is specified to be
within 4:1 dB as a consequence of the calibration.
Since the antenna elements of the ULA are spaced by half a wavelength, strong mutual elec29
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of the RUSK BRI wideband vector channel sounder measurement
system [5].

tromagnetic coupling occurs and this causes non-uniform distortions of the antenna element
beam patterns. Moreover, imperfect antenna array geometry and manufacturing inaccuracies
will also contribute to inaccurate signal parameter estimation results. Hence, the response of
the ULA must be calibrated in order to rectify these problems. The spatial calibration technique
used here is described in [911 and was applied to all of the collected data. This process allows
direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation accuracy of better than 10 to be recorded [91]. Further
details on the spatial calibration technique can be found in [86,91].
During the measurements, the TX and the RX are accurately synchronised in time and frequency through an optical fibre which connects both TX and RX at all times. Long-term stability and synchronisation is achieved after three hours warm up of the independent 10 MHz
Rubidium clocks at both ends. The residual delays in the triggering events and the cables
connecting the antenna and the sounder are accounted for by back-to-back calibration prior to
measurement. The results of the acceptance tests are within the specifications and details can
be found in [89].

3.1.3 Channel sounding technique
This section illustrates how the channel response is measured using the RUSK BRI vector
channel sounder. The TX transmits a periodic multi-frequency signal, x(t), represented by
X(f) in the frequency domain. Here, X(f) is designed to be flat over the frequency band of
interest. The transmitted signal is band-limited to the sounding bandwidth prior to transmission.
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Similarly, the received signal, y(t), is equivalent to Y(f) in the frequency domain. Since x(t)
is periodic with period t, Y(f) can be computed easily by applying the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) to a length t sample of y(t). Hence, the channel complex frequency response, H(f),
can be calculated as follows
H (f)= Y (f)
X (f)

(3.1)

where H(f) was stored as the measurement raw data. Due to the dual relationship between the
time and frequency domain representations, the multipath channel can also be fully described
by the complex CIR, h(t), which is the inverse FFT (IFFT) of H(f). For a test-signal with
120 MHz bandwith and repetition period, t = 0.8 jis, N1 = 97 frequency samples equally
spaced at zf = 1.25 MHz were obtained in H(f) over the sounding bandwidth. For later postprocessing, the measured H(f) are archived in real-time on a mass storage device i.e. digital
audio tape (DAT) in the channel sounder.

3.1.4

Measurement modes

The RUSK BRI RX records the CIRs as "vector snapshots" in rapid succession [90]. It has
three measurement modes as follows:
'Time Grid' mode
In this mode, the CIR snapshots are taken continuously at a pre-specified time interval.
The sampling rate of CIRs with t = 0.8 ts is about 1 kHz. Snapshots are processed
consecutively by the digital signal processor and then saved straight onto the DAT in the
sounder (see Figure 3.2 for details).
'Distance Grid' mode
In this mode, the CIR snapshots are taken continuously at a specified distance moved by
the MT. The distance can be defined by the user and is measured by appropriate sensors.
This requires a measurement trolley with odometer wheel sensors and special telemetry
equipment at both the MT and the AP. The system used here is capable of taking 244
measurements for every 1 m moved.

'Doppler' mode
In this mode, repeated measurements in blocks of a pre-specified number of CIR snapshots are taken consecutively in rapid succession. The measurement data are first stored
in a cache memory where the CIRs are not computed online. Post-processing takes place
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only after a complete block has been recorded. Thus, a much higher channel sampling
rate is available but only for short time intervals. The minimum time grid between the
Doppler blocks depends on the repetition period (or excess delay), processing and stor age speed. The maximum Doppler bandwidth of 78 kHz is achieved when the shortest
repetition period of t

= 0.8 its is used. Note that the value of t has to be chosen

corresponding to the expected maximum channel excess delay spread. This short repetition period is sufficient in indoor environments but a longer repetition period must be
selected for outdoor measurements. Figure 3.3 illustrates the sampling procedure in the
eight-element ULA RX for the 'Doppler' mode when the time grid is set to 1.024 ms.
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Figure 3.3: The 'Doppler' mode sampling procedure in the eight-element ULA RX.

32 Thnido©ir measuiiremit einivh©inirneiiiits
Both the static and the dynamic SIMO measurement campaigns were undertaken within two
buildings, the Merchant Venturers Building (MVB) (a new building built in the late 1990s)
and the Queen's Building (QB) (an old building built in the 1950s) at the UoB. Five different
indoor environments were considered for their different characteristics; the Office 2.19 (OFF),
the entrance foyer (FOY) and the 4th floor corridor (COR-MVB) in the MVB; and the main
laboratory (LAB) and the corridor in the QB (COR-QB). Note that both OFF and FOY represent
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a large office and a large open space environment, respectively. The main rationale of choosing
these environments was to provide a variety of different propagation scenarios for statistical
channel modelling. Furthermore, these environments are typical indoor environments for future
WLAN deployment. For example, both OFF and LAB have a lot of computers with some fixedwired network facilities. The initial phase of the deployment of future wireless network system
will most likely take place in such environments. Measurements were conducted during both
normal and out of office hours with no restrictions imposed on the channel; people were free to
move around the environments. Hence, the data collected and used in the analysis was obtained
from a true indoor radio environment and the statistical model produced in this work is realistic
for the simulation of future WLAN systems. The following sections briefly describe each of
the measured environments. In order to visualise the investigated environments, photos of all
of the environments taken during the static and the dynamic SIMO measurement campaigns are
presented in Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively.
Office 2.19 in MVIB (OFF)
Office 2.19 is highly cluttered, with standard office furniture, wooden bookshelves (height
1.83 m) and metal cabinets (height 1.3/1.85 m) scattered around the room. The tables are
partitioned using soft boards (height 1.3/1.5 m). The floor is carpeted and the walls are
made of bricks and concrete. There are a few windows near the two pillars as shown in
Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.11.
Entrance foyer in MVB (IF'OY)
In contrast to Office 2.19, there are not many scatterers in the foyer. The foyer has a large
open space with little furniture around the environment. The floor is carpeted and the
walls are made of bricks and concrete. It has a large "glass roof' and a large open gap
between the 1st and 2nd level. Both Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.12 depict the sketch plan of
the FOY environment.
4th floor corridor in MYB (COR-MVB)
The corridor is situated on the 4th floor in the MVB. The walls along the corridor and
between the rooms are made of plasterboard on an aluminium frame with wooden office doors; the outer walls are made of bricks and concrete. The floor is carpeted with
floor tiles containing a metal sheet for strength. The ceiling is a suspended soft board
construction with approximately 2 cm between the "visible" soft board ceiling and the
reinforced concrete ceiling separating 4th and 5th building levels. The height from the
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floor to the ceiling is approximately 2.45 m. There are a few notice boards made of metal
frames, plasterboard and glass along both sides of the corridors. Figure 3.13 shows the
sketch plan of the COR-MVB environment.
Main laboratory in QB (LAB)
The main laboratory has three partitions: the undergraduate teaching lab, the industrial
electronic research lab and the electrical workshop. It has thick brick walls with large
windows along two sides. There are also pillars along the left and right sides of the measurement path as indicated by the dotted blue line in Figure 3.9. There are less scatterers
in the undergraduate lab compared to the industrial electronic lab and workshop.
Corridor in QB (COR-QB)
All of the walls along the corridor are made of brick and concrete. The corridor floor is
not carpeted and both the floor and the ceiling are made of strong concrete. Figure 3.14
shows the sketch plan of the COR-QB environment.

3.3 Static S]IMO fliid©©r pr©pagatli©B measl.ulremellhlt
3.3.1

Measurement set-up

The measurement parameters were set-up in order to meet the channel time variation requirements. The maximum Doppler frequency, fd,max, of the indoor propagation channel at the
carrier frequency, f. of 5.2 GHz is about 35 Hz for a moving speed, v, of around 2 mIs. 2 The
corresponding channel coherence time, T, is approximately 30 ms [89]. In a typical indoor
environment the averaged and shortest coherence time were estimated to be 800 ms and 16 ms,
respectively. However, the channel must be 'over-sampled' in order to follow the amplitude
and phase variations of the MPCs.
The measurements were based on a SIMO configuration with an omni-directional TX and
an eight-element ULA RX as illustrated by a simplified block diagram in Figure 3.4. The
'Doppler' mode was used throughout the measurement campaign where the test-signal was
120 MHz in bandwidth and had a repetition period of t, = 0.8 is at the carrier frequency of
5.2 GHz. The sounder was set-up to record 16 consecutive SIMO snapshots as a fast Doppler
block (FDB). The time for sampling and storing a complete SIMO snapshot is tSJMO =
2 i.e.

fd,ma. = v/A = 2/0.0577 = 34.7 Hz, where A is the wavelength at f = 5.2 GHz
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2Me tp = 2 x 8 x 0.8 ps = 12.8 js, where a SIMO snapshot consists of eight complex
CIRs across the ULA [90]. Note that one blank is inserted each time, which corresponds to the
additional 0.8 jts after each CIR measurement. This is necessary to exclude ambiguity in the
CIR sampling and to allow settling time for the RX multiplexer and amplifier. The channel responses were computed online and were stored on the sounder's DAT as the complex frequency
response for subsequent offline post-processing. Thus, the time required to record a FDB was
tFDB = 16tSJMQ = 16 x 12.8 ps = 204.8 its. This guaranteed the channel responses in

one FDB were recorded within the coherence time of the channel. For DOA estimation using super-resolution algorithms like estimation of signal parameter via rotational invariance
technique (ESPRIT) [92,93], multiple signal classification (MUSIC) [94] or space alternating
generalised expectation-maximisation (SAGE) [95,96], 8-20 snapshots are typically required
and the total measurement time for this amount of data must be shorter than the channel coherence time. In order to collect more samples for statistical analysis, 70 FDBs were recorded in a
duration of approximately 5 s (70 x 70.565 ms). Therefore, one complete measurement set in
each fixed-terminal location consists of a total of 1120 (16 x 70) SIMO snapshots. Figure 3.5
illustrates the measurement set-up for the static SIMO measurement campaign.

Radio
channel

2

8

Figure 3.4: A simplified block diagram of the SIMO antenna configuration with an omnidirectional IX and an eight-element ULA RX operating at 5.2 GHz.

3.3.2

Measurement procedure

The measurement procedure can be divided into two categories, i.e. 'RX fixed' and 'TX fixed',
as illustrated by Figure 3.6. For the 'RX fixed' configuration, the RX was fixed at one location and the TX was moved from one location to the other along the path 'AB'. While, for the
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of the measurement set-up for the static SIMO measurement campaign.
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'TX fixed' configuration, the TX was fixed at one location and the RX was moved from one
location to the other along the path 'AB'. Note that, both the TX and the RX were stationary
when channel responses were being recorded and a separation distance of 3 m was used for
the first measurement. Subsequent measurements were made by rotating the RX through three
positions, each spaced by 120° for each measurement at each separation distances. This was
feasible since the propagation channel was assumed to be quasi-stationary. The above measurement procedures were repeated by moving the TX or the RX along the path 'AB' in an
increment of 1 m up to 10 m, and an increment of 5 m thereafter. The height of both the TX
and the RX was fixed at 1.7 m from the ground during the measurements.

33.3 Measurement environments and scenarios
The static SIMO measurement campaign was conducted in OFF, FOY and LAB as depicted by
the sketch plans in Figure 3.7— Figure 3.9. For each environment, several TX and RX locations
were carefully chosen to represent LOS, OLOS and NLOS scenarios. The path that both TX
and RX followed during the measurement campaign is represented by the blue dotted line in
the sketch plans. The arrows in the plans represent the broadside direction of the RX for the
two different measurement configurations as described in Section 3.3.2. The RX orientation
was at 0° for the LOS condition while three different RX orientations (0°, 120° and 240°) were
used under OLOS and NLOS conditions in order to obtain the 360° full spatial view of the
radio channel. Photos of all of the investigated environments taken during the static SIMO
measurement campaigns are presented in Appendix A.
Office 2.19 in MVIB (OFF)
During the measurements, the doors were kept closed at all times. Either the TX or the
RX was fixed at location "A" (see Figure 3.7), while the other end was fixed at other
locations (labelled as positions "3"—"15" and "B"—"F' in the plan). LOS conditions were
obtained at locations "3"—"15" with the RX broadside facing 0° while OLDS conditions
were obtained at other locations where the direct path between the TX and the RX was
obstructed by the high wooden bookshelves, metal cabinets and/or scatterers in the environment.

Entrance foyer in MVI3 (FOY)
During the measurements, either the TX or the RX was fixed at location "A" in Office 2.19
(see Figure 3.8), while the other end was fixed at other locations (labelled as positions
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of the measurement procedures for the static SIMO measurement campaign.
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4

'20", "25" and "G"—"K' in the plan). Since the direct path between the TX and the RX

was blocked by the walls of Office 2.19, all measurements in this environment represent
a truly NLOS condition.
3. Main laboratory in QIB (LAB)
The doors were opened during the measurements as people were moving in and out of
the environment at all times. Either the TX or the RX was fixed at location "A" (see
Figure 3.9), while the other end was fixed at other locations (labelled as positions "3""45" in the plan). These numbers correspond to the separation distances between the
TX and the RX. LOS conditions were achieved only when the broadside of the RX was
orientated at 0°.

34 IBynamc S]IMO hdor prpagatfl©ini meas.uremiit
3A1 Measurement set-up and procedures
The dynamic measurements were conducted with the aid of the Medav telemetry equipment
and a specialised trolley equipped with two odometers on the left and right wheels that enable
precise logging of the distance moved. The telemetry consists of a sending and a receiving unit
as shown in Figure 3.10 and is used for transmitting the navigation data from the MT to the
fixed receiving station. The channel response will be recorded by the sounder by referring to
the trigger control at the telemetry RX. The system is able to record 244 SIMO snapshots in
1 m, which is equivalent to 14 samples per wavelength, ), at the carrier frequency of 5.2 GHz.
As the trolley might not move in a straight trajectory due to slight turning of the wheels, the
triggering event is controlled by referring to either one of the odometers.
The dynamic measurements were conducted by slowly pushing the TX towards the RX using
a trolley and wireless telemetry equipment. Both the 'distance grid' and 'Doppler' mode were
used throughout the measurement campaign. The RX array was rotated three times for different
orientations (0°, 120° and 240°) in order to yield the full 360° spatial view of the channel.
Initially, the sounder was configured to record 20 SIMO snapshots 3 consecutively as a FDB
for every 0.0123 m moved. However, it was found later after the post-processing analysis that
3 The purpose of collecting 20 SIMO snapshots is to enhance the accuracy of super-resolution algorithms as they
require large number of samples for better simulation.
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Figure 3.8: Sketch plan of the entrance foyer (FOY) in the MVB for the static SIMO measurement campaign.
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Figure 3.10: Medav telemetry equipment consists of a sending unit at the MT and a receiving
unit at the fixed receiving station.

the sounder was unable to record 20 SHvIO snapshots at such a small distance resolution (i.e.
0.0123 m) in a short period of time (depends on the speed of pushing the trolley). Instead, the
sounder had only recorded 20 SDvIO snapshots for every 0.08 m moved. Thus, this constraint
caused uneven data spacing in the measurement data. For a test-signal with t = 0.8 As, the
time for recording a complete SIMO snapshot was

tSJMO

= 12.8 As (see Figure 3.5). Hence,

the total recording time of one FDB was tFDB = 20tsjjc0 = 20 x 12.8 As = 256 As, which
was well within the coherence time of the channel. Assuming that the trolley was pushed at a
constant velocity of approximately 1 m/s, the distance moved when one SIMO snapshot was
being recorded was 2.22 x 10 -4 A (i.e. 0.02% of A). Therefore, the uncertainty introduced by
the trolley movement in one SIMO snapshot was negligible.

3.4.2 Measurement environments and scenarios
The dynamic SIMO measurement campaign was conducted in OFF, FOY, COR-MVB and
COR-QB as shown by the sketch plans in Figure 3.11— Figure 3.14. The height of the mobile TX was fixed at 1.8 m for all measurements, while the height of the stationary RX was
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fixed at either 1.8 m or 2.5 m4 to emulate the mobile-to-mobile (MT-MT) link or the mobileto-accesspoint (MT-AP) link, respectively. The arrows in the plans represent the broadside
directions of the ULA RX. Photos of all of the investigated environments taken during the
dynamic SIMO measurement campaign are presented in Appendix B

Office 2.19 in MVI3 (OFF)
The mobile TX was manually pushed along the red path and the RX was fixed at different
positions labelled as "A"—"C" (see Figure 3.11). The measurements for fixed RX at
positions "A" and "B" were done during normal office hours, while measurements for
fixed RX at position "C" were done during out of office hours with minimum human
perturbation.
Entrance foyer in MVI3 (FOY)
This measurement run was done at midnight and thus, the whole environment can be
considered stationary, since less than three people were around at anytime during the
measurement with minimum human movement. The RX was fixed at different positions
labelled as "A"—"C" and the mobile TX was pushed along several predefined measurement routes as indicated by the different coloured paths in Figure 3.12.
4th floor corridor in MVB (COR-MVl)
The RX was fixed at different positions labelled as "A"—"D" and the mobile TX was
pushed along several predefined measurement routes as indicated by the different coloured
paths in Figure 3.13. The measurements for the RX at positions "A", "B" and "C" were
done during normal office hours and not all the wooden doors along the corridors were
closed at all times. At very few instances, there were 1-2 people walking along the
measurement path and thus the direct path between the TX and the RX was obstructed
temporarily. Measurements for the RX at position "D" were done during out of office
hours and the direct path between the TX and RX was not obstructed at any time.
Corridor in QB (COR-QB)
Measurements were conducted by pushing the mobile TX along the corridor represented
by the red path (see Figure 3.14) and the RX was fixed at positions "A" and "B". All
measurements were conducted during normal office hours and there were some people
4 Note that the RX's height for measurements in COR-MVB was fixed at 2.1 m instead of 2.5 m, as the height of
the ceiling is about 2.45 m.
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walking along the corridor occasionally. All doors along both sides of the corridor were
generally kept closed, although people were moving in and out of the rooms regularly.

305 Sullrnnary
This chapter presented a description of the indoor measurement campaigns which provided data
for the channel modelling activity in order to achieve the long-term goal of characterising and
modelling the dynamic and directional indoor radio channel at 5.2 GHz. Firstly, the basic functionalities of the Medav RUSK BRI wideband vector channel sounder that was used throughout
the measurement campaigns was studied. Then, all the investigated measurement environments
which were based at UoB were described including the office, large open space, laboratory and
corridors environments. The measurement set-up and procedures in two separate measurement
campaigns, namely, the static and dynamic measurement campaigns were also discussed. The
measurement raw data obtained from these measurement campaigns will be used for statistical
channel characterisation and modelling purposes as will be described in Chapters 5 to 7
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Figure 3.11: Sketch plan of the Office 2.19 (OFF) in the MVBfor the dynamic SIMO measurement campaign.
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A realistic radio channel model that provides detailed information about radio wave propagation mechanisms is essential for the successful deployment of future wireless networks. Such
a model requires sensible characterisation of the probability distribution of the relevant channel parameters before any statistical channel modelling work can be carried out. One way of
gathering such information is by conducting extensive measurement campaigns. Then, appropriate signal processing algorithms must be deployed in order to extract channel parameters of
interest from the raw measurement data. In this chapter, a new MIL-based method, namely, FDSAGE is proposed for channel parameter estimation in a multipath rich indoor environment.
The 2-D FD-SAGE algorithm [22] is introduced and used in conjunction with the serial interference cancellation (SIC) technique [97] in order to detect and estimate the dominant path's
TOA, AOA and complex amplitude. The SIC technique demonstrates more stable performance
compared to the conventional parallel interference cancellation (PlC) technique in the standard
SAGE algorithm [96], particularly in a multipath rich environment. The organisation of this
chapter is as follows: Section 4.1 and Section 4.2 provide a brief review of the widely used
channel parameter estimation and detection techniques, respectively. In Section 4.3, the signal and channel models are defined. The principles of the expectation maximisation (EM) and
SAGE algorithms, and the joint detection-estimation of the channel parameters using the 2-D
FD-SAGE algorithm and SIC technique are explained in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 presents analysis results of synthetic data using the 2-D FD-SAGE algorithm where performance of both
SIC and PlC techniques are evaluated in terms of their accuracy and stability. Comparison of
the proposed algorithm with the 2-D Unitary ESPRIT using real measurement data is presented
in Section 4.6. Finally, Section 4.7 gives a summary of the chapter.

Multipath channel parameter estimation and detection

4.1 Charniili prauirneter esflmnflon techniques revflsflted
The problem of estimating multipath channel parameters such as a path's TOA, AOA and complex amplitude have received considerable interest lately. Though radar was the primary application during the development of various DOA algorithms, they are also applicable to wireless
communications. In this section, some of the most popular channel parameter estimation techniques are addressed. Generally, there are several ways to compare the different estimation
techniques [98].
o

The methods should be consistent, i.e. the estimates should converge to the correct values
when the number of observations tends to infinity.

o

The efficiency of an estimator is measured by its variance. For unbiased estimators the
Cramér-Rao bound can be used to compare efficiency of different estimators.

o

Resolution refers to the ability to distinguish closely spaced signal sources. A desirable estimator should be able to distinguish between signal sources with arbitrarily close
spacing.

o

Computational complexity is also a concern. A goal of estimator design is to have high
resolution and efficiency at low computational cost.

According to [99], the parameter estimation techniques can be classified into two main categories, namely, spectral-based and parametric methods.

4.1.1 Spectirni-based techniques
Spectral-based techniques rely on calculating a spatial spectrum and finding the parameter estimates as the location of peaks in the spectrum. Generally, the spectral-based techniques can
be further classified into beamforming techniques and subspace-based methods [99].

4.1.1.1

IBeamforming techniques

The basic idea of beamforming techniques is to "steer" the array in one direction at a time
and measure the output power. The steering locations which result in maximum power yield
the parameter estimates, e.g. DOA. Different choices of the weighting vector lead to different
properties of the beamforming schemes [100].
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o

The conventional (or Bartlett) beamformer is a natural extension of the classical Fourierbased spectral analysis with different window functions [101, 1021. The resolution of
the Bartlett beamformer is limited in that it cannot resolve two signals with close DOA
regardless of the available data quality or amount. For a ULA of Me elements, its resolution limit is approximately

r-

[102]. Thus, using an 8-element ULA with inter-element

spacing of de = A/2 results in a resolution threshold of 1/4 rad 14.3°. Note that the
low resolution also limits the number of DOAs that can be estimated.
o Capon's beamformer [103, 104] (also known as the minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer) is an alternative to alleviate the limitations of the conventional beamformer. This method attempts to overcome the contribution of the undesired
interference by minimising the total output power while maintaining a constant gain in
the "look direction" [99]. Although more complex than the conventional beamformer,
Capon's method offers better performance. The significantly lower resolution threshold
reduced the spectral leakage from closely spaced signal sources [103].
A large number of alternative methods for beamforming have been presented in the literature;
here, only the two aforementioned methods are discussed as they represent the most general of
the methods. The interested reader is referred to [100] for a comprehensive overview.

4.1.1.2 Subspace-based methods
Subspace-based methods rely on observations concerning the eigendecomposition of the input
covariance matrix into a signal subspace and a noise subspace [105]. The main motivation for
introducing the subspace methods is that these methods have better resolution properties than
those of beamforming techniques. One of the most popular subspace methods is the MUSIC
algorithm [94]. In MUSIC, an estimate of the input covariance matrix is obtained and its eigenvectors are separated into signal and noise eigenvectors, according to the descending order of
the eigenvalue size. Then, the MUSIC "spatial spectrum" is defined as the distance function
between the signal and noise subspaces. Although this spatial spectrum is not a true spectrum,
it exhibits peaks in the vicinity of the true DOAs. Figure 4.1 illustrates spectra for the conventional beamforming, Capon, and MUSIC methods for the case when two paths are incident
upon a ULA of Me = 5 with half-wavelength spacing. The true directions are 85° and 95°,
respectively. From this simple example, it is clear that the conventional beamforming method
fails to resolve the signal sources, because the angular separation in this example (10 0 is less
)
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than the resolution threshold of conventional beamforming (23°). Capon's method just barely
resolves the signal sources, whereas the MUSIC method results in two well-defined peaks in
the vicinity of the true DOAs.
•
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Figure 4.1: Normalised spectra of MUSIC (solid), Capon (dashed), and beamforining (dasdotted) methods vs. DOA. The true DOAs are indicated by dotted vertical lines
[6].

By using the MUSIC algorithm, estimates of an arbitrary accuracy can be obtained if the data
collection time is sufficiently long or the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is sufficiently high, and
the signal model is sufficiently accurate [99]. Although in contrast to beamforming techniques,
the MUSIC algorithm provides statistically consistent estimates for uncorrelated signals, its
important limitation is still the failure to resolve closely spaced signals in small samples and
to operate effectively in low SNR scenarios. This loss of consistency is more pronounced for
highly correlated signals. In the limiting case of coherent signals, the method fails to yield
consistent estimates [106-1 10]. One way to decorrelate the signals is to utilise pre-processing
techniques such as spatial smoothing (SS) [111] or forward-backward spatial smoothing (FBSS) [112]. However, these techniques are applicable for a ULA only and applying these techniques will also cause the effective aperture of the array to be reduced, since the subarrays are
smaller than the original array size [99]. Furthermore, the performance advantages of MUSIC
are achieved at a considerable cost in computation (searching over parameter space) and storage
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(of array calibration data) [93]. These drawbacks were the prime motivation for introducing the
parametric approaches that are discussed in the next section.

412 Parametrk methods
Although the beamforming methods described in the previous section are computationally attractive, they do not always yield a sufficient accuracy, particularly for scenarios with highly
correlated signals. An alternative is to employ parametric methods that directly estimate the
parameter of interest without first computing a spectrum. These methods yield a higher performance in terms of accuracy by exploiting the underlying data model to a larger extent, albeit
at the expense of an increased computational complexity because typically, a multidimensional
search for the desired parameters is needed. According to [99], the parametric methods can be
further classified into ML methods and subspace-based methods.

4.1.2.1 ML methods
The most popular of the parametric methods is the ML method. As is well known, multipath
rich environments, such as indoor environments, usually involve highly correlated paths. For
this type of environment, the performance of subspace-based methods may be insufficient. An
alternative is to use ML-based methods. ML-based methods are optimal techniques that give
superior performance even at low SNR, when the number of samples is small or the signal
sources are correlated. Furthermore, they are also applicable for any array geometry. This
methodology requires a model with an appropriate statistical framework for the data generation
of the signals. Two different assumptions about the transmit signals led to the deterministic
ML (DMIL) method and stochastic ML (SML) method, respectively [99]. 1 The DML method
models the transmit signals as deterministic (arbitrary) and unknown waveforms, and the noise
as a stationary Gaussian white random process. The estimated parameters are obtained by
solving a minimisation problem. In the case of a single source, the DMIL method reduces to
the conventional beamformer. On the other hand, the SIvIL method models both the transmit
signals and noise as Gaussian random processes although this method is also applicable even if
the data signal waveforms are non-Gaussian. The SML method has been shown to have a better
large sample accuracy than the corresponding DM1. method [113, 114], with the difference
'In the literature, the terms "conditional ML' and "unconditional ML" are also used for DML and SML, respectively 11331.
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being significant only for small numbers of antenna elements, low SNR and highly correlated
signals.
Several computationally efficient algorithms have been developed as an extension of the ML
methods. In the deterministic parametric estimation approaches, among others, are the EM
algorithm, and its extended version, the SAGE algorithm. Details on the principle of the EM
and SAGE algorithms will be discussed in Section 4.4.1

4.1.2.2 Subspace-based methods
Another class in the parametric methods is the subspace-based methods. According to [99],
they have the same statistical performance as ML methods. The ESPRIT and Unitary ESPRIT
algorithms can be classified in this category.

o

The ESPRIT algorithm [92] relies on the properties of the eigendecomposition of the
array covariance matrix and exploits the shift structure property of the underlying data,
which exists if the array can be decomposed into two identical subarrays displaced by
a known translation. The main advantage of ESPRIT is that it offers high accuracy at a
small computational cost, because the solution is essentially in closed form and no costly
numerical search is needed. Also, the ESPRIT algorithm avoids some problems with
calibration because only the translation vector is needed in the calculations as long as the
two subarrays are identical. ESPRIT may be viewed as complementary to the MUSIC
algorithm discussed above because ESPRIT estimates the signal subspace from the available samples rather than noise subspace. In general, it is more robust than the MUSIC
algorithm [115]. It also dramatically reduces the computational and storage requirements
of MUSIC and does not involve an exhaustive search through all possible steering vectors to estimate the desired parameters. However, ESPRIT is only applicable to array
geometries that are composed of two identical subarrays (doublets) such as the liLA.
Like MUSIC, ESPRIT also cannot handle correlated sources. Therefore, pre-processing
techniques discussed above for the MUSIC algorithm such as SS and FB-SS are also
required by the ESPRIT algorithm.

o

The Unitary ESPRIT algorithm [93] is one of the most promising extensions of the standard ESPRIT algorithm. It is based on transformation of the complex data matrix to the
real matrix of the same size and involves only real calculations. It retains the simplic55
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ity and high-resolution capability of standard ESPRIT but with a reduced computational
complexity because it is formulated in terms of real-valued computations and constrains
the estimated phase factors to the unit circle. Unitary ESPRIT is applicable to centrosymmetric array configurations 2 and is an intelligent way to incorporate FB-SS at a reduced complexity. Therefore, it improves the performance of standard ESPRIT in terms
of correlated sources. However, when more that two correlated sources are present, FBSS is unable to restore the rank of the signal covariance matrix on its own. Thus the
SS technique is still required, but as mentioned in the previous section, the drawback of
these techniques is they reduce resolution due to the reduced effective array aperture.

Figure 4.2 illustrates the various categories of the channel parameter estimation techniques
described above. Since the aim here is not to be exhaustive, for extended presentations in this
area, the reader is referred to [99, 100, 105, 117-123].
Beamforming
techniques
(e.g. conventional
beamformer, Capon's
beamformer etc.)
Spectral-based
techniques
Subspace-based
methods (e.g. MUSIC)
Channel parameter
estimation techniques
methods (e.g. SML and
DML methods, EM,
Parametric
methods
Subspace-based
methods (e.g. ESPRIT,
unitary ESPRIT)

]Figure 4.2: Categories of the channel parameter estimation techniques.

2 A sensor array is called centro-symmetric if its element locations are symmetric with respect to the centroid
and the complex radiation characteristics of paired elements are the same [116].
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42 Review oft dlliiainiinieli parameter detection tedllhlllhlflquiles
Most of the "super-resolution algorithms" such as MUSIC, EM, SAGE, ESPRIT and Unitary
ESPRIT require an estimate of the number of signals impinging upon the antenna array. Detection of the number of signals is a key step in most of the super-resolution algorithms because
their performance is dependent on knowledge of these numbers. The problem of estimating
the number of signals is often known as the detection problem. Here, some commonly used
detection techniques are briefly discussed.
The first techniques proposed for estimation of the number of signals were based on statistical
hypotheses testing. However, a major drawback of this approach is that its performance is
critically dependent on the selection of the threshold level used for determining the model order.
This defect led researchers to techniques based on the information theoretic criterion such as
the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [124] and the minimum descriptive length (MDL) [125].
The information theoretic criterion, which was first introduced by Wax and Kailath in [126], is a
more commonly deployed technique for detecting the number of signals where threshold values
required in the statistical hypotheses testing approach are no longer needed. Both the AIC
and MDL perform satisfactorily when the incident signals seen at the array are approximately
uncorrelated. Unfortunately, the aforementioned techniques fail in the presence of coherent
signals or when the signals are highly correlated because they rely on the covariance matrix.
Note that there are differences between coherent and correlated signals. Coherent signals are
signals where the magnitude of correlation coefficient equals one while correlated signal are
signals whose correlation coefficient is non-zero [127]. Furthermore, these techniques are only
applicable to scenarios where the number of signals is less than the number of antenna elements.
For multipath rich indoor environment, these techniques are not sufficient. To date, a large
number of detection techniques have been proposed in the literature, interested reader is referred
to [120, 126,128].
In practice, the number of signals an array may be able to resolve depends not only on the
number of elements in the array but also on the array geometry, available number of snapshots
taken by the measurement system, and spatial distribution of signals. It has also been demonstrated in [38] that these information theoretic criterion may fail to give reliable performance
when real channel measurement data is used. It is therefore essential to know the type of data
and how it was gathered, in order to choose an appropriate criterion. Discussion on these and
other issues related to the capabilities of an array to uniquely resolve a number of signals may
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be found in [129-13 1]. In order to overcome these problems SIC was adopted as the detection
technique where the number of signals (i.e. IvIIPCs) that may be detected is determined by the
resolution of the measurement system in both temporal and angular domains. Details on this
will be presented in Section 4.4.4.

43 Sgnali and chamell m©delis
In order to investigate the performance of the channel parameter estimation algorithm, a mathematical signal model that accurately describes the behaviour of the transmitted and received
signal, as well as the propagation channel between the TX and RX is required. In this section,
the signal and channel models are presented. The sounding technique is based on a periodic
multi-frequency test signal [90]. The development of the signal model is based on a number
of simplifying assumptions. Firstly, it is assumed that in the underlying channel model a finite
number, L, of discrete and specular plane waves are impinging at the receiving array i.e. the
signal sources are assumed to be situated in the far-field region. Although in the indoor environment diffraction sources can be problematic and might cause errors, we have attempted to
minimise the problem by setting the minimum TX—RX separation distance to be approximately
3 m i.e. in the far-field region specified by the measurement system [89]. By doing so, the
errors caused by diffraction sources are assumed to be small enough to become insignificant.
Thus, the specular plane wave assumption is made here. Secondly, by assuming the transmitted
signal model to be narrowband, time delays between elements of the array can be approximated
by phase shifts. Suppose that the TX is an omni-directional antenna, while the RX is a ULA of
Me equidistant elements spaced by A/2, where A represents the wavelength of the carrier frequency concerned. Figure 4.3 illustrates the signal model for a ULA of Me elements receiving
L plane waves from a far-field point source.
Following [132], the channel can be described by the directional-delay-Doppler spread function, h(v, r, q). This function characterises the dispersive behaviour of the radio channel in
direction, delay and Doppler frequency which takes the form

- v)8(r - r(— )

h(v,r,) =

where L is the total number of paths, while ce, Tj, Oe and v are the complex amplitude, TOA,
AOA and Doppler frequency of the £th path, respectively. For some limited time interval, the
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ULA RX with
Me antennas

Antenna # 1
d=X/2

Antenna # 2

Antenna # m
al
Antenna #

Figure 4.3: Signal model for a ULA of Me elements receiving L plane waves from a far-field
point source.

complex amplitude, TOA and the AOA of the £thl path are time invariant during the measurement snapshot. By further assuming that the channel is quasi-static, the Doppler frequency can
be ignored. Hence, (4.1) can be simplified to

h (r, ) -

a(r -

(4.2)

- e).

By taking the 2-D Fourier transform (FT) of (4.2), the channel transfer function at the
antenna element may be expressed as

Hm (n) =

+ (m - 1)d e A'

aj exp {—j2

Sfl )}

(4.3)

for 1 < m < Nf, where de is the distance between adjacent antennas of the ULA, f is the
flth

frequency bin of the frequency response, and Nf is the total number of frequency response

samples.
Alternatively, the channel response across the array, H(n) = [H1 (n),.. . , HMe ()]T for m =
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1, . . . , Me , which can be expressed as

H(n)

=Ea(ot)ae exp {—j2frt} + N(n)

where a(e) = [1, exp {—j2irde )c 1 sin 4} ,. . . , exp {_j2ir(Me - 1)d e A 1 sin

(4.4)
OtIlT

is the

steering vector of the ULA, and N(n) = [Ni (n),... , Nj,i(ri)} T is the Me -dimensional complex spatial white Gaussian noise, i.e. N,,() = Nm (n) + jN(n), for m = 1, . . . , Me ,
where Ni (n), Ni (m), . . . , Nj,j(m), NMe(fl) are independent real zero-mean white Gaussian noise processes with unit spectral height, and [.}T denotes the transposition operation.
Equation (4.4) can be re-expressed in a more compressed form as

H(n) =

S(n; O) + N(n)

(4.5)

where
S(ri;Oe) = a(qe)aexp{—j21rf n T}

(4.6)

is the contribution of the £th path to the channel response of the ULA. For the fth path, all the parameters to be estimated, i.e. 're, Of , and a, are placed in a vector Of = [re, Of, as]. Since there
are L different paths, these vectors are combined together in the matrix 0 = [Of,. . . , Ojj.

.4 J©int detect 11estimatli©Inl usffig the IFD=AGE alig©rlithm
4.4.1 Principles of the EM and SAGE algorithms
In this subsection, the key properties of the EM algorithm that are required for the presentation
of the SAGE algorithm are outlined. Then a description of the principles of the SAGE algorithm
for obtaining ML estimates for the unknown parameters is presented.

4.4.1.1 The EM algorithm
The EM algorithm formulated by Dempster et. al., [133] is a general method of finding the ML
estimates of the parameters of an underlying distribution from a given data set when the data is
incomplete or has missing values. Figure 4.4 depicts an overview of the EM algorithm which
consists of two major steps: an expectation step (E-step) and a maximisation step (M-step). The
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expectation is with respect to the unknown underlying variables, using the current estimate of
the parameters and conditioned upon the observations, and the maximising step then provides
a new estimate of the parameters. These two steps are iterated until convergence. Feder and
Weinstein [134] first applied the EM algorithm to estimate the time delay and source location
in the scenario of superimposed signals. The idea is to decompose the observed data into their
signal components and then to estimate the parameters of each signal component separately.
This feature leads to a considerable simplification in the computation involved.

Choose an initial
parameter
Set i=O

E-step:
Estimate unobserved
data using 61i1

M-step:
Compute ML estimate
parameter 91h1
using estimated data

i=i+ 1
Converged?

Figure 4.4: An overview of the EM algorithm.

The derivation of EM algorithm relies on the two key notions of the complete (unobservable)
and incomplete (observable) data [133]. Referring to (4.5), the channel response, H(n), is
identified as the incomplete data and is related to the complete data, X& ), according to

H(n) =

Xt(n)
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where
Xt(n) =S(n;O)+/3Nt(n),

£= 1,...,L

(4.8)

and 13e is the coefficient of the £th path. These non-negative parameters [f 311 . , /,.. . , 13L]
satisfy E L f3e = 1, which indicates that N(n) can be decomposed into L components i.e.
..

{i3iNi(n),

.

, /3N(n),.

. .

, I3LNL(n)}. Figure 4.5 illustrates the relation between the com-

plete data, X& ), and the incomplete data, H(n). The signal flow graph of the EM algorithm
is depicted in Figure 4.6 which shows that the joint estimation of the parameters of the L paths
can be decomposed into L separate optimisation problems and y iterations for estimating a
single path. As a result of decomposition and the finite iteration number, the computational
complexity of EM algorithm is significantly reduced. Details and more applications of the EM
algorithm can be obtained from [135-137].
1 N1 (n)

S(n;0 1)

X1 (n)

Path #1

13 1N1(n)

S(n;01)
U(n)

0

X1(n)

Path #1

0

H(n)

LNL(n)

'':+:~

11

XL(n)

Figure 4.5: Relation between the complete and incomplete data.

4.4.1.2

The SAGE algorithm

According to [95], the SAGE algorithm is a twofold extension of the EM algorithm. Firstly,
each of the SAGE iterations is an EM iteration to re-estimate only a subset of the components
of

e,

while keeping the estimates of the other components fixed at their previous values. It

updates the parameters sequentially rather than simultaneously by replacing the computationally prohibitive high-dimensional non-linear optimisation process by several low-dimensional
maximisation procedures. The algorithm is deemed to have converged when the output of the
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Figure 4.6: Signal flow graph of the EM algorithm.

predefined likelihood function at successive iterations has reached steady state. Secondly, the
mapping from complete to incomplete data is allowed to be random rather than deterministic
as originally considered in [133]. Generally, the SAGE algorithm is to be preferred to the EM
algorithm for its faster convergence and reduced complexity.
The derivation of the SAGE algorithm also relies on the concept of unobservable complete data
and observable incomplete data as for the EM algorithm. The reader is referred to [95] for
the definition and notion of the theoretical framework underlying the derivation of the SAGE
algorithm. Use of the SAGE algorithm for the problem of multipath channel parameter estimation was first introduced by Fleury et. al., in [138] and [96] for joint estimation of multiple
parameters of the impinging paths in both the time-invariant and time-variant environments,
respectively. Therein, the SAGE algorithm was implemented in the time-domain since the
measurement system used stored the raw channel data in the time-domain. Thus, we refer this
version of SAGE as the "time-domain SAGE" algorithm where its signal flow graph is depicted
in Figure 4.7. Note that, the M-step is still the ML procedure for a single path, which is applied
to the estimate of X (n) given with Pe = 1. At the p Ih iteration step, the parameters of the path
= ,u mod (L) + 1 are re-estimated.
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Figure 4.7: Signal flow graph of the time-domain SAGE algorithm.

4.4.2 The 2-ID) FD-SAGE algorithm
Here, the joint estimation of the TOA, AOA and complex amplitude of the impinging paths
is formulated in the frequency domain (ED). The main objective of developing the SAGE algorithm in the FD is because the RUSK BRI wideband vector channel sounder used in the
measurement campaign stores the channel data in the complex ED form [90]. Therefore, the
optimal way is to post-process the raw data in the ED. The derivation of the time-domain SAGE
algorithm for joint estimation of the multipath channel parameters has been presented in [96].
In the following, only the FD derivation will be described in detail.
Similarly to the EM and standard SAGE algorithms, the ED-SAGE algorithm also relies on
two major steps: an E-step and an M-step. These two steps are iterated until convergence is
reached. In the time-domain SAGE algorithm [96], during the E-step, the complete data of the
£t path, Xt(n; 0'), is obtained by subtracting the estimated contribution of all L paths except
the fth path from the incomplete data, H(ri). In the FD, this can be expressed as follows:

k(n; O') = H(n) -

S(n; O,).

(4.9)
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Note that (4.9) is similar to the conventional PlC technique for multiuser detection [139].
In our implementation, in a multipath rich environment, SIC results in a more stable performance. In the PlC scheme, during the E-step (see (4.9)), the received channel response is
subtracted fron the contribution due to all L paths except the £th path. Thus, the PlC scheme
is more likely to diverge due to the interference of the large power path with respect to the
smaller power paths. Even if it has converged, it is likely to give wrong estimates particularly
for small power paths. On the other hand for the SIC scheme, the paths are ordered according
to their received powers and the paths are estimated and cancelled successively from the received channel response. Thus, this problem can be avoided by subtracting all the large power
paths and performing the estimation successively. Hence, the SIC scheme will have more stable
performance compared to the PlC scheme. The E-step used here can be expressed as

t(n; O') = H(n) -

S(n;

(4.10)

V=1

A further complexity reduction can be achieved within the SAGE framework when each of the
parameter vectors &e, for £ = 1,. . . , L in the matrix 8 is further split into two overlapping
subsets {r,

at

and {qe, at 1, and updating these subsets by performing the E- and M-steps

successively. The maximisation of the log-likelihood function is performed with respect to
each subset while keeping the other parameters fixed. The coordinate-wise updating procedure
to obtain the estimate 0" for the parameters of the fth path given the estimate 0' (which contains
all the previous estimates of the paths' parameters) is known as the M-step and given as follows

ae

=

argmac{z (;ie(n;ö')) 2 }

=

arg max {z (i " ,;(m; Of))

(4.12)

1
Me.N1

(4.13)

r

( 4.11)

2}

z

(",ce";(n;O'))

resi
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where
z(r,q;Xj) =

aH().U*.X i
Nf

Me

=

exp { j27r(m - 1)d,) - ' sin Oel

E exp {j2irfr} X5(n, m)

Spatial correlation

Frequency correlation

Me N1

=

exp {j2ir(fr + (m - 1)d,) - ' sin Oe)}

X(n, m)

(4.14)

m=1 n=1

where U is the periodic multi-frequency transmit test-signal [90], while [] * and [.]H denote
the complex conjugate and Hermitian transpose operation, respectively. Equation (4.14) is the
cost or correlation function between the calculated and the received channel responses. Refer ring to (4.14), twofold correlation is accomplished here. Firstly, the frequency correlation is
performed between the noise-corrupted version of the data signal S(n; 01), i.e. X5, with the
conjugate of the transmitted signal, U'. Then, the spatial correlation is performed through the
multiplication with the conjugate transpose of the steering vector, (4). Thus, the implementation of these 2-D correlations can be visualised as two large finite impulse response (FIR)
filters as shown in Figure 4.8. Conducting the above coordinate-wise updating procedures
once for all L paths define one iteration cycle of the 2-D ED-SAGE algorithm. According
to this implementation, the parameter estimates are sequentially and cyclically updated until
convergence is reached. Convergence is reached when the difference between the estimated
parameters obtained at two consecutive iterations fall below a predefined threshold. Here, the
predefined thresholds for the TOA and the AOA are determined by the signal bandwidth, B,
and the number of elements of the ULA, M6 , respectively.

4.4,3 Thniitialiisation of the 2D FD-SAGE algorithm
Like any other iteration method, the convergence of the 2-D ED-SAGE algorithm depends on
the initial conditions. Convergence to a global maximum has been observed in the simulation
results when the initial estimate is within a significant range of the global maximum. Here, the
SIC technique and the 2-D ED-SAGE algorithm are jointly used in the initialisation stage. The
TOA of the first path is estimated via frequency correlation. At a certain delay position, the
AOA of the first path can be found via spatial correlation. The signal of the first path can then
be reconstructed and is subtracted from the received channel response. The algorithm proceeds
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Figure 4.8: Implementation of the correlation function in equation (4.14).
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in the same manner for all other paths. For this procedure, the flow of the algorithm is the same
as the SAGE iterations discussed previously, however incoherent antenna combining is applied
for the TOA estimation. Equation (4.11) is replaced by
2)

(Me Nf

exp(j2irfTt)Je(n, m; O")

= arg max
(m=1 n=1

'

( 4.15)

)

during the initialisation cycle. Similar to [96], one "initialisation" cycle with the iteration step
jL

ranging from {—(L - 1),.. . , O} is performed.

4.4,4 SW as the detection technique
A problem central to most super-resolution algorithms is the determination of the number of
paths arriving at the receiving array. Since this quantity is usually unknown, a detection procedure generally precedes the estimation procedure. Various detection techniques are available to
find the number of paths and a common approach in estimating the number of paths is based on
information theoretic criterion such as the MDL or AIC [126]. However, these techniques are
only applicable to scenarios where the number of paths is less than the number of antenna elements, i.e. L < Me . For a multipath rich environment, this approach is not sufficient to detect
the number of paths. Here, the initialisation step described in the previous section may also be
used in detecting the number of paths, L. The SIC technique is applied until the detected paths
have power levels (relative to the strongest path) below the maximum dynamic range of the
channel sounder. By deploying this technique, the number of paths, L, that may be detected is
determined by the resolution of the measurement system in both temporal and angular domains.

4.5

Sh1Irnh©Rh1

reslits ku syinithe& einlvirollumellhit

4,5.1 Simulation environment
The performance of the 2-D PD-SAGE algorithm is now evaluated in a synthetic environment
by means of Monte-Carlo simulation. Here a known number of impinging plane waves with
known parameters are used, and both PlC and SIC techniques are investigated. The simulation environment assumes that there are L narrowband plane waves impinging on the Me = 8
element ULA with de = )/2 spacing at the carrier frequency, f

=

5.2 GHz. The transmit-
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ted signal has bandwidth B = 120 MHz and maximum excess delay t = 0.8 ps. Thus, the
frequency bin width is if = 1.25 MHz to give the total frequency bins N1 = 97. The complex amplitude, c, are set to be independent zero-mean complex Gaussian RV and the TOA,
r, and azimuthal AOA, , are randomly and independently chosen from uniform distributions, [0, 8001 ns and [-60, +60]°, respectively. Finally, complex white Gaussian noise, N(n),
was added according to (4.4). Table 4.1 summarises the parameters setting for the simulation
environment used by the 2-D FD-SAGE algorithm.
Parameter
Number of antennas, Me
Antenna separation, de
Carrier frequency, f
Transmit signal bandwidth, B
Maximum excess delay, t,
Total frequency bins, N1
Number of paths, L
Complex amplitude, {at }SEL
TOA, {T€}SEL
AOA, {}5EL

Description
8
A/2
5.2 GHz
120 MHz
0.8 As
97
10 - 50
Complex zero-mean Gaussian RV
Uniform distribution between [0, 800] ns
Uniform distribution between [-60, +60] °

Table 4.11: Summary of the parameters setting for the simulation environment used by the 2-D
FD-SAGE algorithm.

4.5.2

IPerformainice evailivation

Firstly, in order to evaluate the validity of the newly proposed 2-D FD-SAGE algorithm, the
algorithm is applied to the estimation of the channel parameters of L = 10 plane waves according to the synthetic environment described above. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm successfully estimates all the paths' parameters. Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 show
the parameters of the actual paths and their estimated counterparts. As we can see, the estimated parameters are very close to the simulated ones. These results also demonstrate the
high-resolution capability of the FD-SAGE algorithm with the mean error less than 0.3% and
2.1% for the TOA and AOA estimation, respectively. Note that these values were obtained after
averaged over 50,000 channel realisation for L = 10 paths. The higher resolution in estimating the TOAs as compared to the AOAs is mainly due to their narrower cost function lobes as
illustrate in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 for z('r, q; X5), as a function of r and , respectively,
fore= 10.
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Path number, £ ]_Actual TOA, e Ins]
1
344.13
2
152.89
3
549.86
4
712.26
5
655.00
276.89
6
7
587.93
8
109.61
9
124.49
10
132.83

Actual AOA,
-1.17
-59.33
-5.12
+37.91
+42.72
-5.92
-4.71
-9.31
+48.19
-10.53

[0]

Actual power, 1ae1 2 [dB] ]
-20.48
-25.56
-27.48
-28.36
-28.51
-31.24
-31.49
-32.63
-33.42
-35.43

Table 4.2: The actual channel parameters of the L = 10 paths.

Path number, £
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Estimated TOA,
[ns]
344.10
152.90
549.78
712.21
655.15
276.89
587.89
109.64
124.51
132.71

Estimated AOA,
[0]

-1.19
-59.29
-4.95
+38.05
+42.60
-5.70
-4.84
-9.16
+47.78
-11.19

Estimated power,
ceI2 [dB]
-20.40
-25.64
-27.41
-28.35
-28.54
-31.21
-31.64
-32.74
-33.21
-35.36

Table 4.3: The 2-D FD-SAGE estimated channel parameters of the L = 10 paths.
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Figure 4.10: Cost function as a function of AOA, 0.
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Secondly, in order to compare the performance of both the PlC and SIC techniques, the value
of L was varied from 10 to 40 while fixing the other parameters. Note that both techniques
were applied to the same set of synthetic data, enabling a direct performance comparison to
be made. Simulation results show that by employing the SIC technique, the proposed 2-D
FD-SAGE algorithm has a more stable performance than the PlC technique, especially when
L is large. Both techniques successfully estimate all the path parameters in the synthetic environment when L is relatively small, i.e. in the range of 10 to 20. However, as L increases
beyond 20, the performance of PlC degrades significantly. As stated in [140], SIC will perform
better than PlC when the received signals are of different strengths. This is exactly the case for
our indoor environments, where a large number of paths are present, all with different power
values. Figure 4.11 shows the results obtained using SIC and PlC techniques, respectively,
based on the synthetic environment described above. In this example, L was set equal to 30.
It shows that by employing the SIC technique, more than 90% of the paths TOAs and AOAs
are correctly estimated. However, the estimate obtained using the PlC technique diverged from
the actual values as shown in Figure 4.11. Appendix C lists all the actual channel parameters
and the percentage error of the estimated channel parameters with respect to the actual channel
parameters using both SIC and PlC techniques for L varied from 10 to 40 in order to further
illustrate this point.
Another advantage of employing the SIC technique is its faster convergence rate. Figure 4.12
shows the relationships between the number of paths and the number of iterations required by
the SIC and the PlC to converge. Note that, for different value of L, different sets of synthetic
data were randomly generated but the same set of data was used for both techniques. This
results clearly shown that the number of iterations required by the PlC technique to converge is
always higher than the one required by the SIC technique. This relationship was also observed
for different simulation environments performed other than the one specified above.

46 Peirfoirmance cmparlis©m1 of 2=D FD-SAGE and 2=D

Ullh1t1ry

ESIPR]IT based on measured data
In this section, the two most frequently used super-resolution techniques; SAGE and Unitary
ESPRIT are used to estimate the channel parameters in a real indoor environment. Figure 4.13
and Figure 4.14 show the power-delay-azimuth spectrum (PDAS) obtained by post-processing
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SC vs PlC in the synthetic environment
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Figure 4.11: Performance of the SIC and PlC techniques in the synthetic environment for L =
30 paths.
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Figure 4.12: Convergence rate of the SIC and PlC techniques in the synthetic environment.
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the raw data of one of the measurement locations in an office environment (see Section 3.3)
using the 2-D FD-SAGE and 2-D Unitary ESPRIT (with SS) algorithms, respectively. Note
that, only paths within 20 dB relative to the strongest path are plotted in these two graphs. Four
different regions can be identified from these two graphs.
Power delay-azimuth spectrum (2-D FD-SAGE)

-30
CO
V-35

Rgion3.

-40
0

0. -45
-50
800
600
20

4uu

t f,)sj

4

2 OO

Figure 4.13: PDAS estimated by the 2-D FD-SAGE algorithm.

Region 1 shows the first path arrival, which has the highest peak and shortest TOA. Both techniques perform reasonably well in estimating this path since it has the largest power. The
highest peak estimated by the 2-D FD-SAGE is at —25.46 dB with TOA 34.68 ns and
AOA —41°. Using the 2-D Unitary ESPRIT the highest peak is at —25.75 dB with TOA
33.39 ns and AOA —42°. The differences in these two algorithms (when estimating the
TOA and AOA) are less than the resolution of the channel sounder in both the temporal
and angular domain and therefore are considered negligible.
Region 2 is the range between 0° and +40 ° . In Figure 4.13, two clusters of paths are observed
that are closely spaced in both the TOA and AOA domains. The first cluster spans from
00 to +200 while the second cluster is at +30 ° . In Figure 4.14, only the cluster spanning
from 0° to +20° is present. At an angle of +30 ° , instead of a cluster, two paths well
separated in both TOA and AOA are observed.
Region 3 is the range between —20° and —50°. In Figure 4.13, a cluster is present at —20° and
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Power delay—azimuth spectrum (2—D Unitary ESPRIT)
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Figure 4.14: PDAS estimated by the 2-D Unitary ESPRIT algorithm.

a distinct path is seen at —40°. However, in Figure 4.14 only distinct paths are identified
in these two ranges.
Region 4 is located at the positive edge of the array. Again, a cluster of three closely spaced
paths is present in Figure 4.13, while only a single path was observed in Figure 4.14.

The above results demonstrate that channel parameters estimated by both techniques give a
reasonable match. However, it is seen that a larger number of paths are detected using 2-D
FD-SAGE compared to 2-D Unitary ESPRIT. This is due to the following two reasons, namely
correlated paths and leakage. The performance of subspace-based methods like the Unitary
ESPRIT to resolve closely spaced paths will degrade if these are highly correlated [99], which
often occurs in indoor scenarios. Although SS can decorrelate some of the correlated paths,
there might be some residual of correlated paths that have not been decorrelated completely.
Since the measurements were performed over a limited frequency bandwidth, B, the channel
response, H(n), is implicitly windowed by a rectangular response. By choosing a tapered
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window, the amount of leakage can be reduced and (4.14) is replaced by
A1 N1
Z

(r, ; X) =

exp {—j2ir(frt + (m - 1)d e A 1 sin)} X(n, m) W(n)
m=1 n=1

(4.16)
where W(n) is the frequency response of the chosen window. Figure 4.15 shows the PDAS
obtained by windowing the cost function with a Hann window in the FD. Note that, this graph
shows an improved match with the results obtained from the 2-D Unitary ESPRIT in Figure 4.14. To this end, both 2-D FD-SAGE and 2-D Unitary ESPRIT algorithms have been
successfully applied to the real-time channel measurement data obtained from an indoor office
environment. It has been demonstrated that both algorithms are able to estimate the dominant
paths' TOAs, AOAs and complex amplitudes in a multipath rich scenario.
Power delay-azimuth spectrum (2-D FD-SAGE with Hann window)
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Figure 4.15: PDAS estimated by the Hann windowed 2-D FD-SAGE algorithm.

Recently, an increased interest in the SAGE algorithm has been reported in the literature [141].
This is mainly due to the high degree of flexibility and robustness especially when dealing with
circular array geometries (which is the preferred choice of array at present) as the SAGE algorithm implies no restrictions on the usable array geometries. The main reason for the lack
of interest in the Unitary ESPRIT algorithm when compared to the SAGE algorithm in the
multidimensional channel parameter estimation is due to the relatively high memory consump-
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tion and processing power of computing resources. Since the Unitary ESPRIT algorithm is a
subspace-based method, increases in the dimension of the estimate reflects that larger matrix
computations are required. Hence, for a multidimensional case with a huge amount of measurement data, this will form the major limitation on this algorithm. Furthermore, subspace-based
methods are only applicable for centro-symmetric array configurations and therefore, become
inapplicable when circular array geometries are being used. On the other hand, due to the iterative nature of the SAGE algorithm, it can require considerable processing time and resources,
especially when dealing with vast multidimensional measurement databases. Nevertheless,
with the aim of achieving further time saving and reducing computational complexity, different versions of modified SAGE algorithms have been developed and reported in the literature
[142-148], which further improve the conventional SAGE algorithm to make it more suitable
for multipath channel parameter estimation purposes.

407 Srniimiiry
In this chapter, the 2-D FD-SAGE algorithm was deployed to jointly estimate the TOAs, AOAs
and complex amplitudes of the MPCs. The formulation of SAGE in the frequency domain
is new. The proposed algorithm was further improved by replacing the PlC technique with a
SIC technique. SIC was shown to outperform PlC in a multipath rich environment in terms of
its accuracy and stability. The SIC technique was also deployed to find the number of paths
present. By doing so, the number of paths that may be detected is determined by the resolution
of the measurement system in both the temporal and angular domains. Simulation results in a
synthetic environment showed that the 2-D ED-SAGE in conjunction with the SIC technique
has a more stable performance. It is capable of separating the paths as long as at least one
of the parameters of each of the paths is different. The analysis using both 2-D FD-SAGE
and 2-D Unitary ESPRIT algorithms in the real environments verified the functionality of the
newly developed FD-SAGE. A higher number of paths detected by the 2-D ED-SAGE might
be due to the presence of correlated paths that degrade the performance of the 2-D Unitary
ESPRIT or due to leakage in the 2-D ED-SAGE. Frequency domain windowing to take into
account the limited bandwidth of the channel sounder was also discussed and results show that
this can reduce the leakage problem in the 2-D ED-SAGE algorithm considerably. Thus, the
proposed algorithm proves to be a powerful tool for off-line post-processing of raw channel
measurement data particularly for channel modelling purposes. The main reason the SAGE
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algorithm is preferred to the Unitary ESPRIT is that the parameter estimation technique has a
high degree of flexibility and robustness especially when dealing with other array geometries
such as circular arrays.

W.
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This chapter presents a new statistical based wideband indoor channel model which incorporates both the clustering of MPCs and the correlation between the spatial and temporal domains
[24]. Clustering of MPCs can have a significant impact on channel capacity. Non-clustered
models tend to overestimate the capacity if the MPCs are indeed clustered [149]. This implies that a more comprehensive characterisation of the clustering and correlation properties
is required. The model is derived based on measurement data collected at a carrier frequency
of 5.2 GHz in three different indoor environments under different propagation scenarios (see
Section 3.3). Thus, the model is suitable for performance analysis of 5 GHz band WLAN systems such as HIPERLAN/2 and IEEE 802.1 la, that employ SA architectures in LOS, OLOS
and NLOS scenarios. MPC parameters are estimated using the super-resolution FD-SAGE algorithm and clusters are identified in the spatio-temporal domain by a nonparametric density
estimation procedure. The description of the clustering observed within the channel relies on
two classes of parameters, namely, intercluster and intracluster parameters which characterise
the cluster and MPC, respectively. All parameters are described by a set of empirical pdfs derived from the measured data. The correlation properties are incorporated in two joint pdfs for
cluster and MIPC positions, respectively. The clustering effect also gives rise to two classes of
channel PDS - interciuster and intracluster PDS which are shown to exhibit exponential and
Laplacian functions in the delay and angular domains, respectively. The model validity is confirmed by comparison with two existing models reported in the literature. The organisation of
this chapter is as follows: Section 5.1 presents the data analysis and processing techniques to
extract MPC parameters and to identify clusters; Section 5.2 proposes a new wideband cluster ing spatio-temporal channel model; Section 5.3 and Section 5.4 describe in detail the statistical
characteristics and PDS of the channel model; in Section 5.5 a comparison is made between
the proposed model and existing models reported in the literature; Section 5.6 summarises the
implementation procedure of the channel model, finally, Section 5.7 concludes the chapter.
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51 Data iitnillyss and Jp©stpr©cessllllhig
5.1.1 Multipath chamhleli parameter estimation
Before any statistical channel modelling work can be performed, the first step is to extract the
channel parameters of interest from the measurement data. Here, the FD-SAGE algorithm as
proposed in Section 4.4 is used in conjunction with the SIC technique [22] to jointly detect
and estimate the required multipath channel parameters such as the number of MPCs, their
complex amplitudes, TOAs and AOAs. 1 The measurement data used here was based on the
static measurement campaign as described in Section 3.3. At each static location, 1120 complex
channel responses were recorded at each antenna element. By assuming that the channel is
quasi-static,2 averaging is carried out over the time-domain for each block of 16 snapshots. The
resultant averaged complex channel responses are then operated on by the FD-SAGE algorithm
to estimate the required parameters. Hence, 70 sets of channel parameters are obtained per
location, and can be assumed to be time-invariant (due to the quasi-static assumption), and are
given by
= [a r,j

j],

£ = 1,2,... , Li and = 1,2,..., 70

(5.1)

where E) i is an (Li x 3) matrix that contains the ith channel parameter set with Li MPCs, while
jth parameter
c, Tt, and q,j are the complex amplitude, TOA and AOA of the £th path in the
set, respectively. Subsequently, these were concatenated with respect to their corresponding
domains i.e. 172 e. to give a (70L x 3) resultant matrix. A cutoff threshold of 35 dB
below the strongest path was applied to the concatenated data to ensure that only the effective
MPCs are modelled since the useful dynamic range of the sounder is approximately 40 dB.

5,1.2 Cluster identification
Measurement results obtained from the static measurement campaign in three different environments i.e. OFF, FOY and LAB, under the LOS, OLOS and NLOS scenarios reveal that
the WCs tend to form clusters in both the spatial and temporal domains. Therefore, the next
task was to identify the clusters. Different researchers have different definitions of a cluster
[38, 39, 150]. Here, we define a cluster as an accumulation of MPCs with similar TOAs and
AOAs. The clustering phenomenon has been reported as a result of the superstructure (e.g.
1 AOA
2 The

refers to the azimuthal angle only.
channel can be assumed to be invariant during this time interval.
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furniture, walls, doors etc.) of the environment [16]. Therefore, the position and the size of the
clusters will be heavily dependent on the superstructure and physical layout of the considered
environments.
Initially, a clustering algorithm [151] was used for the cluster identification procedure. A clustering algorithm can be classified into two main categories - hierarchical and partitioning techniques, and has many applications such as in numerical taxonomy, image segmentation, image
retrieval, etc. However, it was found to be inappropriate due to several drawbacks. For example, the major drawbacks of hierarchical techniques is the computation time, particularly for
large data sets. Moreover, the defining feature of hierarchical techniques is that, once a data
point is assigned to a particular cluster, it cannot be moved. Thus, if a data point is incorrectly
assigned to a cluster at an early stage, there is no way to correct this mistake. In contrast, par titioning techniques allow a data point to be reassigned to a different cluster if it improves the
clustering. However, these techniques require that the number of clusters be specified by the
user, which, for our case, is not known a priori. Consequently, other alternatives are required
for the clustering identification process.
Here, a nonparametric density estimation procedure, kernel density estimate (KDE) technique
[152], was deployed as an alternative to assist the cluster identification process. This procedure
is preferred due to its robustness, simplicity and convenience. The objective of density estimation is to produce from a set of observations a smooth nonparametric estimate of the unknown
density function from which the observations were drawn. That is, given a sample of n observations,

x1, X2,.

. . , x, from a distribution with unknown density function, f(x), the process

finds an estimate of the density, f(x). The simplest form of density estimator is the histogram
defined by [152]
1
Ilk

n;

.
a+(J-1)hk<x<a+Jhk;

j=1,2,...,n

(5.2)

where n3 is the number of observations falling in the interval a + (j - 1)hk to a + jh, ais the
lower bound of the histogram and b = rlhk is the upper bound. The value of hk is known as
the window width. Equation (5.2) can be re-expressed as a histogram estimator, written as

AX) = n5 hk n;

where nx is the number of observations falling in the interval [x -

E31

(5.3)

a < x _< b
:x+

]. Equation ( 5.3)
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can be re-expressed in a more general form as
'

1(x )

=

fl.s

h,

Kk

f\
x—x

( 5.4)

hk )

i=1

where Kk(x) is known as a kernel function and can be expressed as follows

Kk(x)

=

1

1,

if

— <x<

0,

otherwise.

(5.5)

Therefore, (5.4) is also known as the kernel density estimator, where hk is now known as the
smoothing parameter (bin or kernel width). For bi-variate data points, the 2-D KDE, J(x, y), is
given by
(X1

Y) = _

1

n,

fx—x y_y j \
' hk,2 )

Kk (\ hk,1

ri3hklhk2

( 5.6)

where hk,1 and hk,2 are the kernel widths.
In order to use the KDE technique, two parameters need to be specified by the user i.e. the
kernel function, Kk (x), and the smoothing parameter, hk. There are plenty of kernel functions
available such as the Gaussian density function, biweight density function, Epanechnikov density function, Laplace density function, rectangular density function etc. [152]. The smoothness
of the estimator, /(x), is primarily determined by the choice of smoothing parameter, hk, and
only a minor way by the choice of the kernel function, Kk(x). Silverman [153] shows that the
Gaussian density estimator can be computed using a FFT. Thus, for the ease of computation,
the Gaussian kernel density function will be used here and is defined as follows
exp
Kk(x)=—
\/2-7r

X

2

(5.7)

Generally, the larger the value of hk, the smoother the resulting densities estimate. However,
oversmoothing can be problematic when the value of hk is too large which results in the essential features of the distribution function being removed. Hence, the value of hk has to be chosen
such that the essential shape of the distribution is retained while effects due only to the observed sample are smoothed out. Many methods of automatically selecting an "optimal" value
of hk have been developed. The most frequently used methods are the Gaussian scale method,
direct-plug-in (DPI) method, solve-the-equation (STh) method and various cross-validation
(CV) methods [153]. While there is no overall "best" method of automatic hk selection as
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stated in [154], for simplicity purposes, the Gaussian scale method was deployed here.
Since clusters are observed in both the temporal and spatial domains, they need to be identified
jointly in both domains. Firstly, all WCs within each data set are normalised with respect to
the TOA of the first arrival path in order to remove the propagation effect due to the TX—RX
separation and thus enabling various data sets to be compared. Then the 2-D Gaussian KDE
technique (i.e. Gaussian kernel density function and Gaussian scale method) was applied to
each data set. Since the data are bi-variate, two smoothing parameters are required and for
the Gaussian scale method, the optimal smoothing parameters are hk,1 = 2.379 and hk,2 =
0.5091 as derived in [152]. Figure 5.1 illustrates the MPC TOA—AOA scatter plot of a sample
data file and its corresponding contour plot after being processed by the 2-D Gaussian KDE
technique. These graphs clearly show that clustering exists in both the spatial and temporal
domains. Clusters become more obvious after the KDE procedure and can be easily identified
by visual inspection. Both [16] and [7] also deploy visual inspection to identify clusters from
their measurement data.
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In this section, we propose a new statistical-based wideband spatio-temporal channel model that
incorporates both the clustering phenomenon and the spatio-temporal correlation properties.
The model parameters are derived from the data collected during the measurement campaign
described in Section 3.3. By assuming a finite number of MPCs impinging on the antenna array,
the wideband clustering spatio-temporal channel model can be expressed as
K Lk
(Rk . rk) . e0ke

h(T, ) =

'

J(7-

-

Tk Tie, q -

- Oki)

(5.8)

k=1 £=1

where 8(.) is the Dirac delta function, K is the number of clusters and Lk is the number
of MPCs within the k 1h cluster. Tk, 4 k and Rk are the TOA, AOA and amplitude of the
kth

cluster, which are defined as the TOA of the first arriving MPC, the mean AOA and the

maximum amplitude of all MPCs within the kth cluster, respectively. While Tki, Oki, rj.,j, and
£th MPC in the kth cluster, respectively.
pke are the TOA, AOA, amplitude and phase of the
The distribution of {kt }eEL,. is assumed to be statistically independent and uniform over the
kEK
range of [0,360]°. Notice that Tke, Oki, and rke are the relative values with respect to Tk, (J?k,
and Rk, respectively.
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MPC TOA vs. MPC AOA scatter plot
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Figure 5.1: MPCs TOA—AOA scatter plot and its corresponding contour plot after beng pro-

cessed by the 2-D Gaussian KDE technique.
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In reality, all of the parameters in (5.8) are randomly time-varying functions. However, the
variations are very small compared to the signaling rate and it is, therefore, reasonable to assume them to be time-invariant RVs. The proposed channel model relies on two classes of
parameters, namely, interciuster and intracluster parameters which characterise the cluster and
the MPC, respectively. From (5.8), {K, Tk, J?k Rk} and {Lk, Tke, OW, rj, Wke} are classified
as the intercluster and intracluster parameters, respectively.

5.,3 S tafisficaR tharacteirisatkiini of the thameli parameters
This section presents the statistical characterisation of the interciuster and intracluster channel parameters defined in Section 5.2. The variations of these parameters may be characterised statistically by fitting the measurement data against the proposed theoretical distributions. Three scenarios are considered covering LOS, OLOS and NLOS conditions. Previous
analysis showed that the statistical characteristics in OFF and LAB under LOS conditions are
very similar [23]. Thus, unless otherwise stated, the LOS scenario corresponds to the OFF
environment only.

5.3.1

Joint distribution of duster position

In order to investigate the dependency and correlation between the temporal and angular domains of the identified clusters, the cluster position is expressed in terms of its joint pdf. The
joint pdf of the cluster position, f(Tk, k)

can be obtained by considering the marginal pdf

of the independent variable (i.e. cluster TOA, Tk) and the conditional pdf of the dependent
variable (i.e. cluster AOA, 1k). Note that the independent and dependent variables can be
chosen arbitrarily. Here they were chosen by considering which option gives the simplest form
of expressing f(Tk, 1k). Generally, this method is employed by looking at how the shape of
the dependent variable's conditional pdf changes at different values of the independent variable
and then select a known distribution function that is able to represent the varying shape of the
conditional pdf by a change of its parameter values (e.g. mean and standard deviation). Bayes'
theorem [155] states that
f (xy) = f(ylx).f(x)

(5.9)
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in which the denominator, f(y), can be expressed in terms of the conditional pdf, f(ylx), and
the marginal pdf, 1(x), as follows
f(y)

=

f

f (X, y)dx

(5.10)

00

where

f(x, y) = f(xly) f(i) = f(ylx) f(x).

(5.11)

Equation (5.11) shows that the joint pdf of two RVs can be expressed as the conditional pdf of
one variable and the marginal pdf of the other variable.
Clustering is observed in the temporal and angular domains. The 2-D joint pdf of cluster position, f(Tk, k) can be expressed as
f(Tk, 1 k) = f(klTk) f(Tk)

(5.12)

where f@'kITk) is the cluster conditional AOA pdf and f(Tk) is the cluster marginal TOA
pdf. Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 show f(Tk, Ik) for the LOS (in both OFF and LAB), OLOS
and NLOS scenarios, respectively. The angular axis for the LOS scenario spans from —60° to
+60° while for the OLOS and NLOS scenarios, the angular axis spans from —180° to + 1800.
The latter case are due to the concatenation of three rotations to form the 360° full spatial view.
While for the LOS scenario, concatenation was not performed because the experimental results
showed that majority of MPCs arrive within ±60° of the LOS direction. MPCs outside this
angular range have much weaker power and are thus negligible.
These graphs reveal that there are significant differences between the joint spatio-temporal
statistics of the LOS and the OLOS and NLOS scenarios. Under the LOS conditions, paths
arriving at the RX with short delays can have a relatively large angular range, while paths
which arrive with longer delays will have a much more restricted angle. This is because paths
arriving at the RX with short delays are mainly due to the direct path itself or reflections from
the objects in the vicinity of the RX. These reflected paths can come from a large angular range
as the RX may be surrounded by many reflecting objects. For example, paths reflected from
the right and left walls in the office can have relatively large angular values but with a small
delay range. On the other hand, at larger delays, most paths arriving at the RX are effectively
due to back-wall reflections (wall behind the TX). These paths have much lower powers, longer
delays and angles very similar to the LOS direction. Furthermore, due to the finite dynamic
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range of the channel sounder, higher order reflection paths that have lower powers will not be
captured if they fall below the effective dynamic range of the sounder. Generally, this is a result
of the regular structure of the measurement environment (see Figure 3.7), which subsequently
leads to the dependency between the spatial and temporal domains as show in Figure 5.2(a).
A similar argument applies for the laboratory environment (see Figure 3.9) which leads to the
joint pdf as depicted in Figure 5.2(b).
Meanwhile for the OLOS scenario, the dependency between spatial and temporal domains becomes negligible. This is mainly due to the effect of obstructions in the direct path and some
back-wall reflected paths caused by the wooden bookshelves and metal cabinets inside the office. The absence of these paths eliminates the clustered appearance at the short and long delay
ranges in the LOS direction. Hence, reflected paths can come from any direction dependent on
the location of the scatterers. Over a large number of locations, this phenomenon gives rise to
the uniformly distributed cluster AOAs over the whole delay range as shown in Figure 5.3(a).
A similar argument is applicable to the NLOS scenario as illustrated in Figure 5.3(b), in which
the direct path is completely blocked by the wall separating OFF and FOY. Due to this fact, it
is reasonable to assume that the spatial and temporal domains are separable for the OLOS and
NLOS scenarios by re-expressing (5.12) as follows

IOLOS,NLOS(Tk,

k) = f('k) . f(Tk)

(5.13)

where f(fk) is the cluster marginal AOA pdf which is approximately uniform over [0, 360]°.
Arrival times have usually been modelled by the Poisson processes [7, 16]. The key feature
of a Poisson process is the independence of events. However, due to the regular structure of
the indoor environments, this assumption is rarely fulfilled in practice. Thus, a more general
approach is adopted here. No a priori assumption on whether the arrival times satisfy a Poisson process or not is made. Instead, the arrival times are modelled by using a nonparametric
estimation of the pdf based on the measurement data. The Anderson-Darling goodness-of-fit
test [156] was then used to verify the fitness of the chosen pdf. This approach also eases the
extension of the proposed model to incorporate the dynamic evolution of the MPCs in the future as will be described in Chapter 7. The cluster marginal TOA pdf, f(Tk), was estimated by
accumulating all clusters' AOAs, {1k} kEK . Figure 5.4 shows the empirical cluster marginal
TOA histogram density for all the three scenarios with their estimated pdf plotted as dashed
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curves. It is obvious that f(Tk) can be well modelled by an exponential pdf given by

f(Tk) =

I

-exp —
l,
( AT J

Tk>O

(5.14)

otherwise

( 0,
where 11T is the mean value.
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For the LOS scenario, it is necessary to estimate the cluster conditional AOA pdf, f(IkITk). A
new approach is adopted, in which the parameters of f(cI)kgTk) are described by an empirical
formula that fits the measured data. We introduce the term partial cluster conditional AOA pdf,

KC
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f(It), which is associated with f(kITk) as follows
-1

f(IkITk) = i

n E {O, 1,. . . , N - 11

f(It),

(5.15)

where tn = nt <t < (n + 1)zt, At is the delay step and Nt is the number of delay steps.
Here, At = 15 ns was chosen in order to ensure that the number of clusters in each delay step,
K, was sufficient (i.e. at least 15) for further statistical analysis of f(IIt, 1 ). By observing
the shape off(JIt) for t, E { to, ti, ... ,tN_1}, a known pdf is proposed to represent the
varying shape of f(IIt) by a change of its parameter values (normally the mean and standard
deviation). It was noted that, at larger delay values, fewer clusters were observed. In order
to obtain a good statistical representation, the number of samples has to be sufficiently large.
This was achieved by increasing At at larger delays values. Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show
a series of graphs of f(IIt 7 ) for t e {to, t1,. . . , tN_1} in the OFF and LAB environments,
respectively. The value of K to generate each of these graphs are also shown on the plot. In
general, these graphs show that a Gaussian pdf can provide a reasonably good match. Therefore,
a zero-mean 3 Gaussian pdf is proposed to model f(IIt) for t 7, E {to, ti,. . . , tN_1} which
can be expressed as follows:
2)

1

where

crb lt ,

exp1 —

(5.16)

2o,2

is the standard deviation conditioned upon t. Its variation can be approximated

by a Weibull distribution given by
)bit_1 .

=

where a1t,

C1t

(_t

t

)bIt }

exp {- (_
\ adj

\ ad) 1t

( 5.17)

and clt, are the parameters for the Weibull distribution which were esti-

mated using a nonlinear least squares regression method [157]. Notice that (5.17) is not the
conventional Weibull pdf as the area under the curve does not necessarily equal one. Figure 5.7
shows the empirical or4,1 t , for tn e {to, t1, . . . , tv_} and its least squares fit for the OFF and
LAB environments.
3 The

mean value is zero because the LOS direction is taken as the reference i.e. at 00.
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5.3.2

Joint distribution of MIPCs position per cluster

For the intracluster channel parameters, the 2-D joint pdf of MPCs position per cluster, f(rkt, Oki),
can be expressed as
f(Tk,Oki) =

f ( O ki ITO)

(5.18)

f(rk)

where f(keIrkt) is the MPC conditional AOA pdf and f(rkt) is the MPC marginal TOA pdf.
Note that, {Tk,}tELk and {k}tELk are the relative values with respect to their corresponding
kK

kEK

cluster position i.e. {Tk}k E K and {1k}kEK. respectively. Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show
f(rke,

Oki)

for the LOS, OLOS and NLOS scenarios. Results from the data analysis show

that f( -rk,) can be well modelled by an exponential pdf as depicted in Figure 5.10 for all three
scenarios. This observation is in agreement with [8]. Thus, f(rkt) can be expressed as follows

{

Ur

'

(
where

-

{— aL
tt

Tkt>O

(5.19)

~

-

otherwise

= 0,

is the mean value.

Using a similar approach as described in Section 5.3.1, the partial MPC conditional AOA pdf,
f(It), is introduced and can be related to in a similar way as in (5.15) by replacing Tk, 'Ik
and 4D with 7-k, Oki, and 0 respectively. Here, At = 10 ns is used instead to ensure that a suf,

ficient number of MPCs are present in each delay step, L. for statistical analysis of f(qt).
Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 illustrate a series of graphs of f(cIt) for t {to, t1,

. . . ,

tN,—1 }

in OFF and LAB environments, respectively, under the LOS scenario. Analysis of these graphs
reveals that f(c14t) can be accurately modelled by a series of Laplacian pdfs with negligible
variation in their standard deviations. The value of L to generate each of these graphs are
also given on the plot. Recall that a cluster is a group of MPCs with similar TOAs and AOAs.
Hence, it is reasonable to assume that MIPCs that belong to a particular cluster are due to reflections from the same object. Reflections from this object will create a fixed angular spread with
respect to the RX position, irrespective of the absolute TOAs. Consequently, small changes in
the path length will give rise to an insignificant variation in the angular domain. This explanation supports the results obtained for the constant standard deviation Laplacian pdfs described
above. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the intracluster spatial and temporal domains are
independent of each other by re-expressing (5.18) as follows:

f(Tke,Oki)

= f(4kt)

.

f(7k)

(5.20)
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where f(4k) is the MPC marginal AOA pdf, given by the zero-mean Laplacian pdf
f('J5kt)=

1 expl—
V'

I

(5.21)

aJ

where o o is the standard deviation, which is the mean value of

fort,, E {to, ti,.. . , tN_11.

Notice that this simplification is also applicable for the OLOS and NLOS scenarios.
Several researchers [7, 8, 150] have reported that the Laplacian distribution provide a good
match to the distribution of the MPC AOAs. More recently. Ertel and Reed [74] have derived AOA statistics based on uniformly distributed scatterers in elliptical and circular regions.
In their derivation, they showed that the AOA pdf for the elliptical scattering model approximates a Laplacian distribution, Furthermore, the Laplacian shape of AOAs distribution at the
RX can also be related to the physical propagation mechanisms (i.e. the effect of local and
distance scatterers) and the geometry of the measurement environments under consideration.

For example, Figure 5.13 illustrates the effect of the local and distance scatterers on the AOA
distributions at the RX. As depicted in the figure, the RX is surrounded by many local scatterers
in its vicinity. Reflections due to the local scatterers can give rise to a large angular spread. On
the other hand, distant scatterers are located much further away from the RX and reflected paths
arriving at the RX are primarily from one particular direction through a much narrower angular
spread. It is assumed that there are same number of scatterers at both the TX and RX end, and
each of the scatterers give rise to the same number of paths. This phenomenon will cause a
much higher density of paths at one particular direction and lower densities at other directions,
which is similar to a Laplacian distribution with high occupancies at the center and lower occupancies at the larger angular values. Thus, this further substantiates the results obtained in the
previous section.

5.3.3

Distribution of the number of clusters and the number of MPCs per cluster

Under LOS conditions, 6-13 clusters were present in each data set in the OFF environment,
while in the LAB environment, 4-13 clusters were identified in each data set. The average
number of clusters per data set was approximately nine under the LOS (in both OFF and LAB)
and OLOS scenarios, and seven for the NLOS scenario. Figure 5.14(a) and Figure 5.14(b) show
the histograms of the number of clusters per static location, K, for the OFF and LAB environments, respectively, for the LOS scenario. Generally, these values are higher than those found
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Figure 5.12: Partial MPC conditional AOA pdffor each delay step under the LOS scenario in

LAB environment.
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Figure 5.13: Illustration of the effect of local and distance scatterers on the AOAs distribution
at the RX.

by others, for example only 1-2 clusters in [16] and five clusters in [7]. The possible explanation is due to the use of the super-resolution FD-SAGE algorithm, which has high temporal and
angular resolution capability in resolving closely spaced MPCs. On the other hand, Figure 5.15
and Figure 5.16 show the pdf and cumulative distribution function (cdl) of the number of MPCs
per cluster, Lk, for the aforementioned three scenarios, respectively. These graphs reveal that
Lk can be well modelled by an exponential pdf, f(Lk). In general, Lk increases from LOS to

OLOS and NLOS scenarios and for 50% of the time, a cluster will contain less than five MPCs
which implies that the channel is dominated by specular reflections.
The number of MPCs per cluster (thus the number of clusters) is heavily dependent on the resolution of the parameter estimation algorithm (i.e. the FD-SAGE algorithm in this case). To
the best of the author's knowledge, none of the existing algorithms is able to estimate all of
the closely spaced MPCs within a cluster accurately. However, the resolution achieved by the
FD-SAGE algorithm is far greater than the resolution limit imposed by the 5 GHz band WLAN
systems such as the HIPERLANI2 or IEEE 802.11 a standards. Hence, the model proposed
here is generic and suitable for system simulation of both of these standards. Furthermore, the
number of clusters and MPCs detected are also dependent on several other factors such as the
TX—RX separation and location, the physical layout of the environment as well as the dynamic
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LAB environments.
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Figure 5.16: The number of MPCs per cluster cdf under LOS, OLOS and NLOS scenarios.

range of the channel sounder. For example, more angular clusters were observed within one
delay range for a small TX—RX separation, while for large TX—RX separations, more delay
clusters were observed within one angular range, normally occurring in the LOS direction. A
similar trend was observed by Dietert and Rembold [150] in the macrocell outdoor environment. In general, fewer clusters and MPCs were observed at large TX—RX separations or when
they were located in different rooms because at large TX—RX separations, MPCs impinging
on the RX have a weaker power. If their path weights are beyond the useful dynamic range
of the channel sounder, they will not be observable and thus, reducing the number of effective
clusters and MPCs. Meanwhile in a heavily cluttered environment, more clusters and MPCs
were observed because many MPCs will undergo more complex propagation mechanisms such
as multiple-order reflections, scattering, diffraction, etc.

5.4

Channel power spectral density

The channel PDS are used to characterise the dR. Non-directional channel models use the
PDP or sometimes also known as the power-delay density spectrum (PDDS) to characterise
the temporal domain of the channel. For a directional channel, this is characterised by the
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power-delay-azimuth density spectrum (PDADS), P(r, 0), given by
(5.22)

P(r, ) = E{ Ih(r, )I2 }

denote the expectation and absolute value, respectively. The channel

where E{ } and

modelling approach described here combines the pdfs of the channel parameters with their
power spectra as illustrated by Figure 5.17. The clustering effect gives rise to the interciuster
PDADS, Pinter (T,

II),

and the intracluster PDADS,

Plntra(T, ),

which describe the power

density of clusters and MPCs, respectively, at a particular delay and angle. Figure 5.18 and
Figure 5.19 show a series of superimposed curves for the empirical interciuster partial powerazimuth density spectrum (PADS),
Pin tra (tj), for

t,

Pinter(Iti),

and the empirical intracluster partial PADS,

E 125, 50, . . . , 200}ns and t 3 E {10, 20,. . , 70}ns, respectively, for the

LOS scenario of both OFF and LAB environments. All partial PADS are normalised so that
the maximum value is always one, which enables all curves to be superimposed for ease of
comparison. These curves reveal that the variation of the standard deviation in both cases is
negligible. Hence,

Piziter(T,

(I)) and Pi n tra (T, g) can be simplified as two separable functions

as follows
Pinter(T, 11)
Pintra(T,

where

Pinter(T)

Pinter()

=

. Pj fler ()

(5.23)

. Antra()

(5.24)

Pinter(T)

) = Pin tra ()

and Pintra(T) are the intercluster and intracluster PDDS, respectively, while

and Pint,.() are the intercluster and intracluster PADS, respectively. Due to the

limited amount of data available here, this can only be an approximation. In order to gain
further insight, a larger amount of data would be required.
Both

Pnter(T)

and Pintra(T) were estimated from the measurement data and were found to be

accurately modelled by a decaying exponential function as follows

where

&T

Pinter(T)

cx

Plntra(T)

cx

and & are the rms DS of

1

exp

I

1
{
--- exp
CIT

Pinter(T)

T

(5.25)

CIT .)

r )

--j
(Jr

(5.26)

and Pintra(), respectively. Pjijter (T) was ob-

tained by taking into account all the cluster powers, {R}kEK and cluster TOAs,
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Figure 5.17: Relationship between pdfs of channel parameters with the channel power spectra.

while Pjntra(r) was obtained by accumulating all MPC relative powers,

rkf

and MPC
kEK

relative TOAs, { -rk},L. On the other hand. Pinter(4) was found to be accurately modelled
kcK

by a Laplacian function under the LOS scenario and uniformly distributed over the range of
[0, 360] 0 for the OLOS and NLOS scenarios. Meanwhile, Pjjjtra(g) was found to be well modelled by a Laplacian function for all three scenarios. The Laplacian function for -PInter(I) (LOS
scenario only) and Pjntra(q5 ) are given as follows
Pin ter ('I) cx

exp

V2

CX

ex p

V/2

Pintra((I))

where & and &,, is the rms azimuth spread (AS) of Pinter() and Pjntra(), respectively. Likewise, Pinter(4) and Pinti.a(4) is the accumulation of {R}kEK at {4k}kEK and {rL}eE at
kEK

{

Oki

lie Lk respectively. Figure 5.20 and Figure 5.21 show

Ant ra(T) and Intra(c) for

all three

kE K

scenarios. The estimated exponential and Laplacian functions (dashed curves) were superimposed on the empirical power spectra (solid curves) and their parameters were estimated using
the least squares method. Exponential PDDS and Laplacian PADS are also reported in [37] for
the macrocell outdoor environment.
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5,5 C©ijpars@ini wflth other m©dells
Channel parameters of all of the proposed pdfs and PDS extracted from the measurement data
for all three scenarios are given in Table 5.1. Also listed in the table are the channel parameters
for the ESVM and SRCM models introduced earlier. Notice that both models were derived
from measurement data collected under the NLOS scenario. Parameters given for the ESVM
model correspond to the Clyde Building [7]. In general, the temporal parameters of the new
proposed model (NLOS scenario only) are larger than the values obtained by both ESVM and
SRCM except for 5T which is approximately the same as the value from SRCM but less than
the value from ES. The possible explanation for these discrepancies is due to several factors
such as the physical structure and size of the room, the TX—RX separation as well as buildings
construction. On the other hand, the angular parameters obtained are much smaller than the
values given by both ESVM and SRCM. The azimuth dispersion is dependent on the resolution
capability of the AOA estimation technique and the degree of clutter of the environment under
consideration. The use of a super-resolution technique to estimate MPC AOAs in the SRCM
and the model proposed here is one reason for the smaller angular spread obtained as compared
to the ESVM model. Meanwhile, the higher degree of clutter in the environment where the
SRCM was derived is the likely explanation for the larger azimuth dispersion obtained.

5

mpilmelih1tat11 oT the channeR m©dell

Based on the proposed channel model in Section 5.2 and the findings in the previous sections, it
is summarised how the channel can be simulated on a computer. The proposed channel model
has been implemented in MATLAB® according to the flowchart depicted in Figure 5.22 and the
required channel parameters are summarised in Table 5.1. Firstly, the user is required to provide
input parameters such as the type of environment (e.g. OFF, LAB or FOY) and scenario (e.g.
LOS, OLOS or NLOS) to be simulated. The relevant intercluster and intracluster parameters
of this chosen environment and scenario that are required for the simulation process can be
obtained from Table 5.1. The model starts out by generating the interciuster parameters such
as the mean number of cluster, K, cluster position, (Tk, 4Q, according to (5.12)—(5.17), and
), according to (5.23), (5.25) and (5.27). Then, for each
of the kth cluster, the model will generate the intracluster parameters such as the number of
the interciuster PDADS,

Pinter(T,

MPCs per cluster, Lk, MPC relative position, (-rkt, OW), according to (5.18)—(5.21), and the
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LOS-OFF

[Parameter
Mean number of cluster, K
Mean of f(Tk), ILT
a,,It

Ct

Mean off(Lk), IL L
Mean of f(Tke), pr
Standard deviation of f(qk)
rms DS of Pin t er (T), &T
rms DS of Plntra(T), &flflS AS Of Pinter(), 5
rms AS of Pintra() &q ,
,

9
40.88 ns
50.16
1.54
67.71
1.64
13.76 flS
3.93°
6.52 ns
13.37 ns
6.83 0
3.31 0

1 LOS-LAB
9
39.67 ns
65.14
1.43
59.12
1.86
16.52 flS
3.660
6.23 ns
14.11 ns
4.640
3.890

OLOS

I

NLOS

I

EVSM
5

SRCM

9
41.15 ns

7
52.87 ns

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

14.70ns

-

-

4.09
22.00 flS
9.03 0
9.21 ns
19.09 ns

5.22
33.35 flS
7.320
10.88 ns
37.93 ns

26.000
34.00 ns
29.00 ns

15.80 flS
19.500
11.20 ns
11.60 ns

-

-

-

-

9.020

9.490

-

-

18.500

Table 5.1: Channel parameters of the interciuster and intracluster pdfs and PDS, and comparison with the EVSM and SRCM model parameters
[7, 8].
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0
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intracluster PDADS, Plntra(T, 0), according to (5.24), (5.26) and (5.28). Finally, the M1PCs
actual TOAs, {r}, and AOAs, {}, can be calculated according to
{r} = {Tk} + {rk€}

{ct}

=

{ k} + {k}.

(5.29)
(5.30)

Note that by performing one simulation run of all the steps in the flowchart corresponds to one
realisation of the channel.
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Summary

In this chapter, a new statistical-based wideband spatio-temporal indoor channel model has
been proposed based on measurement data collected in the 5.2 GHz band for three different
scenarios - LOS, OLOS and NLOS. The proposed model incorporates the spatio-temporal
clustering phenomenon observed in the measurement data as well as the correlation between
these two domains. The super-resolution FD-SAGE algorithm is deployed to extract the MPC
parameters prior to cluster identification using a nonparametric density estimation procedure.
A detailed statistical characterisation of the model parameters was described, which includes
the distribution of the number of clusters, the MPC distribution within a cluster, and the joint
pdf for the cluster and WC positions. The main contribution of this chapter is the introduction of these joint pdfs which fully describe the intercluster and intracluster spatio-temporal
correlation properties. Such an investigation has not been considered in detail as most previous
researchers have assumed these two domains to be independent a priori. The modelling approach described here combines the pdfs of the channel parameters, which define the stochastic
properties of the channel, with its channel PDS. The channel spatial and temporal PDS are also
derived from measurement data and have been found to be well modelled by exponential and
Laplacian functions, respectively. By having both the statistical pdfs and PDS, the channel
can be easily reproduced by computer simulation. The plausibility of the new model is evaluated by comparing its parameters with two other models reported in the literature. Analysis
results show that the a priori assumption concerning the independence between the spatial and
temporal domains made by the ESVM and SRCM is appropriate only under the OLOS and
NLOS scenarios. However, under the LOS scenario these two models fail to model the channel well due to the dependency that exists between the spatio-temporal domains. Since the
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Figure 5.22: Flowchart for implementation of the proposed wideband clustering spatiotemporal channel model.
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channel model developed in this work is focused on the indoor (picocell) WLAN application
based around 5 GHz, the measurement for supporting the statistical analysis of the channel was
conducted in the 5 0Hz band. Hence, the proposed model is most suitable for simulating any
HIPERLAN/2 and IEEE 802.1 la systems that employ SA architectures as well as for the evaluation of space-time processing applications in the indoor environment. Generally, the static
channel model described above will form the basis and framework for the development of the
dynamic channel model as will be described in Chapter 7. This is mainly because, the same set
of statistical distributions derived here will still be applicable to describe both the clusters and
MPCs just that their arrivals will be governed by some stochastic processes (e.g. Markov processes) due to the "birth" and "death" of the clusters and/or MPCs. Thus, the major evolution
in the dynamic model is the extension of the static model by having the capability to track the
changes in the channel parameters due to motion.
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This chapter presents the spatial and temporal dispersion and correlation properties of a wideband dynamic directional indoor channel at 5.2 GHz based on the dynamic measurement campaign conducted in four different indoor environments (i.e. OFF, FOY, COR-MVB and CORQB) under various propagation scenarios (i.e. LOS and NLOS) as described in Section 3.4
[26, 27]. The channel spatio-temporal dispersions are assessed in terms of the rms DS and rms
AS, respectively, while the correlation properties are determined by a spatio-temporal correlation coefficient. The average values of the rms DS and rms AS for all investigated environments
and scenarios are given. Furthermore, the dynamic variation of the spatio-temporal dispersion
due to the mobility of the MT is also investigated. This chapter is organised as follows: Section 6.1 explains the data analysis and post-processing techniques; Section 6.2 and Section 6.3
present the results from an extensive analysis of the measurement data and some discussion;
finally, in Section 6.4, draws together a summary of the chapter.

61 Data ainialiysis and JpostpIrocessRllg
Two figures of merit often used to characterise the temporal and spatial dispersions of the multipath channel are the rms DS, r 8 , and the rms AS, qrms respectively. These two parameters
are important for evaluating the performance of digital systems that deploy antenna array ar-
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chitectures and are defined as follows [40]

(P(.r(t))

P(T 2 ()

Trms -

2

L

L

L

-

(6.1)

\2

IL

P, v)

(P).))

P. 2 (t)

-

2

L

L

PO v)

(6.2)

2

L

(>P))

with £ = 1,.. . , L, where L is the total number of MPCs, P(e) and PO (f) are the power of
the £th MPC in the PDP and power azimuth profile (PAP), respectively. While r() and q5(e)
are the TOA and AOA of the £' MPC respectively.

Trms

and Orm , are defined as the second

central moment of the PDP and PAP, respectively [40]. The calculations for T'rms and

crms

are very sensitive to noise. Hence, in order to limit the influence of noise, a reference noise
threshold is set to 40 dB below the strongest peak in the PDP or PAP. Components with power
equal to or below this reference level are excluded.
In order to investigate the correlation of the spatio-temporal dispersion of the channel, the

spatio-temporal correlation coefficient, Pr,, between

Trms

and çbrms is calculated for each

measurement file, and is given by

(7

,rms

(n)

- rms)

(0,ms (n)

- rms)

PT, =

PT,

(Trms

(n)

- rms)2

(O'rms

(n)

-

with n = 1, . . . , N, where N is the total number of FDBs,

E [0, 11

(6.3)

rms ) 2

Trms(fl)

and q rms (m) are the

Trms

and 0rms of the nth PDP and PAP, respectively, while 7frm , and rms are their respective mean
values. The dynamic variation of Trms and cbrms with MT displacement is also studied in order
to characterise the general behaviour of the channel.
'Since the effective dynamic range of the channel sounder used is about 40 dB.
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6.2 Measurement rsuiilits
Overall, more than 25,000 FDBs were captured by the channel sounder from 12 different measurement routes in four different environments under various propagation scenarios. Due to the
vast amount of data, only the main results are presented here. Analysis of the measurement
results show that a strong correlation exists between the spatial and temporal domains with the
presence of a LOS path but is much smaller when the LOS path vanishes. Figure 6.1 shows the
scatter plot of

Trms

and cbrms for a LOS and a NLOS route, respectively, in the OFF environ-

ment. The straight line in Figure 6.1(a) is the best fit linear regression of the data. Under the
LOS scenario, the first arrival is due to the direct path which dominates, while successive paths
are due to reflections. When the direct path is not present, multiple reflections are the main
propagation mechanism. For example, back-wall reflections follow a similar path to the direct
path due to the physical layout of the measurement environment (see Figure 3.11) but with
longer delay and lower amplitude, hence, they arrive with similar AOAs. This phenomenon
leads to the relatively high correlation between the temporal and spatial domains. Conversely,
the low spatio-temporal correlation under the NLOS scenario as shown in Figure 6.1(b) is
mainly due to the effect of obstructions to the direct and to some reflected paths caused by the
wooden bookshelves and metal cabinets inside OFF. Since the direct and reflected paths are
blocked, all paths that have arrived at the RX have undergone a more complex propagation path
such as multiple-order reflection, diffraction and scattering. Therefore, as these paths arrive at
the RX, they do not follow similar paths and thus, the AOAs of these paths will also be rather
different. This effectively reduces the correlation between the spatial and temporal domains.
Similar observations were obtained in the FOY environment as illustrated by the scatter plot
of

Trms

and qrrns in Figure 6.2 for the LOS and NLOS scenario, respectively. Note that the

difference between LOS and NLOS can be due to the limited dynamic range of the channel
sounder. For example, under the LOS scenario, lower power paths will not be observable if
their path weights are beyond the useful dynamic range of the channel sounder. Thus, this can
also contribute to the high spatio-temporal correlation under the LOS scenario.
and crms in the COR-MVB environment where the
TX moves from NLOS to LOS and then back to a NLOS scenario. The plot shows that TrmS and
Figure 6.3 shows the scatter plot of

01m3

Trms

tend to form clusters. This indicates that these paths have undergone distinct propagation

mechanisms which results in a significant difference between their delay and azimuth spreads.
The wave guiding effect is one possible reason for such a difference. This effect in corridor
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Figure 6.1: Scatter plot of rns DS and rms AS under LOS and NLOS scenarios in the OFF
environment.
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environments results in a very distinct propagation mechanism compared to other indoor environments, and thus, need to be analysed separately. Figure 6.4 shows the empirical cdfs of the
Trms

and rms, respectively, for OFF and FOY under both the LOS and NLOS scenarios. From

these graphs, a significant increase of

Trms

and Orm, was observable without the presence of a

LOS path.
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Figure 6.3: Scatter plot of rms DS and rms AS in the COR-MVB environment.

A correlation study was also performed for 'rrms and O,m, with respect to the MT displacement.
Both values were found to increase as the TX—RX separation distance increased as shown in
Figure 6.5 which is from a measurement route in OFF where the RX was fixed at position
"B" while the mobile TX was manually pushed along the measurement path (see Figure 3.11).
Furthermore, the spatio-temporal dispersion of the channel was also found to be very sensitive
to the presence of the LOS path where both rmS and rms increased significantly as the LOS
path disappeared, as illustrated by Figure 6.6. The graph in Figure 6.6 is associated with a
measurement route in COR-MVB where the RX was fixed at position "B" while the mobile TX
was manually pushed along the measurement path (see Figure 3.13). The measurement path
can be divided into three segments where the TX was in a NLOS scenario in the first and final
segments, and a short period of LOS scenario was experienced in the second segment. These
observations further verify that the propagation mechanisms leading to correlated spatial and
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temporal dispersions.

6.3 Discussion
Measurement results have shown that the presence of a LOS path, the TX—RX separation and
the degree of clutter in the environment under consideration are the main contributory factors
in determining the values of the spatio-temporal dispersion. As expected, the NLOS scenario
generally exhibits higher values of
a sudden decrease in

Trins

Trms

and 0,, than the LOS scenario. This is evident when

and 0,7, was observed when the MT moved from a NLOS to a LOS

scenario (as in Figure 6.6). This trend is due to the relatively strong power of the LOS path
that masks low power paths. Furthermore, the nature of the objects present in the surrounding
environment also has an impact on the values of Trms and
higher and

qrms.

For example, a region of

rm.s was seen to occur near the metal cabinets and wooden bookshelves in

OFF, and when the trolley passed through the wooden doors along the corridors. In general, a
more cluttered environment corresponds to higher values of Trms and 0,. A correlation study
was also performed for

Trms

and çbrms with respect to the TX—RX separation where both values

were found to increase as the TX—RX separation increased which indicated that the measured
Trms

and Orms were highly dependent on the distance between the TX and the RX.

Some generic observations have been made associating the average values of the spatio-temporal
dispersions with the kind of scenario and environment under consideration. Albeit it is a nontrivial task to generalise the results obtained from a few different measurement routes in the
same environment as each route might exhibit several propagation scenarios, it is essential to
present these average values. These parameters can be used as empirical values for the 5 GHz
band WLAN systems. The average values for

TrmS

and

c,brms,

and Pr4" for all investigated

environments are given in Table 6.1 where Trms of 10 - 16 ns and 14 - 40 us and

Irms

of

8 - 13° and 21 - 41° have been found for the LOS and NLOS scenarios, respectively.

6.4 Summary
In this chapter, issues concerning the spatio-temporal dispersion and correlation properties of
the channel were investigated based on the measurement data obtained from the dynamic measurement campaign as described in Section 3.4 in several typical indoor environments under
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Environment

_Average Trms [ns] _Average cbrms [deg]
LOS in OFF
15.39
12.99
LOS in FOY
13.91
18.45
LOS in COR-MVB
10.56
7.96
NLOS in OFF
23.06
20.52
NLOS in FOY
39.74
32.55
NLOS in COR-MVB
14.31
30.72
NLOS in COR-QB
15.81
40.94
]

]

Pr,
0.73
0.76
0.73
0.30
0.18
0.14
0.04

Table 6.1: Average values for rms DS and rms AS and the spatio-temporal correlation coefficient.

various propagation scenarios. Here, we have shown that for LOS scenarios, a strong correlation exists between the spatial and temporal domains and the correlation falls off when the LOS
path is obstructed. Higher values of spatio-temporal dispersion were also found when the TXRX separation increased or in a more cluttered environment particularly when the LOS path is
obstructed. This further confirmed the strong correlation that exists between these two domains.
Some average values have been reported based on these indoor environments and propagation
scenarios under consideration. These values can be used to provide a more realistic simulation
platform for performance evaluation of smart antenna systems that employ space-time processing techniques and to assist in the planning of WLAN networks. More importantly, the results
reported here are used to provide some insights for the generalisation and parameterisation of
the dynamic directional Markov channel model as will be discussed in Chapter 7.
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Modelling the appearance and disappearance of paths is essential for the next generation of
wireless systems (e.g. HIPERLAN/2 and IEEE 802.1 la for indoor environments), which are
expected to support mobile users at very high data rates. The statistical characteristics of the
channel may change significantly with the displacement of the MT from one location to another. Furthermore, modelling the dynamic behaviour of the channel is vital for performance
evaluation of any channel tracking algorithms such as beamforming. Hence, a static channel
model with constant parameter settings within a local region as proposed in Chapter 5 is insufficient to realistically model a time-variant environment that is subject to movement of both the
MT and surrounding scatterers. Therefore, a dynamic channel model that is capable of tracking
the dynamic evolution of paths as the MT moves along its trajectory is necessary.
The objectives of this chapter are threefold. Firstly, to study in more detail the dynamic behaviour of indoor propagation channels in order to improve the understanding of the timevarying propagation mechanisms and to provide information for dynamic spatio-temporal channel modelling purposes. Secondly, to propose a novel stochastic spatio-temporal channel model
based on a Markov process that will take into account the time-varying properties of the channel by incorporating the dynamic evolution of paths when the MT is in motion. The derived
model is based on dynamic measurement data collected at a carrier frequency of 5.2 GHz in
several typical indoor environments. The power and spatio-temporal variations of paths within
their lifespan are also investigated and are found to be well-modelled by a simple LPF and a
Gaussian pdf, respectively. The model is then generalised by segmentation of the measurement
runs into sections with the same propagation scenario. Analysis results show that the model can
be completely parameterised by several sets of transition probability matrices associated with
the type of environment and scenario under consideration. Thirdly, the proposed model is implemented and is evaluated by comparing the statistical behaviour of the measurement results
with the simulation results.
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The organisation of this chapter is as follows: Section 7.1 presents the data analysis and processing techniques to extract WC parameters and to identify path "births" and "deaths"; in
Section 7.2 a novel wideband dynamic directional indoor channel model is proposed based on
the Markov process; Section 7.3 presents the results from an extensive analysis of the measurement data; Section 7.4 describes the power and spatio-temporal variations of paths within their
lifespan; Section 7.5 presents the generalisation and parameterisation of the channel model;
Section 7.6 summarises the implementation of the channel model; in Section 7.7 the performance of the proposed channel model is evaluated by comparing the statistical behaviour of the
measurement results with the simulation results; finally, Section 7.8 summarises the chapter.
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In order to aid the development of the channel model, the required channel parameters were
extracted and analysed from the data collected from the dynamic measurement campaign as described in Section 3.4. In general, the data analysis procedure can be classified into two stages,
multipath channel parameter estimation and identification of path "births" and "deaths".

71.1 Multi path channel pairameter estimation
The super-resolution FD-SAGE algorithm as proposed in Section 4.4 is used to detect and
estimate the required multipath channel parameters such as the number of MPCs, their complex
amplitudes, TOAs and AOAs. As stated in Section 3.4, the total time to record 20 SIMO
snapshots (or 1 FDB) is well within the coherence time of the channel. Thus, averaging can be
carried out across a FDB (i.e. averaging a block of 20 SIMO snapshots) in order to enhance the
SNR before using the FD-SAGE algorithm to estimate the required parameters. As the trolley
was in motion when the channel was being captured, paths can appear and remain for a certain
time before finally disappearing. Hence, this contributes to a set of channel parameters that
varies as a function of FDB. Strictly speaking, the channel parameters vary as a function of MT
displacement. Since the FDB index corresponds to the MT displacement, for simplicity, this
chapter refers to the dynamic statistics described herein as a function of FDB. The total number
of FDBs, N, varies according to the total distance travelled by the trolley. Typical values of N
lie between 500 and 850 (as a direct consequence of the dynamic measurement settings [87])
depending on the environment under consideration.
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7.1.2

lldlentificatfion of path "birth" and "death"

Two important parameters that form the basis of the dynamic channel modelling are the number
of path "births" and "deaths" at any time instant, throughout the whole measurement run. By
knowing these two parameters, the lifespan of each of the propagation paths can be derived.
The total number of active paths,

LT,

in each particular FDB can be classified into new and

inherited paths. New paths or births are defined as paths that first appear in that particular
FDB, while inherited paths are defined as paths that existed in the previous FDB. Inherited
paths can be further divided into two subcategories, i.e. alive and dead paths; in which alive
paths are paths whose lifespan continues into the following FDB; while dead paths are paths
that end their lifespan in that particular FDB. In order to identify the number of births,
and deaths,

LD,

LB,

in each FDB, we propose a novel data analysis method where we introduce

the terms active path (ActP), active region (AR) and uncertainly region (UR). The area of the
AR is determined by the intrinsic temporal and angular resolution of the measurement system,
namely the Rayleigh resolution [158].
As described in Section 3.1, the sounding bandwidth of the test-signal was set to 120 MHz
with a repetition period of 0.8 ts. Since the measured data was stored in the complex frequency domain, it produces 97 frequency samples equally spaced at 1.25 MHz. Due to the
limited sounding bandwidth, the energy of the impulse response in a single-source scenario
will be "spread" across the delay domain with its first null nearest to the main lobe given by
±1/(N1 f), where Nf is the number of frequency samples, and Lf is the frequency spacing between the samples. This determines the temporal Rayleigh resolution of the sounder,
STR ay

= 1/(97 x 1.25 MHz) 8.25 ns. Similarly, due to the limited spatial aperture of the

eight-element ULA, its power-azimuth density spectrum for a single source is "spread" across
the azimuth, with its first null nearest to its main lobe given by ±\/(Me de ), where M is the
number of active antenna elements, and de is the element spacing. Note that the null in the
spatial domain is expressed in the u-space, where

it =

sin . The main reason that u-space is

used here is to retain the linearity of spatial resolution of the ULA across the azimuth, i.e. the
spatial resolution is a linear function of it, and a non-linear function of q5. Hence, the spatial
Rayleigh resolution of the system (in u-space) is given by SURaY = 0.25 for an eight-element
ULA with .A/2 element spacing. Based on the intrinsic resolution of the system, the temporal
and spatial coverage area of the AR is set to be
UA

TA

± Sr and UA ± Sn, respectively, where

TA

and

form the centroid of the AR, while Sr and Sn are chosen to be 9 ns and 0.25, respectively.
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Figure 7.1 illustrates the concept of ActP and AR where the ActP TOA and AOA,

[TA i u4J,

will

form the centroid of the AR.
UA+ U

Active path
It, u1

El

Active region

J
TA_

BT

TA

U-8U

tA+ öt

Figure 7.1: The concept of "active path" and "active region ".

Due to the limited resolution of the measurement system and the point-source modelling assumption in the FD-SAGE algorithm [221 when used in a distributed-source environment (i.e.
in the presence of clusters of closely spaced multipaths), the estimated spatial-temporal parameters corresponding to a particular cluster of rays will correspond to the nominal parameter
values within the cluster. Note that this observation is valid when the spatial-temporal extent
of the cluster is smaller than the spatial-temporal Rayleigh resolution of the measurement system. Since the superposition of the paths within the cluster exhibits a fast-fading phenomena
(in terms of resultant complex amplitude of the cluster), the estimated parameter values will
exhibit a finite fluctuation from one FDB to the next. The fluctuation here refers to a small
deviation of the estimated parameter values from the previous one (within a very small MT
displacement), as well as a sudden appearance or disappearance of a particular multipath that
should have been detected with an ideal measurement system of infinite resolution. The temporary disappearance of these paths may be due to the fact that they are in a deep fade position,
i.e. a null in the resultant complex amplitude of the cluster. Thus, if paths appear, disappear
and reappear within a finite local region, they can still be assumed to be within their lifespan.
Hence, we can conclude that, only paths in which their TOAs and AOAs do not vary more than
±9 ns and ±0.25 in the temporal and spatial u-space domains, respectively, up to three successive wavelengths are considered to be within their lifespan. Therefore, the UR is set equal to 3)
in order to account for the effect of fast-fading effects due to irresolvable closely spaced paths
within a cluster, and finite fluctuations of the estimated parameter values within a local region
of 3A. Any paths that appear beyond the IJR are considered to be the birth of some new paths.
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Figure 7.2 illustrates the concept of UR in identifying the "birth" and "death" of a path.
Birth

Death

Lifespan

Birth

Uncertainty
region

Figure 7.2: Illustration of the concept of "uncertainty region" in determining the "birth" and
"death" of a path.

For example, consider the "birth" of a path is detected in the 5th FDB (i.e. n = 5) with
[TA, uA]

= [ 10 ns, 0.42]. This particular path will be tracked from the next FDB onwards (i.e.

n = 6, 7, 8,... , N) until the "death" of this path is identified i.e. the same path does not exist
within the AR beyond the UR. Let say at n = 6, a path with [r, u'4 ]

= [ 16ns, 0.31] is detected

which lies within the AR. Hence, this path will form the inherit path in n = 6 in which the
value of

[TA, UA]

will be updated with

[T,

u' ] i.e.

[TA, UA]

= [ 16ns, 0.31]. As long as the path

exists at least once in ii = 6, 7 or 8, the path is considered still within its lifespan. If this path
does not exist within this region, the path is considered "dead" at n = 5. For this example, the
lifespan of this path is only one FDB. Now, assume that instead of a single path, two paths were
detected within the AR, say

[T

1 ,n'

1]

= [ 19 ns,0.34] and [r

2 ,u 2 ] = [ 10 ns,0.19]. For

cases with more than one path detected within the AR, the path with TOA and AOA that give
the minimum distance, 8dAf, with respect to the ActP will be selected. Figure 7.3 illustrates
the calculation of the minimum distance. In this example,
minimises öd.
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,u,]

iu 2
.Su =Iu,

[T 4 ,u 4 ]

Figure 7.3: Calculation of the minimum distance.

7.2 Dynamic channel modelling approach
7.2.1 General overview
Recall that the DDCM can be characterised by the DV-DCIR given by
LT(fl)

h(m; T,

- -r(n), -

n = 1,..., N

(7.1)

=.
where 5( . ) is the Dirac delta function, LT (n) is the total number of active paths in the n th FDB,
while ce(n), T(n), and q(n) are the complex amplitude, TOA and AOA of the £th path in the
flth FDB, respectively. It has been reported in Chapter 5 that
LT(n) can be well-modelled by

an exponential pdf while {re}ELT(fl) and {}ELT(fl) are modelled by a 2-D joint pdf given
by
f(r, ) = f (Of IT€) f)

(7.2)

where f(Ire) is the is the Gaussian conditional AOA pdf whose standard deviation varies
as a function of TOA and can be approximated by a Weibull distribution. Note that (7.2) is
applicable only under the LOS scenario; under the OLOS and NLOS scenarios a simplification
can be made to (7.2) with f(-r, ) = f() f(r), where f() and f(r) are the marginal
AOA and TOA pdf, respectively. f(r) can be modelled by an exponential pdf and f(ç5)
was approximately uniform over [0, 3601°, while {at}2ELT(fl) are assumed to be independent
complex Gaussian process.
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7.2.2 An M-step, 4-state Markov channel model
Initially, both Markov and non-Markov models were used to investigate the dynamic behaviour
of the channel. Analysis results show that the non-Markov model is inferior to the Markov
model. This implies that the channel incorporates memory. Hence, a Markov model will be
adapted to model the dynamic properties of the channel. Here, a 4-state Markov channel model
(MCM) is proposed in order to model the dynamic evolution of paths when the MT in motion,
where each state is defined as follows:
o S0 - No "birth" or "death" (B0D0)
o S 1 - 1 "death" only (B0D1)
o S2 - 1 "birth" only (B1D0)
o S3 - 1 "birth" and 1 "death" (B1D1).

Note that four states are required in order to account for the correlation that exists between LB
and LD. The validity of this observation is confirmed by results obtained from the measurement data from all of the investigated environments, which will be presented in Section 7.3.
Figure 7.4 illustrates the state transition diagram of the 4-state MCM in which each node is
numbered to represent one state of the model.

P03

P30

Figure 7.4: State transition diagram of the 4-state Markov channel model.
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The probabilistic switching process between states in the channel model is controlled by the
state transition probability matrix, P, given by

[
P = {Pij}

=

P00

P01

P02

P03

P10

P11

P12

P13

P20

P21

P22

P23

P30

P31

P32

P33 /

I

I

(7.3)

where i and j denotes the state index, while Pij is the state probability that a process currently
in state i will occupy state j after its next transition. Note that Pij must satisfy the following
requirement
Op

l,

1<i,j<K3 -1

(7.4)

i=O,1,...,K3 -1

(7.5)

K-1

Pijl,
j=0

where K3 is the number of states i.e. K3 = 4 in our case. P describes how paths appear and
disappear when the MT moves.
The total distance travelled by the MT can be divided into N FDBs. Analysis of the measurement data shows that, at any time instant, as the MT moves from one 1DB to another, i.e. from
flth

to (n +

l)th

FDB, multiple births and deaths can occur within one FDB. This implies that

the standard 4-state MCM described above is insufficient as it will only allow a single event
per transition. In order to account for the multiple events case, a multiple step (M-step) MCM
is proposed. Hence, by applying the M-step, 4-state MCM, the correlation between LB and
LD

as well as the multiple births and deaths will be taken into consideration. The number of

steps, M, is determined by the maximum number of births, LB

Max,

and maximum number of

deaths, LD,Max, for a particular measurement file.

7.2.3 Markov channel model parameter estimation
In order to estimate the parameters of the MCM, i.e. elements of P from the measurement data,
the following procedure is applied to each separate measurement file over the whole measurement run:
1. Determine the value of M according to LB,Max and
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2. Extract the birth-death (B-D) probability matrix, A, which is an (M + 1) x (M + 1)
square matrix. Elements of A represent the probability of p and q births and deaths,
respectively, of a particular measurement file. Note that the matrix dimension of A is
purely dependent on the value of M. An example of A for M = 4 is given by
4

LB

A = { apq}

a00

a01

a02 a03

a04

aio

all

a12 a1

a4

a

a22 a23

a4

a3o

a31

a32 a33

a34

a4J

a41

a42 a4

a44

= aç

LDO, 1 ,..., 4

(7.6)

where the number of columns and rows represent the number of births and deaths that
can occur within one FDB. Note that, the sum of all elements of A is always equal to one
since it represents probability, which can be expressed by
MM
= 1.

(7.7)

p=O q=0

Set up the [(M +1) 2 + 4] nonlinear equations in order to estimate all elements of P. Note
that, the 4 additional equations are due to the Markovian property in which the entries
in P must satisfy the requirement imposed by (7.4) and (7.5). For a 4-state MCM, P
consists of 16 variables which need to be estimated. For cases when M > 3, this becomes an overdetermined system where the number of equations is more than the number
of variables to be estimated. After forming the required equations, all variables are estimated using a nonlinear least squares optimisation method [159]. Here, the subspace
trust region method based on the interior-reflective Newton algorithm [160] is deployed.
Finally, due to the large number of variables to be estimated, several sets (say 100) of
the initial conditions for the optimisation problem are chosen randomly. This increases
the probability that the estimated parameters converge to the desired global minimum.
Hence, the parameter set that minimises the sum-of-squared-errors will be chosen as the
state transition probabilities of the particular measurement file.
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703 Measuirement irsillts
In this section, some measurement results are presented in order to validate the modelling concept described above. Due to the similarity in the statistical behaviour of all of the investigated
environments, unless otherwise stated, all measurement results presented here correspond to
the OFF environment as described in Section 3.4. Figure 7.5 shows the distance-variant powerdelay density spectrum (DV-PDDS) and the distance-variant power-azimuth density spectrum
(DV-PADS) for a sample measurement file which corresponds to the measurement configuration with the RX fixed at position "C" while the mobile TX was manually pushed along the
measurement path (see Figure 3.11). The DV-PDDS shows that the TOA of the strongest LOS
component increases as the trolley moves along its trajectory, corresponding to the trolley moving away from the RX. Also observable in the graph are the higher order reflections. The major
first order reflection is due to reflection off the wall with the entrance door. This accounts for
the decrease in TOA as the trolley moves further away from the RX. On the other hand, the
major second order reflection is due to the signal being first reflected by the wall behind the RX
(first order), and then reflected again by the wall with the entrance door (second order) before
arriving at the RX. The DV-PADS further substantiates the following observations. As can be
clearly seen, the LOS component changes its AOA from +60° to 0° as the trolley moves away
from the RX, while both the first and second order reflections have AOA at approximately 00.
These graphs also reveal that with passing time, paths appear and disappear. Therefore, LT
varies with the distance moved by the trolley as illustrated in Figure 7.6. In general, larger
values of LB and LD were obtained for the OLOS and NLOS scenarios when compared to the
LOS scenario. This is mainly due to a larger LT for OLOS and NLOS scenarios. The presence
of a LOS path causes the channel sounder to miss paths with relatively low powers as the dynamic range of the channel sounder is finite (i.e. 40 dB). As diffuse reflections dominate in the
OLOS and NLOS scenarios, strong paths detected by the channel sounder have approximately
the same power. Therefore, paths with relatively low power can still be detected by the channel
sounder provided they fall within the dynamic range.
Of interest here is the variation of LB and LD as the trolley moves. Analysis of the measurement data indicates that correlation exists between LB and LD. Figure 7.7 shows the dynamic
evolution of LB and LD as the trolley moves along its trajectory for the same measurement file
used in Figure 7.5. It is obvious that the variation pattern of LB and LD is very similar. The
B-D correlation coefficient, PBD between LB and LD is calculated for each measurement file,
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Figure 7.5: Distance-variant power-delay density spectrum (DV-PDDS) and distance-variant
power-azimuth density spectrum (DV-PADS) in the OFF environment.
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Figure 7.6: Dynamic evolution of the total number of active paths, LT, obtained from the real-

time OFF environment

and is defined as follows:

1: ( LB(n) - LB) (LD(fl) - LD)
PBD =

PBD

71=1

e [0, 1]

(7.8)

(LB(fl) - LB)> (LB(n) - LB)
n=1

where LB (n) and LD (n) are the number of births and deaths of paths in the n th FDB, respectively, while LB and ED are the mean number of births and deaths, respectively. On average,
PBD > 0.65 was obtained for all investigated environments, which clearly shows that a high

correlation exists between LB(n) and LD(fl). Table 7.1—Table 7.4 summarise PBD for each
measurement run for the RX fixed at different positions labelled as "A"—"D" with different RX
orientation (i.e. 00, 120° and 2400) in the OFF, FOY, COR-MVB and COR-QB environments,
respectively. Recall that the "MT-MT" link corresponds to both the TX and the RX are fixed
at 1.8 m while the "MT-AP" link corresponds to the TX fixed at 1.8 m and the RX fixed at
2.5 m except in COR-MVB where the RX was fixed at 2.1 m (see Section 3.4 for details).
Thus, in order to generate a more realistic simulation model the correlation must be taken into
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consideration. Figure 7.8 shows the joint pdf of LB (n) and LD(n), f(LB, LD), where a high
probability was observed particularly for low values of LB(n) and LD(n). The correlation
that exists between LB and LD might be due to the highly cluttered environment, where many
reflections are subject to the blocking and unblocking of paths as the trolley moves along its
trajectory.
OFF environment
MT-AP link, RX at "A", 0° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "A", 120° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "A", 240° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "A", 0° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "A", 1200 orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "A", 240° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "B", 00 orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "B", 1200 orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "B", 240° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "B", 0° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "B", 120° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "B", 240° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "C", 00 orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "C", 120° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "C", 240° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "C", 0 1 orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "C", 120° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "C", 240° orientation

1

Mean,

B -D correlation coefficient, PBD
0.6665
0.6762
0.6519
0.6714
0.8081
0.6533
0.7454
0.7675
0.6145
0.7791
0.7981
0.6356
0.5762
0.6536
0.6861
0.6853
0.6571
0.6366
0.6868

Table 7.1: B-D correlation coefficient in the OFF environment.

The lifespan of a path, I, is the distance for which the path exists from its first appearance until
finally it disappears as the MT moves along its trajectory and can be derived by knowing when
the path was born and died. Hence, 1, is a RV which can be described by a pdf. Here, we found
that the pdf of the path lifespan, f(lt), is best described by an exponential distribution as shown
in Figure 7.9.
As described in Section 7.2, the value of M is determined by LB,MO.X and LD,Max. Another
significant observation is that the values of LB and LD (hence LB,MaX and LD,Max) are highly
dependent on the presence of a LOS path. Under LOS conditions, M = 3 is sufficient, while
for the OLOS and NLOS cases, at least M = 8 is required in order to ensure P converges.
These values were verified by simulation results by increasing until the value of P did not
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FOY environment
MT-AP link, RX at "A", 0° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "A", 120° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "A", 240° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "A", 0° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "A", 120° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "A", 240° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "B", 0 0 orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "B", 1200 orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "B", 2400 orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "B", 0 0 orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "B", 120° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "B", 240° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "C", 0 0 orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "C", 120° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "C", 240° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "C", 0° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "C", 120° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "C", 240° orientation
Mean, 75

I

B-D correlation coefficient,
0.6568
0.6997
0.6388
0.7350
0.6983
0.6824
0.6906
0.6256
0.6308
0.7316
0.5984
0.6344
0.6989
0.6325
0.6362
0.7566
0.6157
0.6027
0.6647

Table 7.2: B-D correlation coefficient in the FOY environment.
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COR-MVB environment
MT-AP link, RX at "A", 00 orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "A", 120° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "A", 240° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "A", 00 orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "A", 120° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "A", 240° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "B", 00 orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "B", 120° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "B", 2400 orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "B", 00 orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "B", 120° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "B", 240° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "C", 0° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "C", 120° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "C", 240° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "C", 00 orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "C", 120° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "C", 240° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "D", 0° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "D", 120° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "D", 240° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "D", 0° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "D", 120° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "D", 2400 orientation
Mean, PBD

B-D correlation coefficient, PBD
0.6333
0.6534
0.6783
0.7040
0.6645
0.6556
0.7172
0.6703
0.6230
0.6850
0.6374
0.6606
0.6364
0.6549
0.6481
0.6848
0.6487
0.6455
0.5457
0.6747
0.6750
0.6499
0.6849
0.6978
0.6591

Tab'e 7.3: B-D correlation coefficient in the COR-MVB environment.
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(a) Dynamic evolution of the number of births.
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Figure 7.7: Dynamic evolution of the number of births, LB, and the number of deaths, LD,
obtained from the real-time OFF environment.
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I

COR-QB environment
MT-AP link, RX at "A", 00 orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "A", 1200 orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "A", 240° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "A", 0° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "A", 120° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "A", 240° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "B", 0 1 orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "B", 120° orientation
MT-AP link, RX at "B", 240° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "B", 0 0 orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "B", 120° orientation
MT-MT link, RX at "B", 240° orientation

B-D correlation coefficient, PBD
0.6732
0.6919
0.6988
0.7012
0.6990
0.6524
0.6455
0.6227
0.6262
0.5752
0.6242
0.6491
0.6550

Mean, 55

Table 7.4: B-D correlation coefficient in the COR-QB environment.
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Figure 7.8: Joint pdf of the LB and LD, f(LB, LD), obtained from the real-time OFF environment.
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Figure 7.9: The pdf of the path lfespan, f(ie) obtained from the real-time OFF environment.

change significantly. For example, under LOS conditions it was observed that all elements of
P estimated at M = 3 and M = 4 (i.e. P3 and P4, respectively) do not vary by more than
15%. A further increase in M does not alter the value of P significantly. Thus, Al = 3 is used
as the upper limit of the step size to generate P for the LOS case. A similar observation was
made for the OLOS and NLOS cases where the difference between P 8 and P9 is insignificant.
Therefore, M = 8 is used as the upper limit of the step size for the OLOS and NLOS cases.

7.4 Power and spatio-temporal variations within path lifespan
7.4.1 Spatio-temporal variation within path lifespan
As the MT moves along its trajectory, fluctuations in the path TOA and AOA occur within
the path lifespan, i. Results from the data analysis reveal that the spatio-temporal variation
of a particular path can be modelled by a linear polynomial approximation. Thus, linear least
squares regression is used to find the best line fit through all data points of each path in the form
of y = kx + b. Figure 7.10(a) shows an example of the TOA—AOA fluctuations of paths within
their lifespan. Note that paths with lifespan less than three FDBs are too short for analysis and
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can be ignored. Also on the plot is an illustration of the best line fit for each of these paths.
This graph indicates that the direction of change is independent of the location on the spatiotemporal domain. Thus the gradient, k, of each straight line can be described by a RV. Since
vertical lines have an infinite value of k, the term spatio-temporal vector, w, is introduced and
is defined as the acute angle between the TOA—AOA axes where w = tan — '( k). Therefore, w
is also a RV which can be described by a pdf. Here, we found that 1(w) can be well-modelled
by a Gaussian pdf as illustrated in Figure 7.10(b).

7.4.2 Power variation within path llifespa
Power variation of a path occurs due to movement of the MT. To date, most researchers assume
that the power variation of a path within its lifespan can be described by a smooth monotone
transition function [70,161-164]. This transition function was first proposed in [51] where
power was assumed to vary as a sinusoidal function in the region where the path appears and
disappears. The main reason for making the following assumption is to exclude abrupt changes
of power variation. However, this conjecture was made without any physical propagation reasoning or supported by any measurement results, which implies that further investigation is
required in determining the shape of the transition function.
In order to model the power variation of a path within its lifespan, its power spectral density
(PSD) is studied in order to determine an appropriate filter that is able to reproduce a set of
random signals that exhibit the similar spectral characteristics. Paths with a relatively long
lifespan are focussed on as they can be used for spectral estimation. Paths with a long lifespan
are caused by the same superstructure (e.g. furniture, walls, doors etc.) forming the path
during the whole measurement run. However, due to the measurement constraints as described
in Section 3.4.1, the data obtained from the dynamic measurements have an uneven distance
spacing. A straightforward approach is to reconstruct evenly spaced data using interpolation or
rebinning before applying the conventional discrete FT (DFT) or FF1' methods. However, both
interpolation and rebinning perform poorly and introduce significant distortion in the spectral
density of the analysed data. Furthermore, the DFT and FF1' methods perform well only when
the data size is relatively large. In order to mitigate this effect, a method suitable for unevenly
sampled and relatively short signals, the Lomb-Scargle penodogram (LSP), [165] is deployed.
The LSP is based on a local least-squares fit of the data by sinusoids centred on each data point
of the distance-series (equivalently time-series) data [166-168]. Given an unevenly spaced
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Figure 7.10: Example of the spatio-temporal variation of paths within their lfespans obtained
from the real-time OFF environment with the resulting Gaussian distributed
spatio-temporal vector, w.
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signal, h

h(x) where n = 1, 2,.. . , N, the normalised LSP, PN('), is given as follows

[165]
'

2

N

I

(hfl _)coS(x fl _ )]
PN (b)

1n=1

2a 21

I

N
Y'(h

-)sin (x -)1

H-

N

1
J

2

sin 2(x—i7)
n=1

(7.9)

where Ii and a 2 are the mean and variance of the data, respectively, while ij is defined by

sin 2x
tan (2) =

(7.10)

IV

cos 2ix,

PN('çb) is similar to a FT power spectrum in which the presence of peaks at certain angular
frequencies, On, signals the possible existence of periodic components. The largest peaks represent the most important frequencies in the distance-series data. The higher a peak is; the
larger the statistical significance of the corresponding periodic component. Due to its local
least-square fit nature, the LSP works equally well for unevenly spaced sampled data. Furthermore, it is also much less prone to aliasing distortions in small size data sets.
Figure 7.11 illustrates the power variation of a path within its lifespan and its corresponding
PSD (in logarithmic scale), respectively. This active path is chosen randomly from the same
measurement file used to plot previous figures (i.e. Figure 7.5—Figure 7.10). These figures show
that only low frequency components are significant. Several other paths were also investigated
and similar PSDs were observed. This implies that the power variation of a path within its
lifespan can be well-modelled by a simple LPF which exhibits a similar frequency response.
The blue dashed line plotted in Figure 7.11(b) shows the frequency response of the LPF. The
results obtained here give an insight to a more realistic representation of the shape transition
function as compared to the sinusoidal function assumed by previous researchers.
Generally, the power variation of a path within its lifespan can be caused by several mechanisms. Firstly, due to the motion of the MT along its trajectory that changes the reflection
coefficients of some media. Secondly, due to the multiple reflections that occurred within the
environment. For example, as the trolley moves along the trajectory in the office environment,
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Figure 7.11: Power variation of a randomly selected path within its lifespan and its corresponding power spectral density from a sample data file obtained from the realtime OFF environment.
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reflections can be due to the walls, furniture, doors or even people in the surroundings. Thus,
the multiple reflections from the building structure can cause a path to fade within its lifespan.
Thirdly, due to the finite spatio-temporal resolution of the measurement system, paths with
closely spaced TOAs and AOAs are unable to be resolved. This causes multiple paths being
detected as "a single path". Finally, from the physical propagation mechanisms point of view,
rough surface scattering can lead to more than one reflected components with closely spaced
TOM and AOAs due to different angle of reflections. Paths reflected from rough surfaces can
combine coherently or incoherently dependent on their relative path length. As a result, a variation in amplitude or power can occur within the lifespan of a particular path i.e. the same
propagation path can fade within its lifespan as illustrates in Figure 7.11(a).

7

Chainuniell m©deli genera satllrn and parametersathimi

Initially, the Markov channel parameters, P, were extracted from each measurement file over
the whole measurement run as described in Section 7.2.3. However, it was found that P obtained from each measurement file differs significantly. This is mainly because each measurement route might exhibit several propagation scenarios (both LOS and NLOS) when the
MT moves along the trajectory even though these routes are from the same environment. As
discussed in Chapter 6, the channel temporal and spatial dispersion properties are accessed
in terms of the rms DS and rms AS, respectively, in several typical indoor environments under various propagation scenarios. The measurement results have shown that the presence of
a LOS path, the TX—RX separation and the degree of clutter in the environment under consideration are the main contributory factors in determining the values of the spatio-temporal
dispersion (see Section 6.2). A strong correlation exists between the spatio-temporal domains
with the presence of a LOS path but degraded when the LOS path is obstructed. Higher values
of spatio-temporal dispersions were found when the TX and RX separation increased particularly in a more cluttered environment. Thus, due to the distinction in the B-D statistics and the
spatio-temporal dispersion and correlation properties for LOS and NLOS scenarios, the model
is generalised and parameterised by classification of the measurement runs into sections with a
similar propagation mechanism.
Figure 7.12 shows a series of PDADS snapshots extracted from an example audio video interleave (AVI) movie file for a randomly selected measurement run from the COR-MVB environment with the RX was fixed at position "B" while the mobile TX was manually pushed along
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the measurement path (see Figure 3.13). This measurement run involves both LOS and NLOS
conditions as the MT moves along the trajectory. Generally, these AVI movie files clearly show
the distinction in the B-D statistics and the spatio-temporal dispersion properties when the
MT moves through different propagation scenarios. Note that, the B-D process is more rapid
when the MT passes through doorways or in a high clutter environment. Thus, this implies
that classification of the measurement runs into sections with similar propagation mechanism
is required in order to generalise the model. Analysis results show that the MCM can be generalised by several sets of transition probability matrices i.e. PLOS and PNLOS for LOS and
NLOS scenarios, respectively. Note that, although the PLOS and PNLOS obtained from all
of the investigated environments do not match exactly, but their values lie within some lower
and upper boundaries. This enables the B-D statistics to be generated according to the classified sections. Generally, it is more difficult to find PNLOS compared to PLOS and PNLOS is
strongly affected by the superstructure and scattering objects in the surrounding environments.
For example, PNLOS obtained for the measurement when the RX is situated near the wall will
be different from the one obtained when the RX is situated near the wooden shelf or metal cabinet. Hence, for the NLOS case, PNLOS must be generalised according to the "local scattering"
superstructure properties. Due to the limited amount of data available here, this can only be an
approximation. In order to gain further insight, a larger amount of data would be required. As
described in Section 6.2, corridor environments exhibit very distinct propagation mechanisms
compared to other indoor environments due to wave guide effect, and thus, need to be analysed
separately. Table 7.5 lists the average values of the PLOS and PNLOS for all of the investigated
environments. Note that, these parameters obtained are useful for the Monte-Carlo simulations
of the channel model. Appendix D provides a CD-ROM that stores all the AVI movie files
for the complete measurement run for all the environments under consideration i.e. OFF, FOY,
COR-MVB and COR-QB.

76 JImpllemiitatoini of the dynamk thainiell m©dell
In this section, the implementation of the proposed dynamic directional Markov channel model
is summarised with reference to the flowchart depicted in Figure 7.13. Firstly, the user is
required to provide input parameters such as the type of environment (e.g. OFF, FOY, CORMVB or COR-QB) and scenario (e.g. LOS or NLOS) to be simulated. Dependent on these,
the appropriate transition probability matrix, PLOS or PNLOS (see Table 7.5) and the number
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Figure 7.12: Example of a series of PDADS snapshots extracted from the AVI movie file for a
randomly selected measurement run in the COR-MVB environment.
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Environment

OFF

FOY
Ui

L)

COR-MVB

COR-QB

0.9039
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.8685
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.9622
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

Average PLOS
0.0280 0.0367
0.5029 0.0000
0.0000 0.1663
0.3064 0.4165
0.0432 0.0232
0.5361 0.0000
0.0000 0.8136
0.1618 0.3540
0.0097 0.0126
0.5184 0.0000
0.0000 0.3971
0.2314 0.0829

-

0.0272
0.4972
0.8340
0.2772
0.0628
0.4642
0.1869
0.4850
0.0130
0.4818
0.6030
0.6859

0.9911
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.9944
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.9814
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.4882
0.1629
0.1048
0.0000

Average PNLOS
0.0029 0.0020 0.0018
0.8869 0.0001 0.1131
0.0000 0.5286 0.4715
0.0000 0.9588 0.0411
0.0018 0.0013 0.0016
0.9075 0.0000 0.0925
0.0000 0.4371 0.5629
0.0000 0.2817 0.7183
0.0049 0.0061 0.0042
0.7544 0.0001 0.2456
0.0000 0.5168 0.4832
0.1819 0.0055 0.8127
0.2041 0.1761 0.1315
0.6873 0.0000 0.1497
0.0000 0.6472 0.2478
0.18070.02230.7971

Table 7.5: Averages values of PLOS and PNLOS.
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of steps, M, will be chosen as the simulation parameters. Also, the distance travelled (i.e. the
total number of FDB, N) must also be provided as part of the input parameters. During the
initialisation stage, both LB(1) and LD(1) are initialised to zero and the model generates the
total number of active paths in the first FDB, LT (1), according to the exponential pdf, f (LT),
as described in Section 5.3.3. In order to incorporate the dynamic evolution of paths due to
motion, i.e. the number of births, LB(m), the number of deaths, LD(m), and thus, the total
number of active paths, LT(m), in the nth FDB form = 1,. . . , N, the M-step, 4-state MCM is
adopted in which LT (n) can be computed as follows
LT(fl)

= LT(Th

- 1) + LB(m) - LD(n)

(7.11)

where LT (n - 1) is total number of active paths in the previous FDB. Furthermore, the power
and the spatio-temporal variations of a path within its lifespan are also incorporated as discussed
in Section 7.4. Following this, the clustering spatio-temporal channel model as proposed in
Chapter 5 is adopted in order to generate the paths' powers, IceI2(n), TOAs, re (n), and AOAs,
qe(m), for £ = 1, ... , LT(n) and n = 1,. . . , N.
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The validity of the newly proposed stochastic channel model can be evaluated by comparing the
key statistics of the simulation results with the measurement results. As the model is statistical,
there is not a one-to-one correspondence between simulation and measurement. In order to
compare the proposed model with the measurements, an equivalent scenario was encoded into
the model. Values generated through simulations were subjected to the same statistical analysis
as the real measurement data in order to evaluate the similarity between them. Firstly, comparison is made between the values of B-D probability matrix obtained from the measurement
data, A, with one obtained through simulation, A'. Simulation results show that, a reasonable match is obtained between A and A' in which the B-D probability matrix error, EA, (i.e.
IA - A'I x 100%) is less than 3% per element with the sum-of-errors less than 20% for
all environments under consideration. Table 7.6 displays the results for three examples of this
comparison by considering LOS condition where M = 3.
Secondly, the comparison has been performed for the total number of active paths, LT, over
the whole measurement run as shown in Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.14 for the measurement and
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C:STA :D
E

INPUT PARAMETERS
•
•
•
•
•

Environment (e.g. OFF, FOY, COR-MVB or COR-QB)
Scenario (e.g. LOS or NLOS)
Transition probabillity matrix, P (i.e. P LOS Or PNI.os)
(see Table 7.5)
No. of steps, M
Distance travelled (i.e. total no. of FDB, N)

7m~~Ij
INITIALISATION
•
•

I—

Set L8(l)=L(l)=O
Generate L( I) according to an exponential pdf.jL 1)
(see Section 5.3.3)
-------

--

I
Generate MPCs power, TOA and AOA i.e.
I
a/(n).'t(n),q(n)) jL(fl) according to the clustering spatioI
temporal channel model as proposed in Chapter
(see Figure 5.22)
I
I---------- - ---------

I
I

CLUSTERING
SPATIO TEMPORAL
-

1

I
I

CHANNEL MODEL

n = n+ 1

n'N?

LNP
I
I

a

I
"

I

Generate L9(n) and L0 (n) according to the M-step. 4-state
Markov channel model (see Section 7.2) and
computeL1 ( n)(see(7.11))

Incorporate the spatio-temporal variation within each path
according to the spatio-temporal vector pdf,j(o)
(see Section 7.4. 1)

I
=END

I

Model the power variation within each path by a simple lowpass filter (see Section 7.4.2)

L-- -b- - I
Figure 7.13: Flowchart for implementation of the proposed wideband dynamic directional
Markov channel model.
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simulation results, respectively. These two figures clearly show that the variation of LT obtained through simulation agrees well with the measurement results where the simulated LT
is bounded within the lower and upper limit of LT

obtained

from the measurements. The

proposed model is further evaluated by looking at the pdf of the path lifespan, f(l), and the
spatio-temporal variation of a path within its lifespan for both measurement and simulation
results. Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.15 show f(l) obtained from the measurement and simulation results, respectively, where both were well-modelled by an exponential pdf. Finally, Figure 7.16 illustrates the simulated spatio-temporal variation of a path within its lifespan. This
graph clearly shows that its variation pattern is very similar of that Figure 7.1 O(a)(a). Hence,
this further verifies the validity of the proposed channel model.
Dynamic evolution of total number of active paths - Simulation
35,
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Figure 7.14: Dynamic evolution of the total number of active paths, LT, obtained from the
simulation results.

7.8 Summary
A novel stochastic wideband dynamic directional indoor channel model has been proposed
based on real-time dynamic measurement data collected at 5.2 GHz in several typical indoor
environments. The proposed model incorporates both the spatial and temporal domain properties as well as the dynamic evolution of paths when the MT is in motion, based on the concept
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1

Ui

2

-

Real B-D Probability Matrix, A
0.0429 0.0858 0.0456 0.0268
0.0643 0.0912 0.0992 0.0563
0.0456 0.0831 0.0885 0.0536
0.0402 0.0483 0.0617 0.0670
0.0602 0.0843 0.0410 0.0313
0.0747 0.1349 0.0940 0.0578
0.0723 0.0940 0.0506 0.0361
0.0265 0.0530 0.0506 0.0386
0.0279 0.0529 0.0418 0.0306
0.0418 0.919 0.1003 0.0446
0.0418 0.1142 0.1058 0.0529
0.0334 0.0557 0.1031 0.0613

Simulated B-D Probability Matrix, A'
0.0498 0.0761 0.0599 0.0217
0.0577 0.0914 0.1004 0.044 2
0.0554 0.0830 0.0892 0.0619
0.0331 0.0503 0.0611 0.0648
0.0611 0.0777 0.0594 0.0231
0.0825 0.1274 0.1048 0.0331
0.0704 0.0887 0.0715 0.0341
0.0347 0.0493 0.0504 0.0318
0.0308 0.0463 0.0486 0.0302
0.0415 0.0929 0.0993 0.0380
0.0418 0.1136 0.1077 0.0571
0.0339 0.0558 0.1026 0.0599

B-D Probability Matrix Error,
0.69% 0.97% 1.43% 0.51%
0.66% 0.02% 0.12% 1.21%
0.98% 0.01% 0.07% 0.83%
0.71% 0.20% 0.06% 0.22%
0.09% 0.66% 1.84% 0.82%
0.78% 0.75% 1.08% 2.47%
0.19% 0.53% 2.09% 0.20%
0.82% 0.37% 0.02% 0.68%
0.29% 0.66% 0.68%
4%
0.03% 0.10% 0.10%
6%
0.00% 0.06% 0.19% 0.42%
0.05% 0.01% 0.05% 0.14%

Table 7.6: Comparison between the real and simulated B-D probability matrix for M = 3.
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Figure 7.15: The pdf of the path lifespan, f(it). obtained from simulations results.
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Figure 7.16: Example of the simulated spatio-temporal variation of path within its lifespan.
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of a Markov process. The super-resolution FD-SAGE algorithm was deployed to extract the
MPC parameters prior to identification of path "birth" and "death" using a new data analysing
technique.
A detailed analysis of the measurement data shows that correlation exists between the number
births and deaths. Furthermore, multiple births and deaths are also possible at any instant of
time. The main contribution of this chapter is the introduction of an M-step, 4-state MCM that
will take into account multiple births and deaths as well as the B-D correlation. Such an approach has not previously been considered in detail as most researches have assumed that the
channel is quasi-static and the births and deaths are due to two separate stochastic processes.
By knowing the birth and death of a path, the path lifespan is derived which has been shown
to be well modelled by an exponential pdf. The power and spatio-temporal variation of each
path within their lifespan were also investigated. The spatio-temporal variation can be completely described by a single parameter called the spatio-temporal vector, w, which describes
the changes in the temporal and angular domains of a particular path within its lifespan which
was found to be well-modelled by a Gaussian pdf. The PSD obtained using the LSP shows that
the power variation can be modelled by a simple LPF. In addition, the method used to extract
the MCM parameters from the experimental data was also discussed. Due to the distinction in
the B-D statistics, spatio-temporal dispersion and correlation properties for different propagation scenarios, the model is generalised by segmentation of the measurement runs into sections
with the same propagation scenario. Here, it was found that the model is completely parameterised by several sets of transition probability matrices associate to the type of environment
and scenario under consideration.
The new model was implemented and then its validity evaluated by comparing the keys statistics of the simulation results with the measurement results such as the B-D probability matrix, the evolution of the total number of active paths, distribution of the path lifespan and the
spatio-temporal variation of path within its lifespan. The proposed model and the generalised
parameters obtained are essential for the Monte-Carlo simulations and to provide a more realistic simulation platform particularly for the performance evaluation of tracking algorithms with
SA technologies.
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Conclusions
This thesis has contributed to a more detailed understanding of the spatial and temporal domain
characteristics as well as the dynamic behaviour of the indoor multipath propagation channel.
This concluding chapter will give a summary of the main results from different chapters and
how they might influence the future development of wireless propagation channel modelling
particularly for indoor environments. Then, possible future research areas are discussed.

8.2 Sunminniary OT resuiillts
The 2-13 FD-SAGE algorithm is developed and deployed as the data analysis technique in this
thesis. It is used to jointly estimate the TOAs, AOAs and the complex amplitudes of the MPCs.
The formulation of SAGE in the PD is essential in order to provide an optimal way to postprocess measurement data that is stored in the PD form. Further improvement in PD-SAGE
is achieved by replacing the PlC technique in the standard time-domain SAGE with a SIC
technique. It was shown that SIC outperforms the PlC in a multipath rich environment in terms
of its accuracy, stability and convergence rate. The SIC technique is also used as the detection
technique to find the number of MIPCs present prior to the estimation procedure. Thus, the
number of MPCs detected is governed by the temporal and angular domain resolution of the
measurement system, while not being limited by the number of antenna elements used during
the measurements as for the case for most of the information theoretic criteria. Performance
comparison of 2-D PD-SAGE with 2-1) Unitary ESPRIT verified its functionality. The leakage
problem that occurred in the initial version of 2-13 PD-SAGE is overcome by employing the
PD windowing. Due to its high degree of flexibility and robustness in dealing with different
array geometries, PD-SAGE proved to be a powerful tool for off-line processing of raw channel
measurement data prior to channel characterisation and modelling.
Channel models developed in this thesis are based on a statistical approach. Two models are
developed in order to characterise the spatial and temporal domain properties as well as the
dynamic behaviour of the indoor propagation channels. Since measurements for supporting the
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statistical analysis of the channels are conducted at a 5.2 GHz carrier frequency, these models are particularly important for 5 GHz band WLAN systems that employ SA architectures.
These models have several advantages such as they are relatively simple to use and yet provide
accurate information. Furthermore, these models are applicable for link-level Monte-Carlo
simulation of systems like HIPERLAN/2 and IEEE 802.1 la.
The first channel model developed incorporates both the spatio-temporal clustering phenomenon
observed in the measurement data, as well as the correlation between these two domains. Clustering of MPCs needs to be considered in the model if the MPCs are indeed clustered as nonclustered models tend to overestimate the capacity. Two joint pdfs are introduced into the
model which describe the cluster and MPC positions' spatio-temporal correlation properties. It
is found that the a priori assumption made by most previous researchers concerning the independence between the spatial and temporal domains is appropriate only for OLOS and NLOS
scenarios. However, for the LOS scenario, this assumption fails to model the channel well
due to the dependency that exists between the spatial and temporal domains. Modelling the
correlation between these two domains is essential as strong correlation could enhance the per formance of space-time processing techniques. Thus, the finding reported here is important in
providing a more detailed insight of the spatio-temporal domain properties of the channel. The
modelling approach proposed in this work combines the pdfs of the channel parameters with its
channel PDS. All channel parameters and PDS are derived from measurement data. Thus, by
having both of these, the channel can be easily reproduced by computer simulation. In order to
evaluate the validity of the model, parameters obtained are compared with two existing models
reported in the literature.
The second channel model developed is an extension of the first channel model described above
to include the dynamic behaviour of the channel by adapting the concept of a Markov process.
Since statistical characteristics of the channel may change significantly with motion of the MT,
modelling the dynamic evolution of paths is important to provide a more realistic simulation
platform and for the performance evaluation of tracking algorithms employing SA technologies.
An M-step, 4-state MCM is proposed in order to account for the correlation between the number
of births and deaths, and multiple births and deaths that can occur at any time instant observed
in the measurement data. To date, most researches have assumed that the channel is quasi-static
and the births and deaths are due to two separate stochastic processes. Thus, the dynamic model
proposed in this work is important to provide a better understanding of the time-varying channel
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and as a stepping stone towards a more realistic channel model for future wireless systems.
Both power and spatio-temporal variations of a path can occur within its lifespan due to the motion of the MT. It is found in this work that the power variation of each path within their lifespan
can be modelled by a simple LPF. Previous researchers have assumed that this variation is described by a sinusoidal function. Since this conjecture is not supported by any measurement
results, the results obtain here are particularly significant for future research. On the other hand,
the spatio-temporal variations of each path within their lifespan is found to be modelled by a
Gaussian distributed spatio-temporal vector, which describes the changes in the temporal and
angular domains of a particular path within its lifespan. Since no results are readily available in
the open literature concerning this issue, more measurements and modelling work are required
to verify this approach.
Due to the distinction in the B-D statistics and the spatio-temporal dispersion and correlation
properties for LOS and NLOS scenarios, the model is generalised by classification of the the
measurement runs into segments that exhibit similar propagation mechanisms. Thus, the model
can be completely parameterised by two sets of Markov parameters for LOS and NLOS scenarios, respectively. In summary of the dynamic model, comparison of the key statistics of the
simulation results with the measurement results confirmed the validity of the model.
In addition to the two models described above, issues concerning the spatio-temporal disper sion properties of the channel are characterised. Measurement results showed that the main
contributory factors in determining the value of the spatio-temporal dispersion are the presence
of LOS path, the TX-RX separation and the degree of clutter in the environment. A strong
spatio-temporal correlation exists under the LOS scenario and the correlation falls off when the
LOS path is obstructed. Higher values of spatio-temporal dispersion are also found when the
TX—RX separation is increased or in a more cluttered environment, particularly when the LOS
path is obstructed. These results are particularly important in providing some insights for the
generalisation and parameterisation of the dynamic model described above. Furthermore, the
average values proposed can be deployed to assist in the planning of WLAN networks.

8.2 Yutuire iresenirch areas
There are several areas of this thesis that can be extended through future research. These
research directions are outlined below:
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o

An interesting area is to extend the measurements and models to incorporate both the
DOA and the direction-of-departure (DOD) i.e. double-directional properties. The concept of the "double-directional channel" was first introduced by Steinhauer in [38]. This
new concept attracted considerable interest of many researchers due to its many advantages [38]. For example, results obtained from double-directional measurements show
that it is possible to trace the underlying physical propagation paths up to third-order
reflections points. Furthermore, knowledge of the double-directional channel is a prerequisite to exploiting current multiple-input-multiple-output (MTMO) systems [169]. Since
the models proposed in this work are derived from SIMO measurements, they do not
contain any DOD information. Thus, one future research area is to perform both the
dynamic and double-directional measurements which will then allow the dynamic and
double-directional channel modelling work to be carried out.

o

In the area of channel measurements, there are several research directions that could
be taken. Firstly, by using circular arrays at both the transmitting and receiving ends,
the complete azimuthal range of 3600 can be covered. Realisations are possible using
a uniform circular array (UCA), a uniform circular patch array (UCPA) or a circular
uniform beam array (CUBA) [170]. This can overcome the current limitation when using
the ULA where three different RX rotations are required for every measurement run in
order to obtain the 360° full azimuthal view.
Since only two dimensions were considered in the proposed model, the addition of elevation angle would allow assessment of the nature of multipath in the vertical plane. Thus,
the second extension would be to use a stacked circular uniform beam array (SCUBA)
[170] which will then allow elevation angles to be resolved by deploying appropriate
signal processing algorithms.

o

In order to allow multidimensional channel modelling, multidimensional channel parameter estimation algorithms are required. Thus, the 2-D FD-SAGE proposed in this work
needs to be extended to higher dimensions. Since the FD-SAGE is a ML-based technique,
extending to higher dimensions will tend to increase the complexity dramatically. Hence,
as future work, solutions need to be sought which will not only increase the dimension
but also maintain the complexity level at an acceptable one.

o

Due to time limitations, only a limited amount of data could be collected and analysed.
Additional measurement campaigns to further characterise the proposed channels in various environmental conditions would lead to greater confidence in the models.
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(f) RX at position "B"
MT-MT link.

with Oc array broadside and fixed at 1.8 m

to emulate the

Figure B.3: Photos of the 4th floor corridor (COR-MVB) in the MVB during the dynamic measurement.
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Site photos for dynamic SIMO measurement campaign

B.4 Corridor in QB (COR-QB)

a) N1cisuienint

113

cclorv of' bc NI 'l alonc the COR-QB.
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Site photos for dynamic SIMO measurement campaign

•L4

(b) RX at position 'A
ith U .ii ii Ui
at 2.5 m to emulate the MT-AP link.

.I'!
iJ'iU

1'1J
nV
tb I 2() U1I\ hrtd'tde and
(c) R \ at
fixed at 1.8 m to emulate the MT-MT link.

Figure B.4: Photos of the corridor (COR-QB) in the QB during the dynamic measurement.
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The following tables list the actual channel parameters for TOA,

I

act

Tact,

AOA, 0act, and power,

1 2 generated in a synthetic environment for L varied from 10 to 40 by means of Monte,

Carlo simulation. The percentage error, e, of the estimated channel parameters with respect to
the actual channel parameters using both SIC,

Esjc,

and PlC,

87 j,

techniques, respectively, are

also listed in the tables. Summary of the parameters setting for the simulation environment is
given in Table 4.1.

C01 L=1O
bA, r [ns]

Path

No., £

Tact

1

AOA, 0i

[OJ

}

Power,

IctI2 [dB]

pic,c

kactl 2

Esic,a

E

0.02%

0.09%

-31.18

0.51%

0.58%

+23.75

0.38%

0.51%

-35.18

0.91%

0.97%

-41.90

1.67%

3.70%

-37.72

5.49%

4.96%

0.02%

0.03% 1 1 -23.67

0.60%

-37.95

0.50%

0.53%

151.72

0.09%

0.11%

1 +11.23

0.55%
0.45%

0.80%

-38.69

0.03%

0.28%

6

670.49

0.23%

0.18%

-36.79

6.63%

4.27%

-39.20

8.14%

5.51%

7

15.71

0.70%

0.70%

+21.87

1.69%

1.78%

-40.31

0.07%

0.10%

8

567.58

0.05%

0.05%

-14.60

0.48%

0.89%

-40.56

0.02%

0.10%

9

343.11

0.03%

0.12%

+43.20

1.37%

1.59%

-41.14

0.24%

0.39%

10

303.58

0.05%

0.08%

+5.00

6.00%

6.00%

-41.76

0.38%

0.39%

E s ic ,r

Epic,r

qact

Esic,c

243.69

0.08%

0.09%

+42.44

2

402.25

0.03%

0.03%

3

665.44

0.35%

0.13%

4

545.02

5

[

1

The number of SIC-SAGE iteration: 1
The number of PlC-SAGE iteration: 3

Table C.1: The actual channel parameters and its corresponding percentage errorof the estimated channel parameters using SIC and PlC techniques for L = 10 paths.
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Parameters of actual and estimated paths

C2 L=15
TOA, -re [ns]

Path

No., £

Tact

sic,r
[

I

AOA,
Epic,r

4, [0]

sic'q5
[

Power, keI 2 [dB]
Cpic,4

aactl 2

Esic,c

6 p1c,a

[

1

15.61

0.26%

1.60%

+37.89

0.21%

1.79%

-29.68

0.10%

1.68%

2

620.40

0.01%

0.02%

-6.86

1.75%

2.19%

-30.72

0.07%

0.13%

3

55.79

9.67%

14.68%

-48.01

0.40%

0.50%

-31.11

0.13%

0.29%

4

538.16

0.07%

0.09%

-44.24

1.24%

1.29%

-32.41

0.65%

0.68%

5

784.48

0.28%

0.52%

+24.99

15.65%

19.05%

-34.83

28.14%

33.33%

6

786.25

0.05%

0.09%

+31.63

8.63%

11.10%

-35.10

13.28%

14.64%

7

650.20

0.03%

0.04%

+33.87

0.27%

0.35%

-36.57

1.50%

1.56%

8

768.83

0.03%

0.04%

+29.76

0.67%

2.25%

-38.25

0.42%

2.82%

9

260.38

0.06%

0.12%

+59.11

2.40%

2.94%

-38.72

0.65%

1.58%

10

552.50

0.02%

0.20%

-14.53

1.31%

1.38%

-39.24

0.87%

0.97%

11

435.28

0.04%

0.04%

+4.35

4.60%

5.29%

-39.82

1.08%

1.13%

12

276.57

0.11%

0.60%

+43.68

0.25%

5.91%

-40.46

1.06%

2.64%

13

798.84

0.02%

0.02%

-22.58

0.58%

1.37%

-41.17

0.53%

1.41%

14

283.17

0.14%

0.40%

+59.79

0.35%

0.35%

-44.13

1.38%

3.26%

15

245.21

0.17%

0.21%

-43.85

0.23%

0.71%

L_-: 45.55

1.95%

2.26%

The number of SIC-SAGE iteration: 1
The number of Plc-SAGE iteration: 4

Table C.2: The actual channel parameters and its corresponding percentage error of the estimated channel parameters using SIC and PlC techniques for L = 15 paths.
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Parameters of actual and estimated paths

CO3 L=20
Path

No., £

TOA,
Tact

Tj

AOA, Ot

[ns]
pic,r

Esic,r

act

Power, la,12 [dB]

[O ]

esic,

{

[E

pic,

kactI

Esic,c

Epic,a

1

74.27

0.23%

0.19%

+27.30

0.33%

0.55%

-34.78

0.40%

0.40%

2

165.71

0.08%

0.11%

-53.09

1.13%

1.34%

-34.82

0.10%

0.49%

3

250.15

0.04%

0.08%

+23.12

0.48%

0.65%

-35.06

0.37%

0.46%

4

460.12

0.02%

0.15%

-17.61

1.31%

2.27%

-35.47

0.79%

0.82%

5

35.12

0.06%

0.91%

-5.48

1.41%

1.82%

-36.74

0.19%

0.52%

6

296.38

0.03%

0.03%

+26.12

0.11%

0.38%

-37.33

0.32%

0.86%

7

489.92

0.06%

0.11%

+6.58

1.98%

5.17%

-37.71

0.03%

0.19%

8

671.39

0.03%

0.20% 1 -58.04

0.86%

0.91%

-38.02

0.08%

0.32%

9

361.14

0.02%

0.06%

-49.91

0.18%

0.24%

-38.04

0.05%

0.05%

10

546.49

0.02%

0.30%

+23.91

8.45%

15.39%

-39.21

2.45%

3.93%

11

107.02

0.07%

0.07%

+10.43

1.82%

2.49%

-39.31

0.43%

0.46%

12

10.29

2.04%

2.14% 1 -41.57

0.26%

0.67%

-41.62

1.30%

1.56%

13

21.75

2.94%

5.79%

-6.98

0.14%

0.14%

-41.98

0.81%

1.33%

14

503.03

0.03%

0.03%

-37.19

0.32%

0.62%

-42.26

0.50%

0.80%

15

546.67

0.03%

0.04%

+13.02

24.65%

32.56%

-42.37

4.96%

7.43%

16

307.17

0.12%

0.20%

+21.08

0.76%

1.52%

-45.76

0.20%

0.55%

17

503.91

0.14%

0.20%

+15.77

1.71%

2.47%

-47.38

0.59%

0.97%

18

485.76

0.02%

0.07%

-15.89

3.15%

4.09%

-47.91

0.31%

2.25%

19

28.27

0.60%

2.69%

-2.59

7.34%

33.20%

-48.80

5.37%

11.13%

20

170.05

0.65%

1.42% 1 -58.11

3.96%

5.09%

-53.16

0.30%

1.60%

1

The number of SIC-SAGE iteration: 2
The number of PlC-SAGE iteration: 6

Table C.3: The actual channel parameters and its corresponding percentage errorof the estimated channel parameters using SIC and PIG techniques for L = 20 paths.
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Parameters of actual and estimated paths

C4 L=30

No., £

AOA, q5t

TOA, -r [ns]

Path
Tact

I

Esic,-r

4act

Esic,cj

1

[0]

[

I

Power,

IcI2

Epic,c

QactI 2

Esic,a

[dB]
Epic' ek
[

1

137.76

0.05%

0.54%

-14.99

0.60%

1.00%

-30.44

0.46%

0.66%

2

182.43

0.08%

0.10%

-45.95

1.31%

1.55%

-31.33

0.05%

0.54%

3

243.03

0.04%

19.08%

-5.39

2.04%

12.78%

-32.31

0.40%

20.50%

4

133.02

0.08%

0.56%

+30.64

0.75%

1.31%

-33.26

0.84%

0.87%

5

775.06

0.03%

0.48%

+38.81

0.06%

0.26%

-33.91

0.21%

0.56%

6

652.96

0.02%

0.02%

-15.34

0.20%

0.65%

-34.72

0.35%

0.92%

7

574.50

0.05%

20.92%

-29.86

0.44%

17.14%

-34.98

0.03%

34.09%

8

570.68

0.04%

0.24%

+2.65

18.87%

20.00%

-35.21

0.09%

0.34%

9

446.35

0.02%

0.02%

-21.68

0.42%

0.55%

-35.29

0.06%

0.06%

10

356.25

0.03%

18.45%

+52.90

3.82%

26.96%

-35.99

2.67%

44.28%

11

354.79

0.02%

0.02%

+41.72

0.46%

0.62%

-36.06

0.47%

0.50%

12

416.61

0.05%

0.05%

-25.66

0.43%

1.09%

-36.93

1.46%

1.76%

13

455.35

0.14%

9.28%

+51.93

0.02%

7.12%

-36.99

0.92%

17.51%

14

562.95

0.02%

17.02%

-54.06

20.22%

0.43%

-37.01

0.57%

70.92%

15

746.32

0.02%

0.03%

-45.37

7.08%

9.35%

-37.20

5.65%

8.47%

16

70.20

0.51%

0.87%

+24.22

0.66%

1.32%

-37.40

0.24%

0.67%

17

315.12

0.23%

20.32% 1 1 +47.38

0.57%

30.82%

-39.48

0.71%

91.17%

18

417.65

0.02%

0.09%

+8.01

6.24%

8.11%

-39.77

0.38%

2.72%

19

284.57

0.06%

0.27%

-54.40

0.35%

1.58%

-39.78

6.59%

13.65%

20

607.58

0.04%

10.18%

+42.13

5.46%

27.03%

-40.01

0.40%

72.12%

21

11.39

0.70%

0.70%

-15.01

1.27%

1.73%

-40.54

0.42%

0.44%

22

781.67

0.03%

0.03%

-51.16

0.22%

0.55%

-40.64

1.33%

1.60%

23

759.81

0.08%

0.17%

+7.45

0.13%

0.47%

-40.69

0.84%

1.38%

24

177.53

0.07%

10.08%

-36.02

0.64%

30.33%

-41.65

0.82%

50.50%

25

359.71

0.04%

23.04%

+32.39

9.91%

13.09%

-42.75

4.91%

47.91%

26

681.48

0.05%

0.09%

-50.27

0.32%

0.64%

-43.67

0.21%

0.57%

27

368.64

0.20%

0.27%

-44.28

0.61%

0.88%

-44.36

0.63%

1.04%

28

663.09

0.02%

0.05%

-54.11

0.92%

1.20%

-45.30

0.33%

2.38%

1

continued on next page...

Parameters of actual and estimated paths

Path

No., £

Tact

29

293.04

30

AOA, 4e [0]

TOA, Te [ns]
6 sic,r

1 0.06% 1
476.94 1 0.23% 1

Epic,r

16.26%
0.51%

'tact

Esic ' O

Power,
E pic ' o

1 2.46% 1 26.54% 1
1 +44.14 1 5.21% 1 6.71% 1
—34.89

Iaactl

IaI2

Esjc,c,

1 11.75%
—55.86 1 0.29%
—46.23

[dB]
Epic,a

65.67%
1.52%

The number of SIC-SAGE iteration: 4
The number of PlC-SAGE iteration: 23
Tabile C.4: The actual channel parameters and its corresponding percentage errorof the esti-

mated channel parameters using SIC and PlC techniques for L = 30 paths.
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Parameters of actual and estimated paths

C5 L=40
Path

AOA, çf [O]

TOA, r [ns]

No., £

'Tact

6 sic,r

1

247.33

2

I

Power,

1

IaI 2 [dB}

Esic,a

Epzc,a

-30.69

0.03%

83.48%

61.23%

-31.20

1.67%

80.00%

0.22%

24.05%

-32.35

0.68%

50.17%

-54.61

1.54%

32.67%

-32.91

1.03%

144.36%

5.27%

+42.84

7.00%

34.10%

-33.14

8.18%

109.26%

0.75%

23.94%

-3.36

18.45%

150.48%

-34.09

0.47%

64.27%

353.53

0.02%

4.25%

+16.03

3.18%

64.69%

-34.69

2.22%

41.28%

8

493.41

0.16%

2.22%

-24.42

5.32%

52.21%

-34.96

2.60%

161.73%

9

658.33

0.02%

2.50%

+39.50

3.47%

22.94%

-35.10

2.14%

33.82%

10

559.94

0.04%

2.46%

+28.79

0.45%

36.75%

-35.23

1.65%

50.98%

11

291.59

0.03%

5.39%

+45.04

0.22%

28.22%

-35.44

2.23%

101.72%

12

144.98

0.54%

7.91%

+21.91

3.61%

80.10%

-37.43

4.03%

84.53%

13

21,10

1.00%

81.04%

+11.52

0.35%

92.71%

-37.49

0.03%

180.07%

14

499.95

0.09%

3.13%

-13.43

2.61%

98.59%

-37.90

0.26%

43.11%

15

35.84

0.08%

45.68%

+53.40

3.43%

29.61%

-38.54

0.80%

55.53%

16

751.28

0.01%

1.37%

+38.29

0.31%

37.53%

-38.81

2.19%

83.92%

17

241.57

0.03%

4.91%

+51.01

3.06%

30.70%

-38.82

3.09%

107.16%

18

254.71

0.07%

5.78%

-44.99

3.51%

24.85%

-39.18

0.36%

59.16%

19

441.63

0.01%

2.37%

-33.45

0.96%

35.00%

-39.44

3.40%

103.58%

20

121.86

0.27%

9.79%

+21.42

1.63%

75.86%

-39.46

1.37%

55.30%

21

771.67

0.05%

14.88%

-59.30

1.18%

22.88%

-39.99

1.83%

55.19%

22

420.07

0.04%

3.40%

-12.16

1.23%

127.60%

-40.53

0.84%

159.07%

23

12.61

0.87%

142.26%

+59.51

1.24%

21.29%

-40.67

1.18%

148.81%

24

604.68

0.02%

1.70%

-46.00

0.15%

23.48%

-40.84

1.08%

74.09%

25

718.89

0.02%

1.62%

-51.63

1.51%

29.32%

-41.00

3.80%

57.29%

26

747.44

0.05%

1.81%

+57.72

3.50%

17.45%

-42.50

2.68%

86.02%

27

361.67

0.03%

4.08%

-28.70

1.08%

59.58%

-43.06

1.79%

85.65%

28

595.11

0.07%

1.74%

-55.97

0.09%

25.48%

-43.55

2.04%

78.21%

E piC,T

pact

sic,4

Epic,çf,

kactI 2

0.13%

6.25%

+16.92

0.77%

91.96%

141.34

0.82%

8.61%

+24.48

3.23%

3

323.27

0.08%

5.18%

-49.43

4

494.39

0.08%

20.33%

5

238.93

0.33%

6

44.16

7

continued on next page...
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Parameters of actual and estimated paths

Path

TOA,

Te

AOA, Ot [0]

[ns]

No., £

Tact

Esic,r

Epic,r

29

332.15

0.29%

4.46%

+36.22

30

618.65

0.02%

2.32%

31

414.70

0.05%

32

284.35

33

o

Power, Jae I2 [dB]

I

Epic,4,

kactI 2

Esic,a

0.64%

30.73%

-44.07

0.75%

60.93%

-50.71

3.49%

27.08%

-44.26

0.25%

74.33%

1.84%

-50.13

1.92%

26.47%

-45.56

1.80%

78.86%

0.25%

4.09%

+33.82

0.80%

55.97%

-45.97

2.50%

99.04%

662.62

0.06%

1.55%

+28.92

2.87%

35.68%

-46.17

1.54%

41.24%

34

10.77

3.34%

95.26%

+37.99

3.84%

29.14%

-46.29

1.36%

87.99%

35

541.13

0.11%

2.18%

-8.39

0.83%

158.40%

-46.39

2.65%

105.11%

36

441.62

0.07%

2.38%

+22.91

0.31%

39.33%

-47.15

3.92%

79.60%

37

349.93

0.04%

3.03% 1 1 -40.05

3.77%

27.07%

-47.83

2.03%

60.46%

38

130.11

0.32%

10.12%

+11.84

10.56%

113.68%

-48.33

0.29%

72.83%

39

735.48

0.11%

1.76%

-23.86

3.98%

46.35%

-50.16

1.50%

58.91%

1 0.20%

1.33%

+50.12

5.53%

25.58%

-51.20

0.49%

55.06%

40

1 693.87

act

sic '

Epic,cr

The number of SIC-SAGE iteration: 4
The number of PlC-SAGE iteration: 73

Table C.5: The actual channel parameters and its corresponding percentage errorof the estimated channel parameters using SIC and PlC techniques for L = 40 paths.
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The CD-ROM contains post-processed results for the dynamic measurement campaign. It
stores all the AVI movie files for the following four measurement environments:

Office 2.19 in MVB (OFF).
Entrance foyer in MVB (FOY).
4th floor corridor in MVB (COR-MVB).
Corridor in QB (COR-QB).
This CD-ROM contains four directories and a README.html file that contains all information
describe here. Files in one environment are stored in one directory, named "OFF', "FOY",
"CORJvIVB" and "COR_QB". The filenames can be decomposed into different parts correspond to different measurement locations, RX heights and RX orientations (see Section 3.4 for
details). The first part of the filename corresponds to the environment, the second part of the
filename corresponds to the RX location, the third part of the filename corresponds to the RX
height which represent either the MT-MT link or the MT-AP link, and the fourth part of the
filename corresponds to the RX orientation (i.e. 001

00,

002 -* 120° or 003 -* 240°).

Example: "FOY.RxBJvITAP_002.avi"
This file corresponds to the measurement conducted in the entrance foyer of MVB (FOY) for
the RX fixed at position "B" (RxB) with the height is fixed to emulate the MT-AP link (MTAIP)
and with the direction of the RX broadside at 120 0 (002). The term "avi" is the extension of
the AVI movie files.
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A New Statistical Wideband Spatio-Temporal
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Abstract—In this paper, a new statistical wideband indoor
channel model which incorporates both the clustering of multipath
components (MPCs) and the correlation between the spatial and
temporal domains is proposed. The model is derived based on
measurement data collected at a carrier frequency of 5.2 GHz in
three different indoor scenarios and is suitable for performance
analysis of HIPERLAN/2 and IEEE802.11a systems that employ
smart antenna architectures. MPC parameters are estimated
using the super-resolution frequency domain Space-Alternating
Generalized Expectation maximization (FD-SAGE) algorithm
and clusters are identified in the spatio-temporal domain by a
nonparametric density estimation procedure. The description of
the clustering observed within the channel relies on two classes of
parameters, namely, intercluster and intracluster parameters which
characterize the cluster and MPC, respectively. All parameters
are described by a set of empirical probability density functions
(pdfs) derived from the measured data. The correlation properties
are incorporated in two joint pdfs for cluster and MPC positions,
respectively. The clustering effect also gives rise to two classes
of channel power density spectra (PDS)—intercluster and intracluster POS which are shown to exhibit exponential and Laplacian
functions in the delay and angular domains, respectively. Finally,
the model validity is confirmed by comparison with two existing
models reported in the literature.
Index Terms—Antenna array, clustering multipath channel,
indoor radio communication, radio propagation, spatio-temporal
correlation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

ECENTLY, wireless local-area networks (WLANs)
have attracted considerable interest and attention due to
their ability to provide broadband wireless communication.
Several new standards have been developed in the 5-GHz band,
namely the High Performance Local-Area Networks type 2
(HIPERLAN/2) defined by European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETST) Broadband Radio Access Networks
(BRAN), 802.1 ]a defined by IEEE and High Speed Wireless
Access Network type a (HiSWANa) defined by Mobile Access
Communication Systems (MMAC) [1]. These standards are
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capable of providing data rates of up to 54 Mb/s for short range
Communication in the indoor environments.
High-data rates imply the use of a large bandwidth. However,
the limited radio spectrum forms the major bottleneck in
achieving such high-data rates. Smart antennas (SAS) have
emerged as one of the most promising candidates to maximize
the wireless capacity through multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) antenna arrays [2]. SAS exploit both the spatial and
temporal domains by means of different space–time signal
processing techniques, such as the new Turbo space–time codes
and various spatial-diversity schemes. Successful deployment
of the SAs will require a detailed knowledge of the radio propagation channel, thus, a realistic spatio-temporal channel model
is essential for the performance evaluation of any space–time
processing technique and any indoor system design.
Despite many spatial channel models having been reported
in the literature [3], [4], few of them incorporated both the
spatial and temporal correlation properties when the models
were being developed. Modeling the correlation between these
two domains is essential as a strong correlation could enhance
the performance of the space–time processing techniques. To
the best of the authors' knowledge, only two models have
appeared in the literature which provide a statistical description for the spatio-temporal properties in indoor propagation
environments based on real measurement data. The first model
is the extension of the Saleh–Valenzuela temporal domain
only model [5] with the angle-of-arrival (AOA) information
(ESVM) [6]. This model adopts the clustered double Poisson
time-of-arrival (TOA) model detailed in [5] and proposes that
the clustering phenomenon is also observable in the angular
domain. The model was derived from the results of measured
data at a carrier frequency of 7 GHz. The clusters' mean AOAs
are taken to be uniformly distributed over the range [0,3601 0
while the multipath components (MPCs) AOAs within each
cluster are taken to be Laplacian distributed. A key assumption
made in this model is that the spatial and temporal domains
are independent of one another. The second model is known as
the stochastic radio channel model ( SRCM) [7]. This model
was developed based on measurement data collected at a
carrier frequency of 24 GHz in an office environment under
both line-of-sight (LOS) and non-LOS (NLOS) scenarios. A
nonclustered and a clustered model were proposed for LOS
and NLOS conditions, respectively. However, none of these
models investigate the spatio-temporal correlation properties
of the indoor propagation channel despite its importance.
Furthermore, these models were not developed specifically
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Fig. I. Illustration of the measurement setup.

for HTPERLAN/2 or IEEE802. II a systems. To date, the most
commonly deployed HIPERLAN12 channel model is reported
in [8]. Nevertheless, this model does not incorporate the spatial
information necessary for the development of SA technologies.
The objectives of this paper are twofold. First, to study in
more detail the statistical characteristics of the 5-GHz band
WLAN channel in both spatial and temporal domains, particularly the clustering of MPCs and the correlation between these
two domains. Clustering of MPCs can have a significant impact
on channel capacity. Unclustered models tend to overestimate
the capacity if the MPCs are indeed clustered [9]. This implies
that a more comprehensive characterization of the clustering
and correlation properties is required. Second, to propose a new
statistical wideband spatio-temporal channel model suitable for
HIPERLAN/2 and IEEE802. II a systems. The new proposed
model will incorporate both the clustering and correlation
properties described above and can be employed for LOS,
obstructed-LOS (OLOS) and NLOS scenarios. The clustering
effect gives rise to two classes of channel parameters (intercluster and intracluster parameters) and power density spectra
(PDS) (interclu.sier and intracluster PDS) while the correlation
properties are incorporated in two joint probability density
functions (pdfs) for cluster and MPC positions, respectively.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II describes the measurement setup and environments. Section III
presents the data analysis and processing techniques to extract
MPC parameters and to identify clusters. In Section IV, a new
spatio-temporal channel model is proposed. Sections V and VT
describe in detail the statistical characteristics and PDS of the
channel model. In Section VII, a comparison is made between
the proposed model and existing models reported in the literature. Finally, in Section VIII, appropriate conclusions are drawn.
II. MEASUREMENT SETUP AND ENVIRONMENTS
A. Measurement Setup
This section describes the indoor channel measurement campaign conducted at the University of Bristol (U0B). The wideband measurement was performed in the 5.2 GHz band using the
Medav RUSK BRI vector channel sounder [101. The periodic

multifrequency test signal used in the measurement had a repetition period of 0.8 its and a bandwidth of 120 MHz. The measurements were based on a single-input—multiple-output (SIMO)
configuration with an omni-directional transmitter (TX) and an
eight-element uniform linear array (ULA) receiver (RX). The
ULA had eight dipole-like active elements spaced by half the
wavelength and two inactive elements at each end. Its effective
azimuth visible range is 120°. Both the TX and the RX were
fixed at the same height in all measurements.
The sounder was set up to record 16 consecutive SIMO
snapshots as a fast Doppler block (FDB), where a SIMO
snapshot consists of eight complex channel responses across
the ULA [10]. The channel responses were computed online
and were stored on the sounder's hard disk as the complex
frequency response for subsequent offline post-processing.
The time required to record a SIMO snapshot and a FDB
was 12.8 its and 204.8/is (16 x 12.8 /55), respectively. This
guaranteed the channel responses in one FDB were recorded
within the coherence time of the channel and within the 2-ms
medium access control (MAC) frame of the l-HPERLAN/2
system. In order to collect more samples for statistical analysis,
70 FDBs were recorded in a duration of approximately 5 s in a
time grid of 70.565 ms. Therefore, one complete measurement
set in each fixed-terminal location consists of a total of 1120
(16 x 70 SIMO snapshots. Fig. I illustrates the measurement
setup.
B. Measurement Environments
Three different indoor environments in the UoB were chosen
for the measurement campaign: Room 2.19 (OFF) and the
entrance foyer (FOY) in the Merchant Venturers Building
(MVB) which represent a large office and a large open space
environment, respectively. In addition, the electrical laboratory
(LAB) in the Queens Building (QB) was also used. The layout
of OFF and FOY is shown in Fig. 2. These environments are
typical indoor environments for the future WLAN deployment.
For example, both OFF and LAB have a lot of computers with
some fixed-wired network facilities. The initial phase of the deployment of future wireless network system will most likely take
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111. DATA

ANALYSIS

AND PROCESSING

A. Channel Parameter Estimation

X25
0'

Before any statistical channel modeling work can be performed, the first step is to extract the channel parameters of
interest from the measurement data. Two super-resolution algorithms, namely, the space-alternating generalized expectation
maximization (SAGE) Ill] and the unitary estimation of signal
parameters via rotational invariance techniques (ESPRIT) 1121,
examples of maximum-likelihood (ML) and subspace- based
methods, respectively, were investigated. Here, the frequency
domain SAGE (FD-SAGE) algorithm is used in conjunction
with the serial interference cancellation technique 1131 to jointly
detect and estimate the required multipath channel parameters
such as the number of MPCs, their complex amplitudes. TOAs.
and AOAs.' It was demonstrated that the FD-SAGE outperforms
the standard SAGE algorithm [Ii] in a multipath rich environment in terms of its accuracy and stability [131. The Mt-based
method is chosen in favor of the subspace-based method because of the advantages it offers as detailed in [14].
At each location. 1120 complex channel responses were
recorded at each antenna element. By assuming that the channel
is quasista,ie .r averaging is carried out over the time-domain
for each block of 16 snapshots. The resultant averaged complex
channel responses are then operated on by the FD-SAGE
algorithm to estimate the required parameters. Hence. 70 sets
of channel parameters are obtained per location and can be
assumed to be time-invariant (due to the quasistatic assumption)
and are given by
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place its such environments. MeasuremenLs were conducted
during normal office hours with no restrictions imposed on the
channel as people were free to move. Hence, the data collected
and used in the analysis was obtained from a realistic indoor
radio environment and the statistical model produced in this
work is realistic for the simulation of future WLAN systems.
The measurements were conducted in such a way that both
the TX and RX were fixed at one location when the sounder
was recording the 1120 SIMO channel snapshots. These locations were carefully chosen to represent the LOS. OLOS and
NLOS scenarios. During the measurement, either the TX or the
RX was fixed at location "A" (refer to Fig. 2) while the otherend
was fixed at other locations (labeled as positions "3"-"25" and
"B"-."K" in the plan). For the measurements in OFF, the LOS
condition was obtained at locations "3"-'>25" and the OL.OS
condition was obtained at locations "B"-"F." where the direct
path was obstructed by wooden bookshelves, metal cabinets,
and/or scatterers in the environment. All measurements in FOY
were under the NLOS condition as the direct path between location "A" and locations "G"-"K" was blocked by the walls of
Room 2.19. Meanwhile, all measurements in LAB were based
on the LOS condition in which the TX-RX separation varied
from 3 in to 45 m. The RX orientation was at 0° for the LOS
scenario while three different RX orientations (0°, 120°. and
240°) were used under OLOS and NLOS scenarios in order to
obtain the 360° spatial view.

where ('li is an (L, x 3) matrix that contains the ith channel
parameters set with L, number of MPCs, while 0ti' r1 ,, and
di,,, are the complex amplitude, TOA and AOA of the lth path
in the ith parameter set, respectively. .Subsequently, these were
concatenated with respect to their corresponding domains. i.e.,
(-I to give a (70L x 3 ) resultant matrix. A cutoff
threshold of 35-dB below the strongest path was applied to the
concatenated data to ensure that only the effective MPCs are
modeled since the useful dynamic range of the sounder is approximately 40 dB.
B. Cluster Identification
Measurement results from three scenarios reveal that the
MPCs tend to form clusters in both the spatial and temporal
domains. Therefore, the next task was to identify the clusters.
Different researchers have different definitions of a cluster
1151-1171. Here, we define a cluster as an accumulation of
MPCs with similar WAS and AOAs. The clustering phenomenon has been reported as a result of the superstructure (e.g.,
furniture, walls, doors, etc.) of the environment 151.
A nnnparametric density estimation procedure, namely the
kernel density estimate (KDE) technique 1181, was deployed as
an alternative to assist the clustering identification process. This
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the TOA. AOA, amplitude and phase of the lth MPC in the kth
cluster, respectively. The distribution ofp5i}.e is assumed
to be statistically independent and uniform over the range of
10 3601 Notice that r.j. Ø, , and r51 are the relative values
with respect to 'I', (I). and R5, respectively.
In reality, all of the parameters in (2) are randomly
time-varying functions. 1-lowever, the variations are very small
compared with the signaling rate and it is. therefore, reasonable
to assume them to be time-invariant random variables. The
proposed channel model relies on two classes of pararnecr5, namely, interrlu.crer and intraclu.cter parameters which
characterize the cluster and the MPC. respectively. From (2).
I.T5,4)5.R5} and {Lk,rkI. Oki .rt.i.oki} are classified as
the interciuster and intracluster parameters, respectively.
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General Overview

procedure is preferred due to its robustness, simplicity and convenience. Since clusters are observed in both the temporal and
spatial domains, they need to he identified jointly in both domains. First, all MPCs within each data set are normalized with
respect to the TOA of the first arrival path in order to remove
the propagation effect due to the TX-RX separation and thus enabling various data sets to be compared. Then, the two-dimension (2-D) Gaussian KDE technique [18] was applied to each
data set. Fig. 3 shows the MPC TOA-AOA contour plot of a
sample data file after being processed by the 2.D KDE technique. This graph clearly shows that clustering exists in both
the spatial and temporal domains. Clusters become more obvious after the KDE procedure and can be easily identified by
visual inspection. Both 151 and (6] also deploy visual inspection
to identify clusters from their measurement data.
IV. SPATt0-TEMPORAL CHANNEL

This section presents the statistical characterization of
the intercluster and intracluster channel parameters defined
in Section IV. The variations of these parameters may be
characterized statistically by fitting the measurement data
against the proposed theoretical distributions. Three scenarios
are considered covering LOS, OLOS. and NLOS conditions.
Previous analysis showed that the statistical characteristics in
OFF and LAB under LOS conditions are very similar 1191.
Thus, unless otherwise stated, the LOS scenario corresponds
to the OFF environment only.
Joint Distribution of Cluster Position

Clustering is observed in the temporal and angular domains.
The 2-D joint pdf of cluster position, f('J., k) can be expressed as

MODEL

In this section, we propose a new statistical widehand
spat io-teniporal channel model that incorporates both the
clustering phenomenon and the spatio-temporal correlation
properties. The model parameters are derived from the data
collected during the measurement campaigns described in
Section 11 and is particularly tailored for the IIIPERLANI2
and IEEE802.11a systems that employ SA architectures. By
assuming a finite number of MPCs impinging on the antenna
array, the clustering spatio-temporal channel model can be
expressed as
K Lc
11;(T.

(1? -

4)) =

Tki) - C 7

k=t 1=1

- Tk -

r51,4i—

- 'I'ki)

(2)

where () is the Dirac delta function, K is the number of clusters and L5 is the number of MPCs within the kth cluster. T1.,
t.. and I? k are the TOA. AOA, and amplitude of the kth cluster,
which are defined as the TOA of the first arriving MPC, the
mean AOA and the maximum amplitude of all MPCs within
rj. and are
the 47th cluster, respectively. While

f(Tt.4s)=f(d,,.ITs.).f(Ts)

(3)

where f(5[T5) is the cluster conditional AOA pdf and f(Tk)
is the cluster marginal TOA pdf and Fig. 4 shows f(T,. 4) for
the LOS and OLOS scenarios. f( T5- 4-) of the NLOS scenario
is not shown here due to its similarity in shape to the OLOS
case. The angular axis for the LOS scenario spans from —60 °
to +60° while for the OLOS scenario, the angular axis spans
from - 180° to + 180° . The latter case is due to the concatenation of three rotations to form the 360° full spatial view. While
under the LOS scenario. concatenation was not performed because the experimental results showed that majority of MPCs
arrive within ±60° of the LOS direction. MPCs outside this angular range have much weaker power and are thus negligible.
These graphs reveal that there are significant differences between the joint spatio-temporal statistics of the LOS and the
01-OS and NLOS scenarios. Under the LOS conditions, paths
arriving at the RX with short delays can have a relatively large
angular range, while paths which arrive with longer delays will
have a much more restricted angle. This is because paths arriving at the RX with short delays are mainly due to the direct
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Fig. 5. Cluster
path itself or reflections from the objects in the vicinity of the
RX. These reflected paths can come from a large angular range
as the RX may be surrounded by many reflecting objects. For
example, paths reflected from the right and left walls in the office can have relatively large angular values, but with a small
delay range. On the other hand, at larger delays, most paths
arriving at the RX are effectively due to back-wall reflections
(wall behind the TX). These paths have much lower powers.
longer delays and angles very similar to the LOS direction. Generally. this is a result of the regular structure of the measurement
environment [see Fig. 2(b)], which subsequently leads to the dependency between the spatial and temporal domains as show in
Fig. 4(a).
Meanwhile under the 01-OS scenario, the dependency between spatial and temporal domains becomes negligible. This
is mainly due to the effect of obstructions to the direct path and
some back-wall reflected paths caused by the wooden bookshelves and metal cabinets inside the office. The absence of
these paths eliminates the clustered appearance at the short and
long delay ranges in the LOS direction. Hence, reflected paths
can come from any direction dependent on the location of the
scatterers. Over a large number of locations, this phenomenon
gives rise to the uniformly distributed cluster AOAs over the
whole delay range as shown in Fig. 4(h). A similar argument
is applicable to the NLOS scenario in which the direct path is

marginal TOA

pdf under

a) LOS

and

Ib) NLOS sccnanos.

completely blocked by the wall separating OFF and FOY. Due
to this fact, it is reasonable to assume that the spatial and temporal domains are separable for the OLOS and NLOS scenarios
by re-expressing (3) as follows:
JOLOS,NLO5

(T)., 4) = f (4'.)

. I ('lU

(4)

where J() is the cluster marginal AOA pdf which is approximately uniform over [0,360}a.
Arrival times have usually been modeled by the Poisson processes 151. [6]. The key feature of a Poisson process is the independence of events. However, due to the regular structure of the
indoor environments, this assumption is rarely fulfilled in practice. Thus, in this paper, a more general approach is adopted.
No a priori assumption on whether the arrival times satisfy a
Poisson process or not is made. Instead, the arrival times are
modeled by using a nonparametrie estimation of the pdf based
on the measurement data. The Anderson-Darling (A-D) goodness-of-fit test [20] was then used to verify the fitness of the
chosen pdf. This approach also eases the extension of the proposed model to incorporate the dynamic evolution of the MPCs
in the future. The cluster marginal TOA pdf, f(T5) was estimated by accumulating all clusters' AOAs. {k}t-EK' Fig. 5
shows the empirical cluster marginal TOA histogram density for
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the LOS and NLOS scenarios with their estimated pdf plotted
as solid curves. It is obvious that f(7') can he well modeled by
an exponential pdf given by

pies has to be sufficiently large. This was achieved by increasing
A t at larger delays values. Fig. 6 shows a series of graphs of
f((It) for t,, E {t0,t1 ..... tv.i}. The value of K,, to generate each of these graphs are also shown on the plot. In general.

f(T5)

=

5,

T5 >0

SrI

0.
{(_i,

(5)

otherwise

where lit is the mean value.
For the LOS scenario, it is necessary to estimate the cluster
conditional AOA pdf, f(45jT5). We adopt a new approach, in

1

which the parameters of f(s IT5) are described by an empirical formula that fits the measured data. We introduce the term
partial cluster conditional AOA pdf f( cI)It,) which is associated
with

f('DkITk)

as follows:

I (.ITs) =f (t,,),

these graphs show that a Gaussian pdf can provide a reasonably
good match. Therefore, a zero-mean' Gaussian pdf is proposed
to model 1(01)11.,,) for!,, E {I.! ..... / .v i } which can beexpressed as fo llows :
4)2
exp ' __ j_—j

,

2ri,1,1

j

(7)

where er bit. , is the standard deviation conditioned upon 1,,. Its
variation can be approximated by a Weibull distribution given
by

n

e

(0,1..... N - I )

b,,,, -1

(6)

where I.,. = ,At < t,, < (n + 1)-At. At is the delay step
and N is the number of delay steps. Uere, At. = 15 ns was
chosen in order to ensure that the number of clusters in each
delay step. K,, was sufficient (i.e., at least 15) for further statis-

$lt (t,,) =

()

where
b4, 11 ,,, and r41 1 , are the parameters for the
Weihull distribution which were estimated using a nonlinear
least squares regression method [211. Notice that (8) is not the

tical analysis off(I1,). By observing the shape off(4'It,,) for
t 0 E I to, ti, .... t.v_1 }, a known pdf is proposed to represent
the varying shape off ( 4) 1t,,) by a change of its parameter values
(normally the mean and standard deviation). It was noted that.
at larger delay values, fewer clusters were observed. In order
to obtain a good statistical representation, the number of sam-

conventional Weibull pdf as the area under the curve does not
necessarily equal one. Fig. 7 shows the empirical 71 , for
1 0 E {t0.t1 ..... tv_j} and its least squares fit for the OFF
and LAB.
'The mean value is zero because the LOS direction is taken as the reference,
i.e., at 0 1 .
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Standard deviation of the cluster conditional AOA pdf as a function of
for (a) OFF-LOS and (h) LAB-LOS environments.

delay step

C. Joint l)iszribution of MPCs Position Per Cluster
For the intracluster channel parameters, the 2-D joint pdf of
MPCs position per cluster, f(rs,. çlt) can be expressed as
fTkt,

/051) = f

(ç6j7o.t)

.f(r51)

(9)

where f(t/0s,Irt,) is the MPC conditional AOA pdf and
f(r51) is the MPC marginal TOA pdf. Note that. {Tkt} ''and {t } '. '. are the relative values with respect to their
corresponding cluster position. i.e., {Yk-1.cK and { 4 5}kc,s- .
respectively. Results from the data analysis show that f(r51)
can he well modeled by an exponential pdi. This observation
is in agreement with 171.
Using a similar approach as described in Section V-B, the partial MPC conditional AOA pdf, f( ç Jt,,) is introduced and can he
related to f(/0sj Irs-i) in a similar way as in (6) by replacing T5,
4 and (It with r5 41 H and tb. respectively. Here, At = 10 ns
is used instead to ensure that a sufficient number of MPCs is
present in each delay step. L,, for statistical analysis of f(I')
Analysis results show that f(s/0It,,) for t,, E {t0, ti, - - -,
can be accurately modeled by a series of Laplacian pdfs with
negligible variation in their standard deviations. Fig. 8 shows

Fig. t.

Partial

MPC

conditional

AOA pill [or Iwo ail,itrars chosen ik)av

steps

under LOS scenario.

f(ç't.,,) for two arbitrary chosen delay steps, i.e.. f, = [0
l0]ns and 1. = 131) : 401ns, which further verify the observation results. The value of L,, to generate these two graphs is
also given. Recall that a duster is a group of MPCs with similar
TOAs and AOAs. Hence, it is reasonable to assume that MPCs
that belong to a particular cluster are due to reflections from the
same object. Reflections from this object will create a fixed angular spread with respect to the RX position, irrespective of the
absolute TOAs. Consequently, small changes in the path length
will give rise to an insignificant variation in the angular domain.
This explanation supports the results obtained for the constant
standard deviation Laplacian pdfs described above. Thus, it is
reasonable to assume that the intracluster spatial and temporal
domains are independent of each other by re-expressing (9) as
follows:

f(rs,,cbsj) = I (Oki) . f(r,)

(10)

,

where f(Øs,) is the MPC marginal AOA pdf, given by the
zero-mean Laplacian pdf
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per cluster. L5 can be well modeled by an exponential pdf
f( L,). In general, L5 increases from LOS to OLOS and NLOS
scenarios and for 50% of the time, a cluster will contain less
than five MPCs which implies that the channel is dominated by
specular reflections.
The number of MPCs per cluster (thus, the number of clusters) is heavily dependent on the resolution of the parameter estimation algorithm (i.e.. FD-SAGE algorithm in this case). To
the best of the authors' knowledge, none of the existing algorithms is able to estimate all of the closely spaced MPCs within
a cluster accurately. However, the resolution achieved by the
FD-SAGE algorithm is far greater than the resolution limit imposed by the HIPERLAN/2 or IEEE802.1 I systems. Hence,
the model proposed here is generic and suitable for system simulation of both of these standards. Furthermore, the number of
clusters and MPCs detected are also dependent on several other
factors such as the TX-RX separation and location, the phys-

Scitn/

Fig. 9. Iliusnation of the effect of local and distance SCaIIefeTS on the AOAs
distribution at the RX.

ical layout of the environment, as well as the dynamic range of
the channel sounder. Fewer clusters and MPCs were observed at
large TX-RX separations or when they were located in different
rooms because at large TX-RX separations. MPCs impinging on
the RX have a weaker power. If their path weights are beyond
the useful dynamic range of the channel sounder, they will not
be observable and thus reducing the number of effective clusters and MPCs. Meanwhile in a heavily cluttered environment,
more clusters and MPCs were observed because many MPCs
will undergo more complex propagation mechanisms such as
multiple-order reflections, scattering, diffraction, etc.

is the standard deviation, which is the mean value of
for t,, E { t. li,. . . , 1 N-1 }. Notice that this simplification is also applicable for the OLOS and NLOS scenarios.
Several researchers [6], f7J, 1161 have reported that the Laplacian distribution can provide a good match to the distribution of
the MPC AOAs. However, none of them explained why this distribution was chosen in favor of the others except that it fits the
measurement data well. Here, the physical propagation mechanisms ( local and distance scatterers effect) and the geometry

with

of the measurement environments are related to show they can
lead to a Laplacian shape of AOAs distribution at the RX. Fig. 9
illustrates the effect of the local and distance scatterers on the
AOAs distribution at the RX. As depicted in the figure. the RX
is surrounded by many local scatterers in its vicinity. Reflec-

VI, CHANNEL POWER DENSITY SPECTRA

The channel PDS are used to characterize the channel
impulse response. For a directional channel, this is character-

tions due to the local scatterers can give rise to a large angular
spread. On the other hand, distance scatterers are located much
further away from the RX and reflected paths arriving at the RX
are primarily from one particular direction through a much nar -

ized by the power-delay-azimuth density spectrum (PDADS),
P(T..)) given by
P(T.J)) = E{Ih.(r.b)12}

rower angular spread. Assuming that there are same number of
scatterers at both the TX and RX end and each of the scatterers
give rise to the same number of paths. This phenomenon will
cause a much higher density of paths at one particular direction and lower densities at other directions, which is similar to
a Laplacian distribution with high occupancies at the center and
lower occupancies at the larger angular values. Ertel and Reed

I-I

denote the expectation and absolute value,
where E{.} and
respectively. The clustering effect give rise to the interelusier
PDADS. P1,,,(T. 4') and the intracluster PDADS, I',( r.
which describe the power density of clusters and MPCs, respec-

[22] have derived AOA statistics based on uniformly distributed
scatterers in the elliptical and circular regions. It showed that
the AOA pdf for the elliptical scattering model approximates
a Laplacian distribution. This observation further substantiates
the above justification.

of

clusters and Distribution
D. Number
MPCs Per ('luster

(12)

tively. at a particular delay and angle.
Fig. 10 shows a series of superimposed curves for the
empirical interciuster partial power-azimuth density spectram (PADS), 8nter(4'Iti) and the empirical intrncluster
partial PADS, 1'1,, tr .(0It j ) for 1i E (25.50. .... l50}ns and
(10.20 ..... 70Ins, respectively, under the LOS scenario.
All partial PADS are normalized so that the maximum value
is always one, which enables all curves to be superimposed

of the Nuntber of

The average number of clusters per data set was approximately nine under the LOS and OLOS scenarios and seven for
the NLOS scenario. Generally, these values are higher than
those found by others, for example only 1-2 clusters in [5]
and five clusters in [6]. The possible explanation is due to the
use of the super-resolution FD-SAGE algorithm, which has
high temporal and angular resolution capability in resolving
closely spaced MPC5. On the other hand, the number of MPCs

for ease of comparison. These curves reveal that the variation
of the standard deviation in both cases is negligible. Hence.
Pt nter (T. 4') and l'i,t ra (T. i) can be simplified as two separable
functions as follows
Pi nt ,..r (T,

4')

Pi as ru (r,cb)

P1n5e(4')

(13)

=Ptntra(r) ' Pintr,,(0)

(14)

= Pt n ter (T) '

where Pt,t,.r(T) and Pt,,t ra (T) are the intercluster and intracluster power-delay density spectrum (PDDS), respectively.
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and uniformly distributed over the range of [0. 3601° for the
OLOS and NLOS scenarios. Meanwhile, PI tra(4') was found to
he well modeled by a Laplacian function for all three scenarios.
The Laplacian function for Pi,rtr (4) (LOS scenario only) and
Pt,,t r a(P) are given as follows
1

surement data and were found to be accurately modeled by a

Pintcr(4')

decaying exponential function as follows

Pi n tra(r) x—exp ()
17,r`r T

(16)

J,,

} I cL

'X—'---DXP

(_iJ)

,On the other hand, 1'j,e((P) was found to be accu-

rately ideled by a Laplacian function under the LOS scenario

(18)

72

where ñ' and ô, is the rms a2imuth spread (AS) of
and Pt n tra(4'), respectively. Likewise, 1 1int1.r('l) and
is the accumulation of' {!?} kEK at {4k}SEK and {r,}
,respectively. Fig. II shows

(17)

cc",

Pt utru (41) cx— eXJ) (_ii)
(15)

where t5rj. and &, are the rms delay spread (DS) of Pi at,. r (T)
and Pi n cra(r), respectively. Pt n te r (T) was obtained by taking
into account all the cluster powers. {} K and clusterTOAs.
T6}&.LK while Ihrtra(T) was obtained by accumulating all
and MPCs relative TOM,
MPCs relative powers, { ,',
-r01

30

20

Fig. 11. (a) Iniracluster PODS andib) intraclusler PADS, under LOS Scenario.

while Pjt ,(4)) and Pt, rra((,) are the intercluster and intracluster PADS, respectively. Due to the limited amount of data
available here, this can only be an approximation. In order to
gain further insight, a larger amount of data would be required.
Both Pi,t,. r (T) and I_(T) were estimated from the mea-

(-k)
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Fig. 10. (a) Empirical intercloster partial PADS and (b) empirical intraclu.ster
partial PADS, under the LOS scenario.
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for the '1..6S scenario. The estimated exponential and Laplacian functions (dashed curves) were also plotted on the empir ical power spectra (solid curves) and their parameters were estimated using the least squares method. Exponential PDDS and
Laplacian PADS are also reported in (23] for the macrocell outdoor environment.
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TABLE I
CIiAsra PARAMIoaRS Of tilE INTER('LIJICEER AND tNlRA(LUS1UI PDFs AND Powas Dazsn'y SpariRA 51st)
Will] riia ESVM ANo SRCM Mooal, PARAMETERS

Parameter
Mean of j'(Tj. ICr
b

I

r

(jsw\Rous

LOS

OLOS

NLOS

ESVM

SRCM

40.8 as

41.15 as

52.97 as

-

14.70 as

50.16

-

-

-

Parameters for the

-

.

-

Weibull disuibution
67.71

-

-

Mean of J(L,). ti

1.64

4.09

5.22

Mean of Jfr,),IC

13.76n,

22.00 ns

37.35ns

91*

9.03°

7.32°

26.00°

I 9.50°

RMSDSof P,,,,(T). d

6.S20s

9.21n1.

10.88 m;

34.00 ns

11.20ns

RMS OS of P,.,,,(r). 5,

13.37 as

19.09 as

37.93 as

29-0011%

11.60 as

If1stS AS of P_,,,($). 5

6.83°

-

-

RMS AS of P,,,.,,(), 5,

3.31°

9.02°

9.49°

-

18.50°

L.°

J

Standard deviation of f(Ø,). aa

VII. COMPARISON WITH OTHER MODEE.S
Channel parameters of all of the proposed pdfs and PDS
extracted from the measurement data for all three scenarios are
given in Table I. Also listed in the table are the channel parameters for the ESVM and SRCM models introduced earlier.
Notice that both models were derived from the measurement
data collected under the NLOS scenario. Parameters given for
the ESVM model correspond to the Clyde Building 16]. In
general. the temporal parameters of the new proposed model
(NLOS scenario only) are larger than the values obtained by
both ESVM and SRCM except for rET, which is approximately
the same as the value from SRCM but less than the value from
ESVM. The possible explanation for these discrepancies is due
to several factors such as the physical structure and size of the
room, the TX-RX separation, as well as buildings construction.
On the other hand, the angular parameters obtained are much
smaller than the values given by both ESVM and SRCM. The
azimuth dispersion is dependent on the resolution capability of
the AOA estimation technique and the degree of clutter of the
environment under consideration. The use of a super-resolution
technique to estimate MPC AOAs in the SRCM and the model
proposed here is one reason for the smaller angular spread
obtained as compared with the ESVM model, Meanwhile, the
higher degree of clutter in the environment where the SRCM
was derived is the likely explanation for the larger azimuth
dispersion obtained.
VIII. CONCLUSION

A new statistical wideband spatio-temporal indoor channel
model has been proposed based on the measurement data collected at the 5.2-GHz band in three different scenarios—LOS,
OLOS. and NLOS. The proposed model incorporates the spatiotemporal clustering phenomenon observed in the measurement

metric density estimation procedure.
A detailed statistical characterization of the model parameters was described, which include the average number of clus-

-

15.80ns

ters. the MPCs distribution within a cluster and the joint pdf
for the cluster and MPC positions. The main contribution of
the paper is the introduction of these joint pdfs which fully describe the intercluster and intracluster spatio-temporal correlation properties. Such investigation has not been considered in
detail as most previous researchers have assumed these two domains to be independent a priori. The modeling approach described here combines the pdfs of the channel parameters, which
define the stochastic properties of the channel, with its channel
PDS. The channel spatial and temporal PDS are also derived
from measurement data and have been found to be well modeled by exponential and Laplacian functions, respectively. By
having both the statistical pdfs and PDS, the channel can be
easily reproduced by computer simulation. The validity of the
new model is evaluated by comparing its parameters with two
other models reported in the literature. Analysis results show
that the a priori assumption concerning the independence between the spatial and temporal domains made by the ESVM
and SRCM is appropriate only under the OLOS and NLOS scenarios. I lowever, under the LOS scenario these two models fall
to model the channel well due to the dependency that exists between the spatio-temporal domains.
Since the channel model developed in this work is focused on
the indoor (picocell) WLAN application based around 5 GI-Iz.
the measurement for supporting the statistical analysis of the
channel was conducted in the 5-GIlz band. Hence, the proposed
model is most suitable for simulating any IIIPERLAN/2 and
IEEE802.1 la systems that employ smart antenna architectures,
as well as for the evaluation of space-time processing applications in the indoor environment. However, we expect the statistical property of the channel to he different for other frequency
bands (e.g.. 2.4,40. and 60 GUn since the paihloss, AOA analysis, and radiowave propagation mechanisms are dependent on
the carrier wavelength.

data, as well as the correlation between these two domains. The
super-resolution FD-SAGE algorithm is deployed to extract the
MPC parameters prior to cluster identification using a nonpara-

-
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follows: Section II briefly describes the measurement setup and
environments; Section Ill explains the data analysis techniques;
Section IV and Section V present the measurement results and
some discussion; finally, in Section VI, appropriate conclusions
are drawn.

Abstract—The spatial and temporal correlation properties of
a wideband dynamic directional indoor channel at 5.2-GHz are
presented based on extensive measurement campaigns in four
different environments under various propagation scenarios.
Channel spatio-temporal dispersions are assessed in terms of the
root mean square (rms) delay spread and rms azimuth spread,
respectively. A strong correlation is observed with the presence
of the line-of-sight (LOS) path but degraded when the LOS is
obstructed. The variations of the spatio-temporal dispersions with
mobility are also investigated, where higher values of spatio-tem.
poral dispersions were found when the transmitter and receiver
separation increased particularly in a more cluttered environment.
Index Terms—Azimuth spread, delay spread, indoor radio communication, radio propagation, spatio-temporal correlation.

II. MEASUREMENT SETUP AND ENVIRONMENTS

I. INTRODUCTION
MART antennas are seen as a key element in increasing
the capacity of present and future wireless systems. A
prerequisite for the proper design and evaluation of such
systems is an accurate channel model that incorporates both
the spatial and temporal properties. Despite the numerous
channel models in the literature [1], few of them address the
spatio-temporal correlation properties of the channel. The
correlation between these two domains for individual multipath
components (MPCs) and clusters is vital as a strong correlation
could enhance the performance of space–time processing
techniques [2], [3]. Furthermore, different researchers assume
different correlation properties, for example, Pedersen [4]
reports that the temporal and spatial dispersion are correlated,
while Spencer [5] States that these two domains are mutually
independent of each other. Pedersen's model is based on
extensive measurements conducted in a macrocell environment
while Spencer's model is derived from a limited amount of
indoor measurement data. Hence, these results are insufficient
to draw any conclusions about the spatio-temporal correlation
properties in the indoor propagation channel. The aim of this
letter is to characterize both the spatial and temporal domains
of the 5.2-0Hz indoor propagation channels in term of their
dispersion and correlation properties. Dynamic variation of
the spatio-temporal dispersion due to mobility of the mobile
terminal (MT) is also investigated. This letter is organized as
Manuscript received April 7, 2003; revised May 20, 2003. This work was
supported by the Virtual Centre of Excellence in Mobile and Personal Communications (Mobile VCE).
The authors are with the Institute for Digital Communications, University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh EH9 3JL, U.K. (e-mail: Chia-Chin.Chong€tieee.org ).
Digital Object Identifier 10.1 109/LAWP.2003.8 15284

An extensive dynamic measurement campaign was conducted at the University of Bristol using a Medav RUSK BRI
vector channel sounder at a carrier frequency 5.2 0Hz with a
bandwidth of 120 MHz and excess delay window 0.8 its. The
measurements were made using a single-input–multiple-output
(S1MO) configuration with a vertically polarized omnidirectional transmitter (TX) and an eight-element uniform linear
array (ULA) receiver (RX) with 120° visible azimuth range.
The ULA had eight dipole-like active elements and two inactive
elements at each end in order to balance the mutual coupling
effect. Each element in the ULA is vertically polarized and
is spaced by half a wavelength. During the measurement,
both the TX and the RX polarization were aligned. Dynamic
measurements were conducted by slowly pushing the TX with
a specialized trolley along a predefined measurement path
and a total of 20 SIMO snapshots were recorded every 80
mm as a single fast doppler block (FDB) [6]. Measurements
were conducted in four different indoor environments—of fice (OFF), entrance foyer (FOY), and corridors in a new
(CORI) and an old building (COR2), respectively, under the
line-of-sight (LOS), obstructed-LOS (OLOS) and non-LOS
(NLOS) scenarios. The height of the TX and RX were fixed
at 1.8 and 2.5 m (except 2.1 in in CORI as the ceiling height
is about 2.45 m), respectively, to emulate the mobile-to-access
point (MS-AP) link. The main reason for not mounting the
RX higher than 2.5 m in OFF, FOY, and COR2 is due to the
limitation in the physical building construction i.e. to avoid
the ceiling interaction with the RX array. These measurements
allow channel assessment in terms of dynamic variation of the
spatio-temporal dispersion. Fig. I depicts the sketched plan of
COR I. Details on the dynamic SIMO measurements are given
in [6].
Ill.

DATA ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING

The frequency-domain space-alternating generalized expectation maximization (FD-SAGE) algorithm [7] was used to detect and estimate the required channel parameters such as the
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Two figures of merit often used to characterize the temporal
and spatial dispersions of the multipath channel are the root
mean square (rms) delay spread, Tr,n,, and the r,ns azimuth
spread, qrms, respectively. These two parameters are important
for evaluating the performance of digital systems that deploy
antenna arrays architecture and are defined as follows [8]:

Truss

=

Pr(1)T2(1)
P,.(1)

(i

L

&nss

Fig. I. Sketched plan olihe corridor environment in the new building (COR I).

number of MPCs, their complex amplitudes, time-of-arrivals
(TOAs) and angle-of-arrivals (AOAs).' Since the total time to
record 20 SIMO snapshots (or I FDB) is much less than the
channel coherence time, averaging can be carried out across a
FOB in order to enhance the signal-to-noise-ratios (SNR) before using the FD-SAGE algorithm to estimate the required parameters. As the trolley was in motion when the channel was
being captured, this contributes to a set of channel parameters
that varies as a function of MT displacement. Since the FDB
index corresponds to the MT displacement, for simplicity, the
authors refer the dynamic statistics described herein as a function of FDB. The total number of FDB5, N, varies according to
the total distance traveled by the trolley. Typical values of N lie
between 500 and 850 (as a direct consequence of the dynamic
measurement settings L6]) depending on the environment under
consideration.
'AOA refers to the azimuthal angle only.

-
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for 1 = 1.... L, where L is the total number of MPCs, Pr (1)
and P6(1) are the power of the jth MPC in the power delay
profile (PDP) and power azimuth profile (PAP), respectively,
1th MPC,
while r(l) and (1) are the TOA and AOA of the
respectively. Trms and Orm, are defined as the second central
moment of the PDP and PAP, respectively [8]. The calculations
for Tr n s and Qr,ns are very sensitive to noise. Hence, in order to
limit the influence of noise, a reference noise threshold is set to
40 dB below the strongest peak in the PDP or PAP. Components
with power equal to or below this reference noise are excluded.
In order to investigate the correlation of the spatio-temporal
dispersions of the channel, the spatio-temporal correlation coefficient, p,-,, between Trus and 4r,ns is calculated for each measurement file, which is given by (3), shown at the bottom of the
page, for re = 1. ... N, where N is the total number of FDBs,
fltI PDP and
7rrns(ii) and q r ,ns (n) are the Tr,,,s and çbrm of the
PAP, respectively, while rrn. and &ns are their respective mean
values. The dynamic variation of Tr _ and rnss with MT displacement is also studied in order to characterize the general
behavior of the channel.
IV. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
Overall, more than 25000 FDBs were captured by the
channel sounder from 12 different measurement routes in four
different environments under various propagation scenarios.
Due to the vast amount of data, only the main results are
presented here. Analysis of the measurement results show that
a strong correlation exists between the spatial and temporal
domains with the presence of a LOS path but is much less when
the LOS path vanishes. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the scatter plot
of Trs,,., and drms for a LOS and a NLOS route, respectively, in
OFF. The straight line in Fig. 2 is the best fit linear regression
of the data. Under the LOS scenario, the first arrival is due to
the direct path, which dominates, while successive paths are
due to reflections. When the direct path vanishes, multiple

rms) (rms(n) - rms)

PrtS -

(Trms(Ti) - frrns) 2
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- Scatter plot of Tins delay spread vs. rms azimuth spread (COR1)
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NLOS condition.

reflections are the main propagation mechanism. For example,
hack-wall reflections follow a similar path to the direct path
(due to the physical layout of the measurement environment)
but with longer delay and lower amplitude, hence, they arrive
with similar AOAs. This phenomenon leads to the relatively
high correlation between the temporal and spatial domains.
Conversely, the low .spatio-temporal correlation under the
NLOS condition as shown in Fig. 3 are mainly due to the
effect of obstructions to the direct and to some reflected paths
caused by the wooden bookshelves and metal cabinets inside
OFF. Since the direct and reflected paths are blocked, all paths
that have arrived at the RX have undergone a more complex
propagation path such as multiple-order reflection, diffraction
and scattering. Therefore, as these paths arrive at the RX,
they do not follow similar paths and, thus, the AOAs of these
paths will also be rather different. This effectively reduces the
correlation between the spatial and temporal domains. Similar
observations were obtained in FOY. Fig. 4 shows the scatter
plot of T,440 and in COR I where the TX moves from
NLOS to LOS and then to NLOS conditions. The plot shows

that 7- 0 4., and rii44 tend to form clusters. This indicates that.
these paths have undergone distinct propagation mechanisms
which results in a significant difference between their delay and
azimuth spreads. The wave guiding effect is another reason for
such a difference. This effect in corridor environments results
in a very distinct propagation mechanism compared to other
indoor environments and, thus, need to be analyzed separately.
Details of the clustering effect are discussed in 13].
A correlation study was also performed for Tem and
with respect to the MT displacement. Both values were found to
increase as the TX-RX separation distance increased. Further more, the spatio-temporal dispersions of the channel were also
found to he very sensitive to the presence of the LOS path where
both T5i3O, and d5 increased significantly as the LOS path disappeared, as illustrated by Fig. 5. The graph in Fig. 5 is associated with a measurement route in COR 1 (see Fig. I). which can
be divided into three segments. The TX was in a NLOS condition in the first and final segments and a short period of LOS
condition was experienced in the second segment. These observations further verify that the propagation mechanisms leading
to spatial and temporal dispersions are correlated.
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VI. CONCLUSION

TABLE I
AVERAGES VALUES FOR RMS DELAY SPREAD ANt) RMS AZIMWH SPREAD
AND THIS SPATIO-TEMPORAL CORRELA110N COEFFICIENT
AvDntr

Average

l 5l

1']

LOS in OFF

15.39

Los inPOY
LOS inCORt
NLOS in OFF
NLOS in P05'
NLOS in COSt

1391
10.56
23.06
39.71
12.71
1581

12.99
1945
7.96
2052
3152
293S
40.94

•
Lnvcrenment

NLOSinCOII2

Iii

In this letter, we have shown that under the LOS condition,
strong correlation exists between the spatial and temporal
domains of the channel and the correlation falls off when
the LOS path is obstructed. Higher values of spatio-temporal
dispersions were found when the TX-RX separation increased
or in a cluttered environment particularly when the LOS path is

11. 1

0.73

076
15.73
030
0.15
014
0.04

obstructed. The results reported here are essential to provide a
more realistic simulation platform for performance evaluation
of smart antenna systems that employ space—time processing
techniques.

V. DISCUSSION
Measurement results have shown that the presence of a LOS
path, the TX-RX separation, and the degree of clutter in the environment under consideration are the main contributory factors in determining the values of the spatio-temporal dispersion.
As expected, the OLDS and NLOS scenarios generally exhibit
higher values of r, and 9rins than the LOS scenario. This is
evident when a sudden decrease in Trms and rmn was observed
when the MT moved from a NLOS to a LOS condition (as in
Fig. 5). This is due to the relatively strong power of the dominant
MPCs that effectively raises the noise floor of the measurement
system. Furthermore, the nature of the objects present in the surrounding environment also has an impact on the values of rrrns
and 4i rms , For example, a region of higher Trr iis and 4rm'i was
seen to occur near the metal cabinets and wooden bookshelves
in OFF and when the trolley passed through the wooden doors
along the corridors. In general, a more cluttered environment
corresponds to higher values of 7rm5 and Orms. A correlation
study was also performed for Trms and ij)rms with respect to the
TX-RX separation where both values were found to increase as
the TX-RX separation increased, which indicated that the measured Trms and r,ns were highly dependent on the distance between the TX and the RX.
Some generic observations have been made associating the
average values of the spatio-temporal dispersions with the kind
of scenario and environment under consideration. Albeit it is
a nontrivial task to generalize the results obtained from a few
different measurement routes in the same environment as each
route might exhibit several propagation scenarios, it is essential
to present these average values in order to inspire comparisons
with other researchers. The average values for Tr,iw and 4i rm s,
and Pr,d, for all investigated environments are given in Table I.
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CHONG ci aL: A NOVEL WIDEBAND DYNAMIC DIRECTIONAL INDOOR CHANNEL MODEL BASED ON A MARKOV PROCESS

A Novel Widthand Dynamic Directional Indoor
Channel Model Based on a Markov Process
Chia-Chin CHONG, Student Member, IEEE, Chor-Min TAN, Student Member,
IEEE, David I. LAURENSON, Member, IEEE, Stephen McLAUGHLIN,
Member, IEEE, Mark A. BEACH and Andrew R. NIX, Member, IEEE
Abstract
A novel stochastic wideband dynamic spatio-temporal indoor channel model which incorporates both the spatial and
temporal domains properties as well as the dynamic evolution of paths when the mobile moves is proposed based on the
concept of a Markov process. The derived model is based on dynamic measurement data collected at a carrier frequency of
5.2 GHz in typical indoor environments. Multipath components are estimated using the super-resolution frequency domain
Space-Alternating Generalised Expectation maximisation algorithm prior to identification of path "birth" and "death" using
a new data analysis method. Analysis shows that multiple births and deaths are possible at any instant of time.
Furthermore, correlation exists between the number of births and deaths. Thus, an Al-step, 4-state Markov channel model
(MCM) is proposed in order to account for these two effects. The spatio-temporal variations of paths within their lifespan
are taken into consideration by the spatio-temporal vector which was found to be well-modelled by a Gaussian probability
density function while the power variation can be modelled by a simple low pass filter. In addition, the methodology used
to extract the MCM parameters from the measurement data is also presented. Finally, the model validity is evaluated by
comparing key statistics of the simulation results with the measurement results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Channel modelling is an important research topic in wireless communications. A realistic radio
channel model that provides detailed knowledge of the radio wave propagation mechanisms is
essential for the successful deployment of future wireless systems. The propagation channel is both
random and time-varying due to the motion of the mobile terminal (MT) and changes in the
surrounding objects, which can then be modelled by a stochastic process. The motion of the MT
introduces both small- and large-scale variations in the received signal. The work reported here
focuses on the large-scale variation induced by the motion of the MT such as fluctuations of the
number of active paths, transitions where paths appear and disappear, variations in the propagation
delays and powers, and the changes of the direction of arrivals as the MT moves along its trajectory.
In recent years, many extensive studies have been carried out in order to gain a more profound
knowledge of propagation channels. Numerous channel models have been reported in the literature
[1], [2]. A major shortcoming of the currently available models is that they do not consider the
dynamic behaviour of the channels i.e. the appearance and disappearance of paths due to movement of
the MT. This is mainly due to the lack of dynamic measurement campaigns to support realistic
modelling of a dynamic channel. To the best of the authors' knowledge, only two models have
appeared in published literature which model the dynamic properties of the indoor propagation
channel, namely the ray-tracing model by Zwick [3], [4] and a temporal-domain model by Nielsen [5].
However, the lack of dynamic spatial information in Nielsen's model does not allow any realistic
evaluation of smart antenna system that would exploit both temporal and spatial domains of the
channel. As smart antennas have emerged as one of the most promising candidates to maximise
wireless capacity throughput [6], the underlying models must characterise the spatio-temporal
properties as well as the dynamic evolution of paths as the MT moves around the environment.
Modelling the appearance and disappearance of paths is essential for the next generation of wireless
systems (e.g. HIPERLAN/2 and IEEE 802.1 la for indoor environments), which are expected to
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support mobile users at very high data rates and to provide a more realistic simulation scenario for
performance evaluation. This is essential as the statistical characteristics of the channel may change
significantly with the displacement of the MT from one location to another. Furthermore, modelling
the dynamic behaviour of the channel is vital for performance evaluation of any channel tracking
algorithms such as bearnforming. Hence, a static channel model with constant parameter settings
within a local region is insufficient to realistically model a time-variant environment that is subject to
movement of both the MT and surrounding scatterers. Therefore, a dynamic channel model that is
capable of tracking the dynamic evolution of paths as the MT moves along its trajectory is necessary.
The objectives of this paper are threefold. Firstly, to study in more detail the dynamic behaviour of
indoor propagation channels in order to improve the understanding of the time-varying propagation
mechanisms and to provide information for dynamic spatio-temporal channel modelling purposes.
Secondly, to propose a new stochastic channel model based on the Markov process that will take into
account the time-varying properties of the channel by incorporating the dynamic evolution of paths
when the MT in motion. The power and spatio-temporal variations of paths within their lifespan are
also investigated which were found to be well-modelled by a Gaussian probability density function
(pdf) and a simple low pass filter (LPF), respectively. Thirdly, the proposed model is evaluated by
comparing the statistical behaviour of the measurement results with the simulation results.
The paper is organised as follows: Section II describes the measurement setup and environments;
Section ifi presents the data analysis and processing techniques to extract multipath component (UPC)
parameters and to identify path "births" and "deaths"; in Section IV a novel wideband dynamic
directional indoor channel model is proposed based on the Markov process; Section V presents the
results from an extensive analysis of the measurement data; Section VI describes the power and spatiotemporal variations of paths within their lifespans; in Section VII the performance of the proposed
channel model is evaluated by comparing the statistical behaviour of the measurement results with the
simulations results; finally, in Section VIII, appropriate conclusions are drawn.
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H. MEASUREMENT SETUP AND ENVIRONMENTS

Measurement Setup

The single-input-multiple-output (SIMO) measurements were conducted using a Medav RUSK BRI
channel sounder operating at 5.2 GHz [7]. A periodic multitone signal with a bandwidth of 120 MHz
and repetition period of 0.8 is was employed in each case. The frequency domain channel response
was calculated online and stored on the sounder's hard disk for post-processing. The mobile
transmitter (TX) used an omni-directional antenna transmitting at an input power of +26 dBm with a
stationary receiver (RX) comprising a uniform linear array (ULA). The ULA had 8 active dipole-like
elements spaced by half a wavelength and 2 dummy elements at both ends to balance the mutual
coupling effect. The effective azimuth visible range of the ULA was 120°.
The dynamic measurements were conducted by slowly pushing the TX towards the RX using a
trolley and wireless telemetry equipment specially developed for this dynamic channel sounding
exercise. The trolley had 2 odometers on the left and right wheels that enable precise logging of the
distance moved. The sounder was configured to record 20 SIMO snapshots consecutively for every
80 mm moved where a SIMO snapshot consists of 8 complex channel response measurements in the
frequency domain across the 8-element ULA. For a multitone signal period of 0.8 ts, the time for
recording a full SIMO snapshot was 12.8 .is [7]. Therefore, the total recording time of 1 Fast Doppler
Block (FDB) was 256 ss, which was well within the coherence time of the channel and also the 2 ms
Medium Access Control (MAC) frame of the HIPERLAN/2 standard. A FDB in this measurement
consists of a block of 20 consecutive SIMO snapshots. Since the trolley was pushed at approximately
1 ms', the distance moved when 1 SJMO snapshot was being recorded was 2.22x10X (0.02% of ).
Therefore, the uncertainty introduced by the trolley movement in 1 SIMO snapshot was negligible.
Measurement Environments

The dynamic measurement was conducted in a modem office environment. The office environment
was highly cluttered, where standard office furniture, wooden shelves (height 1.83 m) and metal
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cabinets (height 1.3/1.85 m) were present. The tables were partitioned with soft boards (height
1.3/1.5 m). The floor was carpeted and the walls were made of bricks and concrete. A number of
different measurements were taken in this environment as well as other typical indoor scenarios such
as different type of corridors and a large open space. Full details of all of the conducted measurement
scenarios are given in [8]. For brevity, this paper only describes the measurements, shown in Fig. 1,
used in the data analysis presented in the following sections. The mobile TX was pushed along the
dotted path (about 16 m) and RX was fixed at a position labelled as "RX". The height of the mobile
TX was fixed at 1.8 m, while the height of the stationary RX was fixed at 2.1 m. The arrow indicates
the orientation of the ULA broadside direction. The measurements at this location were conducted
during out of office hours with minimal human perturbation. However, most measurements in all
other scenarios were conducted during normal office hours with no restrictions imposed on the channel
as people were free to move.
ifi.

DYNAMIC DATA ANALYSIS AND PROCESSING

In order to aid the development of the channel model, the required channel parameters were
extracted and analysed from the data collected from the measurement campaign described above. In
general, the data analysis procedure can be classified into two stages, multipath channel parameter
estimation and identification ofpath "birth" and "death ".
A. Multipath Channel Parameter Estimation

The super-resolution frequency domain Space-Alternating Generalised Expectation maximisation
(PD-SAGE) algorithm is used to detect and estimate the required multipath channel parameters such as
the number of WCs, their complex path gains, time-of-arrivals (TOM) and angle-of-arrivals (AOAs)
[9]. Since the total time to record 20 SIMO snapshots (or 1 FDB) is well within the coherence time of
the channel, averaging can be carried out across a FDB (i.e. averaging a block of 20 SIMO snapshots)
in order to enhance the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) before using the FD-SAGE algorithm to estimate
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the required parameters. As the trolley was in motion when the channel was being captured, paths can
appear and remain for a certain time before finally disappearing. Hence, this contributes to a set of
channel parameters that varies as a function of FDB. Strictly speaking, the channel parameters vary as
a function of MT displacement. Since the FDB index corresponds to the MT displacement, for
simplicity, the authors refer the dynamic statistics described herein as a function of FDB. The total
number of FDBs, N, varies according to the total distance travelled by the trolley. Typical values of N
lie between 500 and 850 (as a direct consequence of the dynamic measurement settings [8]) depending
on the environment under consideration.
B. Identflcation of Path "Birth" and "Death"
Two important parameters that form the basis of the dynamic channel modelling are the number of
path "births" and "deaths" at any time instant, throughout the whole measurement run. By knowing
these two parameters, the lifespan of each of the propagation paths can be derived. The total number
of active paths, L, in each particular FDB can be classified into new and inherited paths. New paths
or births are defined as paths that first appear in that particular FDB, while inherited paths are defined
as paths that existed in the previous FDB. Inherited paths can be further divided into two
subcategories, i.e. alive and dead paths; in which alive paths are paths whose lifespan continues into
the following FDB; while dead paths are paths that end their lifespan in that particular FDB.
In order to identify the number of births,

LB,

and deaths,

LD,

in each FDB, we propose a novel data

analysis method where we introduce the terms active path (AP), active region (AR) and uncertainty
region (LJR). The area of the AR is determined by the intrinsic temporal and angular resolution of the
measurement system, namely the Rayleigh resolution [10]. Here, the temporal and spatial coverage
area of the AR is set to be r ± 5r and u, ± 6u, respectively, where

TA

and

UA

(the spatial domain

here is expressed in u-space, defined as u = sin (P ) form the centroid of the AR, while &r and öu are
chosen to be 9 as and 0.25 radians, respectively (see Appendix for justification). Fig. 2(a) illustrates
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the concept of AP and AR.
Due to the limited resolution of the measurement system and finite point-source modelling errors in
the FD-SAGE algorithm [9] when used in a distributed-source environment (i.e. in the presence of
clusters of closely spaced multipaths), the estimated spatial-temporal parameters corresponding to a
particular cluster of rays will correspond to the nominal parameter values within the cluster. Note that
this observation is valid when the spatial-temporal extent of the cluster is smaller than the spatialtemporal Rayleigh resolution of the measurement system. Since the superposition of the paths within
the cluster exhibits a fast-fading phenomena (in terms of resultant complex path gain of the cluster),
the estimated parameter values will exhibit a finite fluctuation from one FDB to the next. The
fluctuation here refers to a small deviation of the estimated parameter value from the previous one
(within a very small MT displacement), as well as a sudden appearance or disappearance of a
particular multipath that should have been detected with an ideal measurement system of infinite
resolution. The temporary disappearance of these paths may be due to the fact that they are in a deep
fade position, i.e. a null in the resultant complex path gain of the cluster. Thus, if paths appear,
disappear and reappear within a finite local region, they can still be assumed to be within their
lifespan. Hence, we can conclude that, only paths in which their TOAs and AOAs do not vary more
than ±9 ns and ±0.25 radians in the temporal and spatial u-space domains, respectively, up to three
successive wavelengths are considered to be within their lifespan. Therefore, the UR is set equal to 32,
in order to account for the effect of fast-fading effects due to irresolvable closely spaced paths within a
cluster, and finite fluctuations of the estimated parameter values within a local region of 3%. Any paths
that appear beyond the UR are considered to be the birth of some new paths. Fig. 2(b) illustrates the
concept of UR in identi1ring the "birth" and "death" of a path.
IV. DYNAMIC CHANNEL MODELLING APPROACH

A new wideband stochastic indoor propagation channel model that incorporates both the spatial and
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temporal domains as well as the dynamic evolution of paths is proposed. Analysis of the measurement
data showed that MPCs tend to form clusters in the spatio-temporal domains. Furthermore, correlation
was also observed in these two domains [11]. As a result, a wideband channel model that incorporates
both the clustering and correlation effects was proposed in [12]. However, this model does not
incorporate the dynamic evolution of paths but assumes that the channel is quasi-static. In this paper,
we extend the clustering spatio-temporal channel model described above to include the dynamic
properties of the channel so that the model will have the capability to track the paths when the MT
moves.
The dynamic directional channel model can be characterised by the distance-variant directional
channel impulse response (DV-DCIR)
LT (n)

E c(n)-6(T — -r, (n),

(n)),

(1)

n= 1,...,N

where 8 (•) is the Dirac delta function, LT (n) is the total number of active paths in the nth FDB, while
a1 (n),-r,(n) and

0, (n) are the complex path gain, TOA and AOA of the 1" path in the

th FDB,

respectively. It has been reported in [12] that LT can be well-modelled by an exponential pdf while
{r, }tC) and {l }jEL() are modelled by a two-dimensional (2-D) joint pdf given by
f(r1,çb1)=f(

(2)

1 rj.f(7-1)

where f (0, I r1 ) is the Gaussian conditional AOA pdf with the standard deviation varies as a function
of TOA which can be approximated by a Weibull distribution. Note that (2) is applicable under the
line-of-sight (LOS) scenario because under the obstructed-LOS (OLOS) and non-LOS (NLOS)
scenarios a simplification can be made to (2) with f(4 I = f(0). 1(r,) where f() and 1(T1)
are the marginal AOA and TOA pdf, respectively. In [12], it was reported that 1(r1 ) can be modelled
by an exponential pdf and f () was approximately uniform over [0, 360"]. While
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assumed to be independent complex Gaussian process.
A. An M-Step, 4-State Markov Channel Model
Initially, both Markov and non-Markov models were used to investigate the dynamic behaviour of
the channel. Analysis results show that the non-Markov model is inferior to the Markov model. This
implies that the channel incorporates memory. Hence, a Markov model will be adapted to model the
dynamic properties of the channel. Here, a 4-state Markov channel model (MCM) is proposed in order
to model the dynamic evolution of paths when the MT in motion. The total distance travelled by the
MT can be divided into N FDBs and a state transition occurs as the MT moves from one FDB to
1)1h
FDB. Hence, at any time instant, the propagation channel can only
another i.e. from nth to (n +

be operating in one of the four possible states, where each of the state may be defined as follows:
• So - No "births" or "deaths" (B 0D0)
• S1

-

• S2

- p "births" only (BDo)

q "deaths" only (BoDq)

• S3 —p "births" and q "deaths" (B pDq)
with p, q = 1 for the standard 4-state MCM. Four states are required in order to account for the
correlation that exists between

LB

and

LD.

The validity of this observation is confirmed by results

obtained from the measurement data from all of the investigated environments, which will be
presented in the following section. Fig. 3 illustrates the state transition diagram of the 4-state MCM.
The probabilistic switching process between states in the channel model is controlled by the state
transition probability matrix, P given by
(Poo

Poi

P02

Po)

P10

p11

p12

p13

P21

P22

p31

p32

. p30

(3)

P33 1

where i andj denotes the state index, while p, is the state probability that a process currently in state i
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will occupy state] after its next transition. Note that p ij must satisfy the following requirement
o_<Pii_<1,
= 1,

1_<i,j<_K-1

(4)

i = 0,1,..., K - 1

(5)

where K is the number of states i.e. K = 4 in our case. P describes how paths appear and disappear
when the MT moves.
Analysis of the measurement data shows that, multiple births and deaths can occur within one FDB.
This implies that, the standard 4-state MCM described above is insufficient as it will only allow a
single event per transition. In order to account for the multiple events case, a multiple step (M-step)
MCM is proposed. Hence, by applying the M-step, 4-state MCM, both the correlation between L5 and
LD as well as the multiple birth and death paths will be taken into consideration. The number of steps,

M, is determined by the maximum number of births, LBM ,, and maximum number of deaths, LDM.,
for a particular measurement file. Now, in the M-step MCM, values of p and q become
p,q>1,2,...,M.
B. Markov Channel Model Parameter Estimation
In order to estimate the parameters of the MCM, i.e. elements of P from the measurement data, the
following procedure is applied to each separate measurement file:
Determine the value of M according to LBM, and LDM

,U,.

Extract the birth-death (B-D) probability matrix, A which is an (M +1) x (M +1) squared
matrix. Elements of A represent the probability of p and q number of birth and death paths,
respectively, of a particular measurement file. Note that A is purely dependent on the value of
M. An example of A for M = 4 is given by
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LB=O,l,..., 4

A

= {apg } =

a

a01

a

a

a11 '

a10

all

a12

a13

a14

a20

a2i

a22

a23

a24

aM
aM

a20

a2i

a22

a

a

a41

a42

a43

LD

= 0,1,..., 4

(6)

where the number of columns and rows represent the number of births and deaths that can
occur within one FDB.
Setting up the [(M + 1)2 +4] number of nonlinear equations in order to estimate all elements
of P. Note that, the 4 additional equations are due to the Markovian property in which the
entries in P must satisfy the requirement imposed by (4) and (5). For a 4-state MCM, P
consists of 16 variables which need to be estimated. For cases when M > 3, this becomes an
overdetermined system where the number of equations is more than the number of variables to
be estimated. After forming the required equations, all variables are estimated using a
nonlinear least squares optimisation method [13]. Here, the subspace trust region method
based on the interior-reflective Newton algorithm [14] is deployed.
Finally, due to the large number of variables to be estimated, several sets (say 100) of the initial
conditions for the optimisation problem are chosen randomly. This increases the probability
that the estimated parameters converge to the desired global minimum. Hence, the parameter
set that minimises the sum-of-squared-errors will be chosen as the state transition probabilities
of the particular measurement file.
V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

In this section, we present some measurement results in order to validate the modelling concept
described above. Due to the similarity in the statistical behaviour of all of the investigated
environments, unless otherwise stated, all measurement results presented here correspond to the office
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environment described in Section II. Fig. 4 shows the distance-variant power-delay density spectrum
(DV-PDDS) and the distance-variant power-azimuth density spectrum (DV-PADS) for a sample
measurement file with the measurement configuration as described in Section H. The DV-PDDS
shows that the TOA of the strongest LOS component increases as the trolley moves along its
trajectory, corresponding to the trolley moving away from the RX. Also observable in the graph are
the higher order reflections. The major first order reflection is due to reflection off the wall with the
entrance door. This accounts for the decrease in TOA as the trolley moves further away from the RX.
On the other hand, the major second order reflection is due to the signal being first reflected by the
wall behind the RIX (first order), and then reflected again by the wall with the entrance door (second
order) before arriving at the RX. The DV-PADS further substantiates the following observations. As
can be clearly seen, the LOS component changes its AOA from +600 to 00 as the trolley moves away
from the RX, while both the first and second order reflections have AOA at approximately 0°. These
graphs also reveal that with passing time, paths appear and disappear. Therefore,

LT

distance moved by the trolley as illustrated in Fig. 5(a). In general, larger values of

varies with the
L8

and L0 were

obtained for the OLOS and NLOS scenarios when compared to the LOS scenario. This is mainly due
to a larger LT for OLOS and NLOS scenarios. The presence of a LOS path causes the channel sounder
to miss paths with relatively low powers as the dynamic range of the channel sounder is finite (i.e. 40
dB). As diffuse reflections dominate in the OLOS and NLOS scenarios, strong paths detected by the
channel sounder have approximately the same power. Therefore, paths with relatively low power can
still be detected by the channel sounder provided they fall within the dynamic range.
Here, we are interested in the variation of

LB

and

LD

measurement data indicated that correlation exists between

as the trolley moves. Analysis of the
LB

and

LD.

Fig. 6 shows the dynamic

evolution of L5 and LD as the trolley moves along its trajectory for the same measurement file used in
Fig. 4. It is obvious that the variation pattern of
coefficient,

PBD'

LB

and

LD

is very similar. The B-D correlation

between LB and L0 is calculated for each measurement file, and is defined as follows:
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N

PBDJ

PBD

I

(7)

e [0,1]

(Ti) - LB )(LD () - 'D)

where

LB (n)

while

LB

and

and
LB

LB (n)

are the number of births and deaths of paths in the nth FDB, respectively,

are the mean number of births and deaths, respectively. On average,

PBD > 0.75

was obtained for all investigated environments, which clearly shows that a high correlation exists
between

LB

and LD. Thus, in order to generate a more realistic simulation model the correlation must

be taken into consideration. Fig. 7 shows the joint pdf of
was observed particularly for low values of

LB

LB

and LD, f (LB , LD ) where high probability

and L. The correlation that exists between

LB

and LB

might be due to the highly cluttered environment, where many reflections are subject to the blocking
and unblocking of paths as the trolley moves along its trajectory.
The lifespan of a path,

4,

is the amount of distance for which the path exists from it first appears

until finally it disappears as the MT moves along its trajectory and can be derived by knowing when
the path was born and died. Hence,

4,

is a random variable (RV) which can be described by some

pdfs. Here, we found that the pdf of the path lifespan,

is best described by an exponentially

1(4)

distribution as shown in Fig. 8(a).
As described in Section 1V, the value of M is determined by
observation is that the values of

LB

and

LD

(hence

LBM

LBMrU,

and

LD

and LD. Another significant

) are highly dependent on the

presence of a LOS path. Under the LOS condition, M = 3 is sufficient, while for the OLDS and
NLOS cases, at least M = 8 is required in order to ensure P converges. These values were verified
by simulation results by increasing M until the value of P did not change significantly. For example,
under the LOS condition it was observed that all elements of P estimated at M = 3 and M = 4 (i.e.
P3 and IF4 , respectively) do not vary by more than 15%. Further increase in M would not alter the
value of P significantly. Thus, M = 3 is used as the upper limit of the step size to generate P for the
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LOS case. A similar observation was made for the OLOS and NLOS cases where the difference
between IF'8 and P9 is insignificant. Therefore, M = 8 is used as the upper limit of the step size for the
OLOS and NLOS cases.
VI. POWER AND SPATIO-TEMPORAL VARIATIONS WITHIN PATH LIFESPAN

Spatio-Temporal Variation Within Path Lifespan

As the MT moves along its trajectory, fluctuations in the path TOA and AOA occur within the path
lifespan, l. Results from the data analysis reveal that the spatio-temporal variation of a particular path
can be modelled by a linear polynomial approximation. Thus, linear least squares regression is used to
find the best line fit through all data points of each path in the form ofy = kx+b. Fig. 9 shows an
example of the TOA-AOA fluctuations of paths within their lifespan. Note that paths with lifespan
less than 3 FDBs are assumed to be spurious paths and can be ignored. Also on the plot is an
illustration of the best line fit for each of these paths. This graph indicates that the direction of change
is independent of the location on the spatio-temporal domains. Thus the gradient, k, of each straight
line can be described by a RV. Since vertical lines have an infinite value of k, the term spatiotemporal vector, w, is introduced and is defined as the acute angle between the TOA-AOA axes where

w = tan-' (k). Therefore, w is also a RV which can be described by a pdf. Here, we found that
f () can be well-modelled by a Gaussian pdf as illustrated by the inner plot in Fig. 9.
Power Variation Within Path Lifespan

Power variation of a path occurs due to movement of the MT. To date, most researchers assume that
the power variation of a path within its lifespan can be described by a smooth monotone transition
function [15] - [17]. This transition function was first proposed in [18] where power was assumed to
vary as a sinusoidal function in the region where the path appears and disappears. The main reason for
making the following assumption is to exclude the abrupt changes of power variation. However, this
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conjecture was made without any physical propagation reasoning or supported by any measurement
results, which imply that further investigation is required in determining the shape of the transition
function.
In order to model the power variation of a path within its lifespan, its power spectral density (PSD)
is studied in order to determine an appropriate filter that is able to reproduce a set of random signals
that exhibit the similar spectral characteristics. Paths with a relatively long lifespan are focussed on as
they can be used for spectral estimation. Paths with a long lifespan are caused by the same
superstructure (e.g. furniture, walls, doors etc.) forming the path during the whole measurement run.
However, due to the measurement constraints, the data obtained from the measurements have an
uneven distance spacing. A straightforward approach is to reconstruct evenly spaced data using
interpolation or rebinning before applying the conventional discrete Fourier transform (DFT) or fast
Fourier transform (FFT) methods. However, both interpolation and rebinning perform poorly and
introduce significant distortion in the spectral density of the analysed data. Furthermore, the DFT and
FFT methods perform well only when the data size is relatively large. In order to mitigate this effect, a
method suitable for unevenly sampled and relatively short signals, the Lomb-Scargle periodogram
(LSP), [19] is deployed. The LSP is based on a local least-squares fit of the data by sinusoids centred
on each data point of the distance-series (equivalently time-series) data [20] - [21]. Given an unevenly
spaced signal, h h(x) where n = 1,2,...,N, the normalised LSP, P,() is given as follows [19]
I

2

N

[

PN()2

where h and

0,2

12

N

[E(ha _) sin iI(x

—/) cos , (x —ij)
+

N

>cos 2

N

sin

(x -

1

I

(8)

(x - 77)

are the mean and variance of the data, respectively, while 77 is defined by
sin 2x,,

.

tan (2bi)=
cos 2x
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Due to its local least-square fit nature, the LSP works equally well for unevenly spaced sampled data.
Furthermore, it is also much less prone to aliasing distortions in small size data sets.
Fig. 10(a) and Fig. 10(b) illustrate the power variation of a path within its lifespan and its
corresponding PSD (in logarithmic scale), respectively. This active path is chosen randomly from the
same measurement file used to plot previous figures (i.e. Fig. 4—Fig. 9). These figures show that only
low frequency components are significant. Several other paths were also investigated and similar
PSDs were observed. This implies that the power variation of path within its lifespan can be wellmodelled by a simple LPF which exhibits a similar frequency response. The results obtained here give
an insight to a more realistic representation of the shape transition function as compared to the
sinusoidal function assumed by previous researchers.
Generally, the power variation of a path within its lifespan can be caused by several mechanisms.
Firstly, due to the motion of the MT along its trajectory that changes the reflection coefficients of some
media. For example, as the trolley moves along the trajectory in the office environment, reflections
can be due to the walls, furniture, doors or even people in the surroundings. Thus, the building
structure can cause a path to fade within its lifespan. Secondly, due to the finite spatio-temporal
resolution of the measurement systems, paths with closely spaced TOAs and AOAs are unable to be
resolved. This causes multiple paths being detected as "a single path". From the physical propagation
mechanisms point of view, rough surface scattering can lead to more than one reflected components
with closely spaced TOAs and AOAs due to different angle of reflections. Paths reflected from rough
surfaces can combine coherently or incoherently dependent on their relative path length. As a result, a
variation in amplitude or power can occur within the lifespan of a particular path i.e. the same
propagation path can fades within its lifespan as illustrates in Fig. 10(a).
VII. CHANNEL MODEL EVALUATION

The validity of the newly proposed stochastic channel model can be evaluated by comparing the key
statistics of the simulation results with the measurement results. As the model is statistical, there is not
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a one-to-one correspondence between simulation and measurement. In order to compare the proposed
model with the measurements, an equivalent scenario was encoded into the model. Values generated
through simulations were subjected to the same statistical analysis as the real measurement data in
order to evaluate the similarity between them. Firstly, comparison is made between the values of B-D
probability matrix obtained from the measurement data, A with one obtained through simulation, A'.
Simulation results show that, a reasonable match is obtained between A and
probability matrix error, 6A (i.e.

CA =

A'

in which the B-D

IA - A'I x 100%) is less than 3% per element with the sum-of-

errors less than 20% for all environments under consideration. Table I displays the results for 3
examples of this comparison by considering LOS condition where M = 3. Secondly, the comparison
has been performed for the total number of active paths, Lr over the whole measurement run as shown
in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) for the measurement and simulation results, respectively. These two figures
clearly show that the variation of LT obtained through simulation agrees well with the measurement
results where the simulated L T is bounded within the lower and upper limit of L' obtained from the
measurements. The proposed model is further evaluated by looking at the pdf of the path lifespan,

1(4).

and the spatio-temporal variation of a path within its lifespan for both measurement and

simulation results. Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) show

1(4)

obtained from the measurement and simulation

results, respectively, where both were well-modelled by an exponential pdi Finally, Fig. 11 illustrates
the simulated spatio-temporal variation of a path within its lifespan. This graph clearly shows that its
variation pattern is very similar of that Fig. 9.
Vifi.

CONCLUSION

A novel stochastic wideband dynamic directional indoor channel model has been proposed based on
real-time dynamic measurement data collected at 5.2 GHz in several typical indoor environments. The
proposed model incorporates both the spatial and temporal domains properties as well as the dynamic
evolution of paths when the MT is in motion, based on the concept of a Markov process. The super-
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resolution FD-SAGE algorithm was deployed to extract the MPC parameters prior to identification of
path "birth" and "death" using a new data analysing technique.
A detailed analysis of the measurement data shows that correlation exists between the number births
and deaths. Furthermore, multiple births and deaths are also plausible at any instant of time. The main
contribution of the paper is the introduction of an M-step, 4-state MCM that will take into account
multiple births and deaths as well as the B-D correlation. Such an approach has not previously been
considered in detail as most researches have assumed that the channel is quasi-static and the births and
deaths are due to two separate stochastic processes. By knowing the birth and death of a path, the path
lifespan is derived which has been shown to be well modelled by an exponential pdf. The power and
spatio-temporal variations of each path within their lifespan were also investigated. The spatiotemporal variation can be completely described by a single parameter called the spatio-temporal
vector, w, which describes the changes in the temporal and angular domains of a particular path
within its lifespan which was found to be well-modelled by a Gaussian pdf. The PSD obtained using
the LSP shows that the power variation can be modelled by a simple LPF. In addition, the method
used to extract the MCM parameters from the experimental data was also discussed.
The validity of the new model is evaluated by comparing the keys statistics of the simulation results
with the measurement results such as the B-D probability matrix, the evolution of the total number of
active paths, distribution of the path lifespan and the spatio-temporal variation of path within its
lifespan. The proposed model is essential in order to provide a more realistic simulation platform
particularly for the performance evaluation of tracking algorithms with smart antennas technologies.
APPENDIX
The basic functionality and channel modelling concept of the Medav RUSK BRI channel sounder is
described in [7]. Here, the sounding bandwidth was set to 120 MHz with a multitone period of 0.8 jts.
Since the measured data was stored in the complex frequency domain, it produces 97 frequency
samples equally spaced at 1.25 MHz. Due to the limited sounding bandwidth, the energy of the
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impulse response in a single-source scenario will be "spread" across the delay domain with its first null
nearest to the main lobe given by ± 1/(N1 1f), where N1 is the number of frequency samples, and

Lif is the frequency spacing between the samples. This determines the temporal Rayleigh resolution
of the sounder, Sr = 1/(97 x 1.25 MHz) 8.25 ns. Similarly, due to the limited spatial aperture
of the 8-element ULA, its power-azimuth density spectrum for a single source is "spread" across the
azimuth, with its first null nearest to its main lobe given by ±

radians, where N5 is the

number of antenna elements, and d is the element spacing. Note that the null in the spatial domain is
expressed in the u-space, where u = sin 4,. The main reason that u-space is used here is to retain the
linearity of spatial resolution of the ULA across the azimuth, i.e. the spatial resolution is a linear
function of u, and a non-linear function of 4,. Hence, the spatial Rayleigh resolution of the system (in
u-space) is given by 6u555 = 0.25 radians for an 8-element ULA with A/2 element spacing. Based on
the intrinsic resolution of the system, the spatial-temporal coverage area of the AR is set to be
UA

± on and

'A

± O'i- , respectively, where

1A

and

UA

represent the centroid of the AR, while Or and

Ou are chosen to be 9 ns and 0.25 radians, respectively.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON BErwN THE REAL AND SIMULATED

No.

Real B-D Probability Matrix, A

1

2

3

-

B-D PROBABILITY MATRIX (M = 3)

Simulated B-D Probability Matrix,

B-D Probability Matrix Error,

0.0429

0.0858

0.0456

0.0268

0.0498

0.0761

0.0599

0.0217

0.69%

0.97%

1.43%

0.51%

0.0643

0.0912

0.0992

0.0563

0.0577

0.0914

0.1004

0.0442

0.66%

0.02%

0.12%

1.21%

0.0456

0.0831

0.0885

0.0536

0.0554

0.0830

0.0892

0.0619

0.98%

0.01%

0.07%

0.83%

0.0402

0.0483

0.0617

0.0670

0.0331

0.0503

0.0611

0.0648

0.71%

0.20%

0.06%

0.22%

0.0602

0.0843

0.0410

0.0313

0.0611

0.0777

0.0594

0.0231

0.09%

0.66%

1.84%

0.82%

0.0747

0.1349

0.0940

0.0578

0.0825

0.1274

0.1048

0.0331

0.78%

0.75%

1.08%

2.47%

0.0341

0.19%

0.53%

2.09%

0.20%

0.82%

0.37%

0.02%

0.68%

-

0.0723

0.0940

0.0506

0.0361

0.0704

0.0887

0.0715

0.0265

0.0530

0.0506

0.0386

0.0347

0.0493

0.0504

0.0318

0.0279

0.0529

0.0418

0.0306

0.0308

0.0463

0.0486

0.0302

0.29%

0.66%

0.68%

0.04%

0.0993

0.0380

0.03%

0.10%

0.10%

0.66%

-

0.0418

0.0919

0.1003

0.0446

0.0415

0.0929

0.0418

0.1142

0.1058

0.0529

0.0418

0.1136

0.1077

0.0571

0.00%

0.06%

0.19%

0.42%

0.0334

0.0557

0.1031

0.0613

0.0339

0.0558

0.1026

0.0599

0.05%

0.01%

0.05%

0.14%
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Fig. 1: Sketched plan of the office environment.
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Fig. 2: (a) The concept of active path and active region and (b) the concept of uncertainty region.
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Fig. 3: State transition diagram of the 4-state Markov channel model.
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Fig. 4: (a) Distance-variant power-delay density spectrum (DV-PODS) and (b) distance-variant power-azimuth
density spectrum (DV-PADS) in the office environment.
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Fig. 5: Dynamic evolution of the total number of active paths, L 1 obtained from the (a) real-time office environment
and (b) simulations results.
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Fig. 6: Dynamic evolution of the number of births, L8 and deaths, LD in the office environment.
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Fig. 8: The pdf of the path lifespan,flh i ) obtained from the (a) real-time office environment and (b) simulations
results.
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density from a sample data tile obtained from the office environment.
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Fig. 11: Example of the simulated spatio-temporal variation of path within its lifespan.
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Abstract-In this paper, the serial interference cancellation
(SIC) technique and the frequency domain SAGE iFD-SAGE)
algorithm are jointly used to detect and estimate the radio
channel parameters of interest. The implementation of the
SAGE algorithm in the frequency domain is novel.
Furthermore, the parallel interference cancellation ( PlC)
technique in the standard SAGE algorithm is replaced by the
SIC technique. The SIC technique demonstrates more stable
performance especially in a multipath rich environment. The
two-dimensional 2-I)) FD-SAGE algorithm and the SIC
technique are introduced and their performance demonstrated
by using real indoor channel measurement data to jointly
estimate the number of multipath components ( MPCs), their
time-of-arrivals TOAs). angle-of-arrivals (AOAs) and complex
amplitudes. Their performance is evaluated and compared
using synthetic data and results using 2-13 Initary ESPRIT
(another form of super-resolution algorithm).
I. INTRODUCTION

A realistic radio channel model that provides detailed
knowledge of the radio wave propagation mechanisms is
essential for the successful deployment of future wireless
networks. Before any statistical channel modelling work can
be performed. extensive measurement campaigns must he
conducted and appropriate signal processing algorithms must
he deployed in order to extract channel parameters of interest.
Accurate temporal and spatial channel information is vital for
the design of Stuart antenna architectures and reliable channel
simulation software. In order to achieve this, the dominant
propagation paths between the transmitter (TX) and receiver
(RX) have to he analysed with respect to their time-ofarrivals (TOAS). angle-of-arrivals (AOAs) and complex
amplitudes.
Various super-resolution algorithms can be used to extract
these channel parameters. Algorithms based on the
distinction of signal and noise subspaces are sub-optimal
techniques which exploit the eigenstructure of the input
covariance matrix. These include Multiple Signal
Classification MUSIC). Estimation of Signal Parameters via
Rotational Invariance Techniques (ESPRIT) and Unitary
ESPRIT Ill. On the other hand, the maximum likelihood
(ML) method, categorised as an optimal technique. shows
superior performance even at low signal-to-noise-ratios
(SNR), when the number of samples is small or the sources
are correlated. Several computationally efficient algorithms
based on the ML approach have been developed such as the
Alternating Projection tAP), Expectation Maxirnisation (EM)
and Space-Alternating Generalised Expectation maximisation
(SAGE) algorithms [2]. Interested readers are referred to [3]
and references there in for details of the other algorithms.

In this paper, ML-based methods are considered for
channel parameter estimation in a multipath rich indoor
environment. The two-dimensional frequency domain SAGE
(2-D FD-SAGE) algorithm is introduced and used in
conjunction with the serial interference cancellation (SIC)
technique to detect and estimate the signal's TOA. AOA and
complex amplitude. The SIC technique demonstrates more
stable performance compared to the conventional parallel
interference cancellation (PlC) technique in the standard
SAGE algorithm, particularly in a mulupath rich
environment. The proposed algorithm is implemented using
real indoor channel measurement data at 5,2 GHz. This band
is designated for high speed Wireless LANs conforming to
ETSI HlPERlAN/2 (Europe). IEEE 802.11a (North
America) and ARIB l-liSWANa (Japan) [4]. The
performance of the 2-D F[)-SAGE is then compared with
results obtained using the 2-D Unitary ESPRIT.
The paper is organised as follows., in section II. the signal
and channel models are defined. The principles of the SAGE
algorithm and joint detection-estimation of the channel
parameters using the 2-D FD-SAGE algorithm and SIC
technique are explained in section III. The measurement
setup and environments are described in section IV. Section
V presents analysis results of synthetic data using the 2-D
FD-SAGE algorithm. Performance of both SIC and PlC
techniques are evaluated in terms of their accuracy and
stability. Comparison of the proposed algorithm with the 2-D
Unitary ESPRIT using real measurement data is presented in
section VI. Finally. section VII concludes the paper.
II. SIGNAL AND CHANNEL MODELS

In this section, the signal and channel models are
presented. The sounding technique is based on a periodic
multi-frequency test signal [5]. The TX uses an omnidirectional antenna while the RX is assumed to use a uniform
linear array (liLA) of M equidistant elements spaced by A/2,
where X represents the wavelength of the carrier frequency
concerned. By assuming the transmitted signal model to be
narrowband. time delays between elements of the array can
he approximated by phase shifts.
Following [5], the channel can be described by the
Doppler-azimuth-variant impulse response

hv,r,Ø)= Ea, (v)&v —V)ö(r—t—Ø,)

(I)

where a, t,. 01 and V1 are the complex amplitude. TOA. AOA
and Doppler frequency of the 1-tb path, respectively, and L is
the total number of multipath components (MPC5).
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For some limited time interval, the amplitude, TOA and
the AOA of the l-th path are time invariant. By further
assuming that the channel is quasi-static, the Doppler
frequency can be ignored. Hence the channel transfer
function at the ni-th antenna element may he expressed as
(2)

now be used directly to assist FD modelling, which has
several advantages [7].
Similar to the EM and standard SAGE algorithms, the
2-D FD-SAGE relies on two major steps: an expectation step
(E-step) and a maximisation step (M-step). These two steps
are iterated until convergence is reached. In the standard
SAGE algorithm 161, during the E-step, the complete data of

where d is the distance between adjacent antennas of the
L'LA, f, is the n-th frequency bin of the frequency response,
and N is the total number of frequency response samples.
Alternatively, the channel response across the array,

the I-th path. X,Oz:9) is obtained by subtracting the
estimated contribution of all L paths except the 1-tb path from
the incomplete data, 11(n). In the lD. this can he expressed
as follows

H. (n) = La,

,I<n<N

H(n)=[H(n),'.,l-f(n)Y
expressed as

for

m=i,",M

H(n)=La(,)-a,-e"

+N(n)

I.,

where a(O ) = 1I,e_'z'A



can be

. ••- ,e'"

I

(5)
Note that (5) is similar to the conventional PlC technique
for multi user detection ]8].
In our implementation, in a multipath rich environment,
SIC results in a more stable performance, in this scheme, the
MPCs are ordered according to their received powers and the
MPCs are estimated and cancelled successively from the
received channel response. Hence, the E-step used here can
be expressed as

(3)

is the steering

vector of the ULA and N(n) = [N, (n),"', NM (n)J' is
M-dimensional complex spatial white Gaussian noise, and

If

denotes the transpose. Equation (3) can be re-expressed
in a more compressed form as

II ( n)=E SOLO , )+N(n)

X, (n;O') = 1-1(n) ES(n;O'r).

Each of the parameter vectors 8 1, for I = I, - - -, L is split

(4)

into two overlapping subsets

where S(n;O ) = a(Ø,)a e
is the contribution of the
l-th path to the channel response of the ULA. For the 1-th
path, all the parameters to be estimated. i.e. t,. ,, and a,, are
placed in a vector 0, = [r 1011a,
Since there are L different
MPCs, these vectors are combined together in the matrix

I.

fr

a,) and ,a, ). The
maximisation of the log-likelihood function is performed
with respect to each subset while keeping the other
parameters fixed. The coordinate-wise updating procedures
to obtain the estimate 0" for the parameters of the l-th path
given the estimate 0' (which contains all the previous
estimates of the paths' parameters) is known as the M-step
and given as follows

Ill. JOINT DETECTION-ESTIMATION OF CHANNEL
PARAMETERS USING 2-D FD-SAGE ALGORIThM

argtnax{I_(v..x(1t.6') }.

Principles of the SAGE Algorithm

Ø"=argmax{z(s,".

The SAGE algorithm is an efficient alternative to the
classical EM algorithm. Use of the SAGE algorithm for
channel parameter estimation was first introduced by Fleury
eq al. 161. Each of the SAGE iterations is an EM iteration to
re-estimate a subset of the components, while keeping the
other components fixed at their previous values. It updates
the parameters sequentially rather than simultaneously by
replacing the high-dimensional optimisation process with
several low-dimensional maximisation procedures. The
algorithm is deemed to have converged when the output of
the predefined likelihood function at successive iterations has
reached steady state.
The 2-!) Frequency Domain SAGE Algorithm
The objectives of developing the SAGE algorithm in the
frequency domain (FD) are twofold. Firstly, the Medav
RUSK BRI channel sounder used in the measurement
campaign stores the channel data in the complex FD [51.
Therefore, the optimal way is to post-process the data in the
FD. Secondly, by developing this algorithm in the FD, it can

(6)

}

(7a)
(7b)
(7c)

where
z(r;X)=EL[e''''"'

X(n.m)1.

(8)

Equation (8) is the cost or correlation function between the
calculated and the received channel response.
The above updating procedure for all the L paths define
one iteration cycle of the 2-D FD-SAGE algorithm.
Convergence is reached when the difference between the
estimated parameters obtained at two consecutive iterations
fall below a predefined threshold. Here, the predefined
thresholds for the TOA and the AOA are determined by the
signal bandwidth. B and the number of elements of the ULA,
M. respectively.
Initialisation of the 2-D FD-SAGE Algorithm
Like any other iteration method, the convergence of the
2-D FD-SAGE algorithm depends on the initial conditions,
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Here, the SIC technique and the 2-D FD-SAGE algorithm are
jointly used in the initialisation stage.
The TOA of the first MPC is estimated via frequency
correlation. At a certain delay position, the AOA of the first
MPC can be found via spatial correlation. The signal of the
first MPC can then be reconstructed and is subtracted from
the received channel response. The algorithm proceeds in the
same manner for all other MPCs. For this procedure, the
flow of the algorithm is the same as the SAGE iterations
discussed previously, however incoherent antenna combining
is applied for the TOA estimation. Equation (7a) is replaced
by
..=argmax{tte..is.r.
.XI(n;O")H.

[JTables inthe
o ff ice ,
partitioneclby
soft boards

• .

Tx

18

8-element
'" Rx
ULA, direction
of the arrow
indicates the
broadside
direction of the
array

(9)

::fl
•0

during the initialisation cycle.
Similar to [6], one "initialisation" cycle with the iteration
step i ranging from {—(L—l),...,0} is performed.

12.5 in
Fig. I. Sketch plan of the office environment.
measurement block was 0.2048ms and this is well within the
coherence time of the channel.
Measurements were taken at various locations in an office
environment. Here only measurement raw data for one of the
TX and RX locations indicated in Fig. 1 are used. The height
of both the TX and RX was set to 1.7m. The tables in the
office are partitioned by soft boards and the environment is
considered to be cluttered. During the measurements, the TX
and RX were accurately synchronised in both time and
frequency through an optical fibre connection. The residual
delays in the triggering events and the cables connecting the
antenna and the sounder were removed by back-to-back
calibration prior to measurement. Spatial calibration of the
ULA was performed in the anechoic chamber at UOB and the
calibration result was used in the off-line post-processing
stage.

D. SIC as the Detection Technique
The initialisation step may also be used in detecting the
number of MPCs, L. This is a critical stage for superresolution techniques. A common approach in estimating the
number of MPCs is based on information theoretic criterion
such as minimum descriptive length (MDL) and Akaike
information criterion (AIC) [9]. However, these techniques
are only applicable to scenarios where the number of MPCs is
less than the number of antenna elements, i.e. L<M.
However, for a multipath rich environment, this approach is
not sufficient.
The SIC technique is applied until the detected MPC5 have
power levels (relative to the strongest MPC) below the
maximum dynamic range of the channel sounder. By
deploying this technique, the number of MPCs, L that may be
detected is determined by the resolution of the measurement
system in both temporal and angular domains.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS IN SYNTHETIC ENVIRONMENT
Simulation Environment

IV. MEASUREMENT SETUP AND ENVIRONMENT
An indoor measurement campaign has been conducted at
the University of Bristol (UOB) in order to evaluate and
compare the results produced by the proposed 2-D FD-SAGE
algorithm with the 2-D Unitary ESPRIT algorithm. The
channel sounder used is the MEDAV RUSK BRI vector
channel sounder [5]. The measurements were conducted at a
carrier frequency 5.2 GHz with a bandwidth, B, of 120 MHz.
The multi-frequency test-signal repetition period was set to
0.8l.ts. The measurement was based on a single-inputmultiple-output (SIMO) configuration with an omni
directional TX antenna and an 8-element ULA. The liLA's
visible azimuth range is 120°, with 8 active dipole-like
elements and 3 passive elements at each end in order to
balance the mutual coupling effect. Each element in the ULA
is vertically polarised and is spaced by half a wavelength. A
fast multiplexing system switches between each of these
elements in order to take a full SIMO vector snapshot in
12.81.Is. In order to increase the estimation accuracy, 16
SllvIO snapshots are sampled consecutively in a single
measurement block. This process was repeated 70 times to
generate 70 measurement blocks in a period of 5s. Note that
the time to sample 16 SIMO snapshots in a single

The performance of the 2-D FD-SAGE algorithm has been
evaluated in a synthetic environment by means of MonteCarlo simulation. Here a known number of impinging plane
waves with known parameters are used. The simulation
environment is based on the measurement setup described in
section IV and both PlC and SIC techniques are investigated.
L narrowband plane waves impinge on the M = 8 element
ULA. The amplitudes, a,, are Set to be independent zeromean complex Gaussian random variables and the TOA, t,,
and azimuthal AOA, 41,, are randomly and independently
chosen from uniform distributions, [0,0.8]ps and [_60,+6010
respectively. Finally, complex white Gaussian noise, N(n)
was added according to (3).
Performance Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of these two
techniques, the value of L was varied from 10 to 50 while
fixing the other parameters. Note that both techniques were
applied to the same set of synthetic data, enabling a direct
performance comparison to be made.
Simulation results show that by employing the SIC
technique, the proposed 2-13 FD-SAGE algorithm has a more
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SIC vs PlC In the Synthetic Environment
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Fig. 2. Performance of SIC & PlC in synthetic environment.

Power Delay-Azimuth Spectrum (2-D Unitary ESPRtT)

stable performance compared to the PlC technique, especially
when L is large. Both techniques successfully estimate all the
MPC parameters in the synthetic environment when L is
relatively small, i.e. in the range of 10 to 20. However, as L
increases beyond 20, the performance of PlC degrades
significantly. As stated in 1101, SIC will perform better than
PlC when the received signals are of different strengths. This
is exactly the case for our indoor environments, where a large
number of MPC5 are present, all with different power values.
Fig. 2 shows the results obtained using SIC and PlC
techniques, respectively based on the synthetic environment
described above. In this example, L was set equal to 30. It
shows that by employing the SIC technique, more than 90%
of the MPCs TOAs and AOAs are correctly estimated.
However, the estimate obtained using the PlC technique
diverged from the actual values as shown in Fig. 2.
VI. PERFORMANCE OF 2-13 FD-SAGE AND 2-13 UNITARY
ESPRIT ON MEASURED DATA
In this section, the two most frequently used superresolution techniques; SAGE and Unitary ESPRIT are used to
estimate the channel parameters in the real indoor
environment. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the power delayazimuth spectrum (PDAS) obtained by post-processed the
raw data of one of the measurement locations in an office
environment as described in section IV using the
2-D FD-SAGE and 2-D Unitary ESPRIT (with spatial
smoothing) algorithms, respectively. Note that, only MPCs
within 20dB relative to the strongest path are plotted in these
two graphs. Four different regions can be identified from
these two graphs.
Region I shows the first path arrival, which has the highest
peak and shortest TOA. Both techniques perform reasonably
well in estimating this path since it has the largest power.
The highest peak estimated by the 2-13 FD-SAGE is at
-25.46dB with TOA 34.68ns and AOA -41°. Using the
2-D Unitary ESPRIT the highest peak is at -25.75dB with

Region

I

Region 4

Region 3

o

OeOy.r{n orn000dJ

° '°

uarrbv$ 5egrenj

Fig. 4. PDAS estimated by 213-Unitary ESPRIT.
TOA 33.39ns and AOA -42 1. The differences in these two
algorithms (when estimating the TOA and AOA) are less
than the resolution of the channel sounder in both the
temporal and angular domain and therefore are considered
negligible.
Region 2 is the range between 0° and +40°. In Fig. 3, two
clusters of MPCs are observed that are closely spaced in both
the TOA and AOA domains. The first cluster spans from 0°
to +20° while the second cluster is at +30°. In Fig. 4, only
the cluster spanning from 0° to +20° is present. At an angle
of +30°, instead of a cluster, two MPC5 well separated in
both TOA and AOA are observed.
Region 3 is the range between -20° and -50°. In Fig. 3, a
cluster is present at -20° and a distinct MPC is seen at -40°.
However, in Fig. 4 only distinct MPC5 are identified in these
two ranges.
Region 4 is located at the positive edge of the array.
Again, a cluster of three closely spaced MPCs is present in
Fig. 3, while only a single MPC was observed in Fig. 4.
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measurement system in both the temporal and angular
domains.
Simulation results in a synthetic environment showed that
the 2-13 FD-SAGE in conjunction with the SIC technique has
a more stable performance. It is capable of separating the
MPCs as long as at least one of the parameters of each of the
paths is different.
The analysis using both 2-D FD-SAGE and 2-D Unitary
ESPRIT algorithms in the real environments verified the
functionality of the newly developed FD-SAGE. Higher
number of MPCs detected by the 2-D FD-SAGE might be
due to the present of correlated paths that degrade the
performance of the 2-13 Unitary ESPRIT or due to leakage in
the 2-D FD-SAGE. Frequency domain windowing to take
into account the limited bandwidth of the channel sounder
was also discussed and results show that this can reduce the
leakage problem in the 2-D FD-SAGE algorithm
considerably.

Poor Oetay-Mnnith Spoetnitu (2-0 FO-SAGE with Ham Window)
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Oniny,,
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°
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Aa,Wih. S deownl

Fig. 5. PDAS estimated by Hann windowed 2-D FD-SAGE.
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The above results demonstrate that channel parameters
estimated by both techniques give a reasonable match.
However, it is seen that a larger number of MPCs are
detected using 2-13 FD-SAGE compared to 2-D Unitary
ESPRIT. This is due to the following two reasons, namely
correlated paths and leakage. The performance of subspacebased methods like the Unitary ESPRIT to resolve closely
spaced paths will degrade if these are highly correlated [3],
which often occurs in indoor scenarios. Although spatial
smoothing deployed can decorrelate some of the correlated
paths, but there might be some residual of correlated paths
that have not been decorrelated completely. Since the
measurements were performed over a limited frequency
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evolution of paths as the MT moves is necessary. The aims of this
paper are two fold. Firstly, to propose a new stochastic channel
model based on the Marlcov process that will take into account the
time-varying properties of the channel by incorporating the dynamic
evolution of paths when the MT in motion. The power and spatiotemporal variation of paths within their lifespan are also
investigated and found to be well-modeled by a Gaussian
probability density function (pdf) and a simple low pass filter (LPF),
respectively. Secondly, the model is generalized by segmentation of
the measurements into runs with the same propagation
characteristics. Analysis results show that the model can be
completely parameterized by several nets of transition probability
matrices associated to the type of environment and scenario under
consideration.

Abatroct
A novel stochastic widcbasid dynamic directional indoor channel
model which incorporates the spatio-tcmporal properties as well as
the dynamic evolution of paths is proposed based on a Markov
process. The model is derived from measurement data collected at
the 5.2GHz in several indoor environments. An M-step, 4-state
Markov channel model is proposed to account for the correlation
between the number of births and deaths and the multiple births and
deaths that can occur at any instant of time. The power and spatiotemporal variations of paths within their lifespan are modeled by a
low-pass-filter and a Gaussian distributed spatio-temporal vector.
Measurement results show that strong correlations exist with the
presence of a line-of-sight (LOS) path but are degraded when the
LOS path is obstructed. Higher values of spatio-temporal
dispersions were found when the transmitter and receiver separation
increased particularly in a more cluttered environment. Due to the
distinction in the birth-death statistics and the spatio-temporal
dispersion and correlation properties for LOS and NLOS scenarios,
the model is generalized and parameterized by classification of the
measurement roes into sections with the same propagation scenario.
Parameters obtained are useful for the Monte-Carlo simulations of
the channel model.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the
measurement setup and environments; Section 3 proposes a novel
wideband dynamic directional indoor channel model based on a
Markov process; Section 4 presents the measurement results;
Section 5 presents the generalization and parameterization of the
channel model; finally, in Section 6, conclusions are drawn.

2. Measurement setup and environments
2.1. Measurement setup

I. Introduction
The radio propagation channel is both random and time-varying due
to the motion of the mobile terminal (MT) and/or the changes in the
surrounding objects. The emergence of smart antennas that are
capable of maximizing the wireless capacity throughput by
exploiting both the spatial and temporal domains has introduced a
requirement for more realistic channel models. The underlying
models must adequately characterize the spatio-tcmporal properties
as well as the dynamic evolution of paths as the MT moves.
Numerous channel models have been reported in the literature [I],
[2] but no measurement based dynamic and directional model has
yet been reported, particularly for indoor environments. To the best
of the authors' knowledge, only two models have appeared in
published literature that model the dynamic properties of the indoor
propagation channel, namely the ray-tracing model by Zwick [3]
and a temporal-domain model by Nielsen [4]. However, the lack of
dynamic spatial information in Nielsen's model does not allow any
realistic evaluation of smart antenna system that would exploit both
temporal and spatial domains of the channel.
Modeling the appearance and disappearance of paths is essential to
provide a more realistic simulation scenario because the statistical
characteristics of the channel can vary significantly when the MT
moves. Thus, a static channel model with constant parameters is
insufficient to realistically model the investigated environments and
a dynamic channel model that is capable of tracking the dynamic

An extensive dynamic measurement campaign has been conducted
at the University of Bristol in different indoor environments under
various propagation scenarios. The measurements were carried out
with a Medav RUSK BRI vector channel sounder [5] at a carrier
frequency of 5.2GHz with a bandwidth of 120Ml-tz and excess
delay window 0.8ss. The measurements were made using a singleinput-multiple-output (SIMO) configuration with an omnidirectional transmitter (TX) and an 8-element uniform linear army
(IJLA) receiver (RX) with 120' visible azimuth range. The dynamic
measurements were conducted by slowly pushing the TX with a
specialized trolley along a predefined measurement path and a total
of 20 SIMO snapshots were recorded every 80mm as a single Fast
Doppler Block (FDB) [6].
2.2. Measurement environments

The dynamic measurements were conducted in four different indoor
environments; an office (OFF), an entrance foyer (FOY) and
corridors in a new (CORI) and an old building (COR2),
respectively, under the line-of-sight (LOS), obstructed-LOS (OLOS)
and non-LOS (NLOS) scenarios. The height of the TX and RX were
fixed at 1.8m and 2.5m (except 2.1m in CORI as the ceiling height
is about 2.45m), respectively, to emulate the mobile-to-basestation
link. These measurements allow channel assessment in terms of
dynamic variation of the spatio-temporal dispersion. Fig. 1 depicts
the sketched plan of CORI. The arrow indicates the orientation of
the ULA broadside direction. The walls along the corridor and
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3.1. An M-step, 4-state Markov channel model
Initially, both Markov and non-Msrkov models were used to
investigate the dynamic behaviour of the channel. Analysis results
show that the non-Markov model is inferior to the Markov model.
This implies that the channel incorporates memory. Hence, a
Markov model will be adapted to model the dynamic properties of
the channel. Here, a 4-state Markov channel model (MCM) is
proposed in order to model the dynamic evolution of paths when the
MT in motion, where each state is defined as follows:
• S0 —No "births"or"dcaths"(BoDs)
• S 1 - I "death" only (B 5D 1 )
• S - I "birth" only (B D o)
• S 3 - I "birth" and I "death" (B 1 D 1 ).
Four states are required in order to account for the correlation that
exists between number of births, L 9 and number of deaths, Lo. The
validity of the correlation effect is confirmed by measurement
results obtained from all of the investigated environments [8].
The probabilistic switching process between states in the channel
model is controlled by the state transition probability matrix, P
given by
(p00 Ps
P03 Ps3

Fig. I. Sketched plan of the corridor environment in anew building (CORI)
between the rooms are made of plasterboard on an aluminium frame
with wooden office doors, and the outer walls are made of bricks
and concrete. The floor is carpeted (there are metal sheets within the
floor tiles) and the ceiling is covered with soft boards (with a gap of
approximately 2em between the 'visible' soft board ceiling and the
reinforced concrete ceiling separating 4 th and 5 " levels). There are a
few notice boards made of metal frames, plasterboard and glass
along both sides of the corridors. Measurements were done during
normal office hours and not all the wooden doors along the corridors
were closed at all times. At a few instances, there were 1-2 people
walking along the measurement path and thus the direct path
between the TX and RX was obstructed for a few instances of the
time. Most measurements in all other environments were conducted
during normal office hours with no channel restrictions imposed as
people were free to move. Full details on the dynamic SIMO
measurements are given in [6].

3.1Dynatnniic diTer-fload dllnnntiue1 modell
A novel wideband dynamic directional channel model is proposed
which can be characterized by the distance-variant directional
channel impulse response (DV-DCIR) given by
Lr inl

h(n;r,cb)=

ra1 (fl).S(r—T 1 (fl),

A

— ( (fl))

(I)

with n=l.....N, where N is the total number of distance segments
traveled by the MT, Li(n) is the total number of active paths in the
nth distance segment, while a,(n), rg'n) and b,(n) are the complex
path gain, time-of-arrival (TOA) and angle-of-arrival (AOA) of the
fh path in the 0th distance segment, respectively. Statistics of all of
the channel parameters have been derived in [7].
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where i and j denotes the state index, while p5 is the state
probability that a process currently in state i will occupy statej after
its next transition. P describes how paths appear and disappear when
the MT moves. Here, a multiple step (M-step) MCM is proposed to
account for the multiple births and deaths that can occur within one
distance segment in the measurement data [9], where lif is
determined by the maximum number of births, LBM, and maximum
number of deaths, LDM,. Hence, by applying the M-step, 4-state
MCM, the correlation between L3 and L0 as well as the multiple
births and deaths will be taken into consideration. Procedures for
estimating the Markov channel parameters are detailed in [9].

3.2. Power and spatlo-temporal variations within path lifespan
As the MT moves along its trajectory, both power and spatlotemporal variations of a path can occur within the path lifespan. To
date, most researchers assume that the power variation of a path
within its lifespan can be described by a smooth monotone transition
function [1O]—[12]. This transition function was first proposed in
[13] where power was assumed to vary as a sinusoidal function in
the region where the path appears and disappears. The main reason
for making the following assumption is to exclude the abrupt
changes of power variation. However, this conjecture was made
without any physical propagation reasoning or supported by any
measurement results, which imply that further investigation is
required in determining the shape of the transition function.
In order to model the power variation of a path within its lifespan,
its power spectral density (PSD) is studied in order to determine an
appropriate filter that is able to reproduce a set of random data that
exhibit the similar spectral characteristics. Due to the measurement
constraints, the data obtained from the measurements have an
uneven distance spacing. Thus, a straightforward approach such as
the conventional discrete Fourier transform (DFT) or fast Fourier
transform (FFT) methods are inappropriate. In order to mitigate this
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Fig. 2. (a) Power variation of a randomly selected path within its lifespan
and (b) its corresponding power spectral density.
effect, a method suitable for unevenly sampled and relatively short
signals, the Lomb-Scargle periodograni (LSP) [14], is deployed.
Here, we have found that the power variation of path within its
lifespan can be well-modeled by a simple low-pass-filter (LPF)
which exhibits a similar spectral characteristic with its power
spectral density (PSI)) [15]. Fig. 2 illustrates the power variation of
a path within its lifespan and its corresponding PSI) (in logarithmic
scale), respectively, which show that only low frequency
components arc significant.
On the other hand, the spatio-temporal variation of a path within its
lifespan is characterized by the spatio-temporal vector, os, defined as
the acute angle between the TOA-AOA axes i.e., a=tan'(k) where
kin the gradient of the straight line in the form ofyks+b. Note
' that
issis used to describe the spatio-temporal variation of path instead of
k as vertical linen have an infinite value of k. Since k can be
described by a random variable (RV), thus, as is also a RV which
can be described by a pdf. Results from the data analysis reveal that
f(ul can be well-modelled by a Gaussian pdf [8]. Fig. 3 shows a
sample scatter plot of the TOA-AOA fluctuations of paths over their
whole lifespan. Note that paths with lifespan lens than three distance
segments are too short for statistical analysis and are ignored. The
best line fit for each of these paths is marked on the figure. This
graph indicates that the direction of change is independent of the
location on the spatio-temporal domains. The resulting Gaussian
distributed spalio-temporal vector, as is shown in the inner plot of
Fig. 3.

4. Measurement results
The channel temporal and spatial dispersions are characterized by
the rms delay spread, r,,..s, and nns azimuth spread,

respectively. Measurement results have shown that the presence of a
LOS path, the TX-RX separation and the degree of clutter in the
environment under consideration are the main contributory factors
in determining the values of the spatio-temporal dispersion [16]. A
strong correlation exists between the spatio-temporal domains with
the presence of a LOS path but degraded when the LOS path
vanishes. As expected, the NLOS scenario exhibit higher values of
TP..IS and ØP.MS than the LOS scenario. This is evident when a sudden
decrease in rp.5 and #RMS was observed when the MT moved from a
NLOS to a LOS condition as illustrated in Fig. 4. This graph is
associated with a measurement route in COR1 (see Fig. 1) which
can be divided into three segments. The TX was in a NLOS
condition in the first and final segments and a short period of LOS
condition was experienced in the second segment. This trend is due
to the relatively strong power of the LOS path that raises the noise
floor of the measurement system. Furthermore, the nature of the
objects present in the surrounding environment also has an impact
on the values of rRMs and 0RMS. For example, a region of higher rp.tss
and rft,,s was seen to occur near the metal cabinets and wooden
bookshelves in OFF, and when the trolley passed through the
wooden doors along the corridors. In general, a more cluttered
environment corresponds to higher values of rsscs and ØRMS. A
correlation study was also performed for rp.-ss and ss with
mobility where both values were found to increase as the TX-RX
separation increased which indicated that the measured rRMS and
ws were highly dependent on the distance between the TX and the
RX[l6].

S. Generalization of the cheiiuuiell model
Initially, the Msrkov channel parameters, P, were extracted from
each measurement file over the whole measurement run [9].
However, it was found that P obtained from each measurement file
differs significantly. This is mainly because each measurement route
might exhibit several propagation scenarios (both LOS and NLOS)
when the MT moves along the trajectory even though these routes
are from the same environment. Thus, due to the distinction in the
birth-death (B-I)) statistics and the spatio-temporal dispersion and
correlation properties for LOS and NLOS scenarios, the model is
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generalized and parameterized by classification of the measurement
runs into sections with a similar propagation mechanism.
Fig. 5 shows two power-delay-azimuth density spectrum (PDADS)
snapshots extracted from an example AVI movie file for a randomly
selected measurement run from the corridor environment. This
measurement run involves both LOS and NLOS conditions as the
MT moves along the trajectory. In order to view the complete
measurement run, interested readers are referred to [17] which also
contain a few examples of AV] movie files from all of the
investigated environments together with their sketched measurement
plans. Generally, these AVI movie files clearly show the distinction
in the B-D statistics and the spatio-temporal dispersion properties
when the MT moves through different propagation scenarios. Note
that, the B-D process is more rapid when the MT passes through
doorways or in a high clutter environment. Thus, this implies that
classification of the measurement runs into sections with similar
propagation mechanism is required in order to generalize the model.
Analysis results show that the MCM can be generalized by several
sets of transition probability matrices i.e., Ps as PNLOS for LOS
and NLOS scenarios, respectively. Note that, although the PLO5 and
PNI.Os obtained from all of the investigated environments do not
match exactly, but their values lie within some lower and upper
boundaries. This enables the B-D statistics to be generated
according to the classified sections. Generally, it is more difficult to
find PNi.os compared to Pi.os and P505 is strongly affected by the
superstructure and scattering objects in the surrounding
environments. For example, PNLOS obtained for the measurement
when the RX is situated sear the wall will be differ from the one
obtained when the R.X is situated near the wooden shelf or metal
cabinet. Hence, for the NLOS case, Pws must be generalized
according to the "local scattering" superstructure properties. Due to
the limited amount of data available here, this can only be an
approximation. Is order to gain further insight, a larger amount of
data would be required. An reported in [16], the corridor
environments exhibit very distinct propagation mechanisms
compared to other indoor environments due to wave guide effect,

AnuS-ol--mvi,,l 10001.00051

Fig. 5. Example of two PDADS snapshots extracted from an example AVI
movie file for a randomly selected measurement run from the corridor
environment.
and thus, need to be analyzed separately. Table I lists the average
values of the PLO5 and PNLos for all of the investigated
environments. These parameters obtained are useful for the MonteCarlo simulations of the channel model.

6. Cotitdlltiotu
A novel stochastic widebasd dynamic directional indoor channel
model that incorporates both the spatial and temporal domain
properties as well as the dynamic evolution of paths has been
proposed based on the Markov process. Analysis of the
measurement data shows that correlation exists between the number
births and deaths. Furthermore, multiple births and deaths are also
plausible at any instant of time. Thus, an M.step, 4-state MCM is
proposed to take into account these two effects. Such an approach
has not previously been considered in detail as most researches have
assumed that the channel is quasi-static and the births and deaths are
due to two separate stochastic processes. The power and spatiotemporal variation of each path within their lifespan were also
investigated in which the power variation can be modeled by a
simple LPF while the apatio-temporal variation can be completely
described by the spatio-temporal vector which describes the
changes in the temporal and angular domains of a particular path
within its lifespan. Based on the analysis of the measurement
results, the model is generalized and parameterized where it is
governed by two sets of transition probability matrix for LOS and
NLOS scenarios, respectively. The proposed model is essential to a
more realistic simulation platform particularly for the performance
evaluation of tracking algorithms employing smart antenna
technologies.
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TABLE I
AVERAGES VALUES OF THE P AND P

OFF

FOY

CORI

Average P ws

Average P as

Environment

0.9039 0.0280 0.0367

0.0272

0.9911

0.0029

0.0000 0.5029

0.0000

0.4972

0.0000 0.8869

0.0001

0.0000 0.0000

0.1663

0.8340

0.0000 0.0000

0.5286 0.4715

0.0000 0.3064

0.4165

0.2772

0.0000 0.0000 0.9588

0.8685 0.0432

0.0232

0.0628

[.9944 0.0018

0.0013

0.0016

0.0000 0.5361

0.0000

0.4642

.0000 0.9075

0.0000

0.0925

0.0000 0.0000

0.8136

0.1869

.0000 0.0000

0.4371

0.5629

0.0000 0.1618

0.3540

0.4850

.0000 0.0000 0.2817

0.7183

0.9622 0.0097

0.0126

0.0130

0.0000

0.5184

0.0000

0.4818

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.2314

0.1131
0.0411

0.9812 0.0049

0.0061

0.0042

0.0000 0.7544

0.0001

0.2456

0.3971 0.6030

0.0000 0.0000 0.5168

0.4832

0.0829

0.0000

0.1819

0.055

08127

0.4882

0.2041

0.1761

0.1315

-

0.6859

0.1629 0.6873
COR2

0.0020 0.0018

0.1048

-

0.0000 0.6472 02478

0.0000 0.1807 0.0223
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